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ABSTRACT
During lactation, sows undergo increased metabolic demand whereby tissue mobilisation
may be required to support litter growth. Excessive lactational catabolism can subsequently impact
litter performance and the sows’ ability to rebreed. Current on-farm methods to measure sow body
condition are subjective and/or lack the ability to capture a change in muscle mass perhaps of more
importance in the leaner sow. Advances are required in the practical measurement of sow body
composition with an understanding of how management of sows in response to these measurements
can improve overall productivity and efficiency of the herd. The core objectives of the current thesis
were to a) develop a practical method for the measurement of sow body composition, b) investigate
the impact a change in body composition during lactation has on litter performance and subsequent
reproduction status, and c) examine lactational dietary energy and lysine requirements using a two
stage feeding program to minimise changes in sow body composition without negatively impacting
litter growth or subsequent reproductive success. A series of experiments were carried out to
validate a method of estimating body tissue masses, with a focus on muscle mass, and test the
general hypothesis that excessive body protein mobilisation in lactation negatively impacts litter
growth, sow rebreeding and subsequent reproductive success.
Chapter 3 provided an assessment of the agreement between bioelectrical impedance
spectroscopy (BIS) with dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA) in sow carcasses. Dual energy x-ray
absorptiometry is used to provide a highly accurate prediction of fat and fat-free mass in pigs.
Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy requires calibration against a standard reference method of
predicting composition, such as DXA. Due to abattoir requirements in the slaughter process and DXA
scanning weight restrictions, validation was carried out on sow carcasses. The BIS was in close
agreement with DXA, underestimating total carcase fat-free mass by -0.5 %.
Validation in the sow carcase was then followed by validation in the live sow. The agreement
between bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy and dilutional measurements in the live sow was
assessed in Chapter 4. A second objective of Chapter 4 was to provide a cross-validation of current
methods used on-farm to measure body composition against BIS. Experiment 2 was conducted to
develop apparent resistivity coefficients for extra- (431.1 ohm.cm) and intra-cellular (1827.8
ohm.cm) water against standard reference tracer dilution methods and a body geometry factor (1.09
± 0.14) necessary for assessment of body composition. Given that BIS quantifies body fluid masses,
validation of BIS was necessary in dry sows. The BIS predictions of fat-free mass were compared
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against the deuterium dilution method, existing impedance predictors and published prediction
equations in the live sow. Method validation revealed mean differences between predicted (BIS) and
measured (deuterium dilution method) fat-free mass values ranged from -8.2 to 32.7% but were not
statistically different (P > 0.05). The relatively wide limits of agreement suggested BIS as an
impractical option for assessing body composition in the individual sow. Equivalence testing revealed
the prediction equations of Dourmad et al. (1997) exhibited the lowest bias and percentage
equivalence, with narrow limits of agreement against impedance predictions and BIS.
Chapter 5 investigated the use of creatinine, a by-product of muscle metabolism, as a
biomarker of muscle mass change. The aim of this experiment was to investigate the potential for
serum creatinine to indicate a predicted loss in sow muscle mass over lactation, validated against an
increase in serum 3 methyl histidine (3MH) and blood urea nitrogen (BUN), which are markers of
dietary and/or body protein breakdown. To further provide an indication of a change in sow body
composition, backfat depth at the P2 site was measured using ultrasound and sow condition
measured using a sow caliper. Although sows did not experience a statistically significant change in
backfat depth, caliper score and serum analytes over lactation (P > 0.05), 3MH concentrations were
higher in the sows of a lower body mass at the end of lactation (P < 0.05), which correlated with BUN
concentrations (P < 0.001; R2 = 0.691). These data suggested that although sows may have
experienced body protein mobilisation, serum creatinine and BUN may have been the net result of
dietary and/or body protein breakdown. Serum creatinine was, therefore, not a reliable marker of
changes in muscle mass in the testing conditions. Experiments 1 to 3 identified that currently, the
most precise prediction of sow body composition on the investigated population is the equation
developed by Dourmad et al. (1997). From this point forward, sow body fat and protein mass and
their change in lactation were predicted using these equations.
Chapters 6 and 7 were conducted to understand the degree of tissue mobilisation sows
experience during lactation and the impact on litter performance and subsequent sow reproductive
success. The objective of Experiment 4 was to use diet type (standard commercial formulations of
gestation diet, 13.0 MJ dietary energy (DE)/kg 0.42 standardised ileal digestible (SID) g lysine/MJ DE
versus lactation diet, 14.3 MJ DE/kg 0.62 g SID lysine/MJ DE) and feed allowance (reduced allowance
of 7.5 kg/d versus ad libitum-fed) to impose varying levels of DE and SID Lys intake throughout
lactation. Although dietary treatments applied were able to impose a calculated negative energy and
Lys balance on lactating sows (parities 2-6), dietary treatments did not alter change in sow body fat
or protein mass over lactation, litter growth, reproductive hormones (insulin and IGF-1) or total
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piglets born in the subsequent litter (P > 0.05). There was a tendency for sows which were fed the
reduced allowance to have an extended time between weaning and next service by 0.3 ± 0.2 days
(mean ± SEM) (P < 0.010). Under the current experimental conditions, a calculated negative energy
and Lys balance over lactation had little to no impact on litter performance and subsequent sow
reproduction. Sows in this experiment experienced minimal body tissue mobilisation. It was expected
that sows would have experienced body tissue catabolism in response to daily changes in energy and
Lys requirements as lactation becomes a priority and energy is partitioned for milk production. A
more detailed investigation into energy and Lys requirements of sows fed ad libitum, to determine
sow body composition changes and litter growth at different stages of lactation was required.
Experiment 5 was designed to evaluate the impact of a two-diet feeding program in lactation
on sow body mobilisation, litter growth, rebreeding and subsequent reproduction. Sows were either
fed a lactation diet to weaning, a gestation diet to weaning, or a gestation diet to day 6 of lactation
and a lactation diet from day 7 to weaning. There was no dietary treatment response over the first 6
days of lactation on sow body composition or litter growth. From day 7 to weaning, sows fed the
gestation diet lower in DE and SID Lys content tended to lose body protein (P > 0.10) and display a
reduced litter growth (P < 0.05). Overall loss in body composition across all groups were minimal with
no negative impacts on rebreeding or subsequent reproduction. A two-diet feeding program in
lactation, which transitioned from a gestation to a lactation diet on day 7, had no impact on litter
growth or changes in body composition, rebreeding or reproductive success.
In conclusion, data from this thesis showed that although BIS provided an accurate measure
of fat-free mass in sow carcasses, this technology was not suitable for measures in the individual sow
due to inherent biological and methodological variability in the live animal. Serum creatinine was not
able to provide a reliable prediction of change in sow muscle mass as concentrations may have been
influenced by both dietary Lys intake and/or body protein turnover. The prediction equations of
Dourmad et al. (1997), based on body weight and a measure of backfat depth at the P2 site, provided
the most reliable indication of sow body fat and protein mass against current impedance predictors
and published prediction equations. Despite imposing varying degrees of dietary energy and Lys
restrictions, sows used in these experiments did not excessively mobilize body tissues during early or
late lactation with little to no impact on litter performance and sow reproductive success. It would
appear that at least with the sows used in these experiments and the nutritional treatments imposed,
there was limited lactational catabolism thus allowing opportunity for feeding strategies to target
the growth and survival of piglets without compromising rebreeding and total piglets born in the
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subsequent litter. Further experiments are recommended to validate a prediction equation for
estimating body protein mass using measures of body weight and loin muscle depth in sows across
different parities and stages of lactation. There is also a need to update nutritional requirements of
the leaner, lactating sow with a focus on delivering two diets formulated to meet DE and SID Lys
requirements for maintenance in the first 6 days of lactation and rapid litter growth through to
weaning. Future research is required to examine the impact of reduced body composition loss during
lactation on subsequent reproductive cycles and sow longevity in the herd.
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Chapter 1: General Introduction
Management of the lactating sow is pivotal for determining the overall productivity and efficiency of
a commercial pig herd. Breeding programs focus on maternal lines and include a list of desirable
maternal traits, combined with traits for an increased post-natal growth performance of commercial
progeny (Foxcroft et al. 2013). However, genetic selection programs have historically been based
primarily on breeding values for piglet survival (Harper et al. 2019) whilst also selecting for litter size
(Bunter et al. 2008) resulting in the modern sow nursing larger litters. Consequently, continued
selection for efficient productivity has changed the biology of the commercial sow, and with milk
yields that are inadequate to cope with higher litter sizes comes lower and more variable litter
weaning weights (van Barneveld and Hewitt, 2015).
When appetite is low, sows will experience tissue mobilisation during lactation, and when
excessive, this may also result in subsequent reproductive failure (Vinsky et al. 2006). However, there
is more recent data which suggests that reproductive performance is resistant to the negative effects
of lactational catabolism, the extent to which sows used tissue mobilisation to support litter
outcomes (Patterson et al. 2011). Hence, the modern sow genotype produces more piglets at
weaning which has influenced sow voluntary feed intake and tissue mobilisation. The overall
implications for altered metabolic processes during lactation on the litter and sow needs further
investigation.
Currently, subjective and/or indirect measures are available for use by pork producers to indicate
a change in sow body condition to limit impacts on subsequent reproductive status. These measures
are often susceptible to error and focus on one parameter; overall body weight or fat or lean tissue,
not considering the metabolic status of the sow. Excessive body tissue mobilisation
(anabolism/catabolism) can negatively impact rebreeding success. Provision of on-farm tools to
indicate subsequent reproductive output because of a change in metabolic status, lead the way to
understanding and managing the modern sow genotype.
Genetic selection programs do vary, and some Australian strategies have resulted in a leaner,
more efficient sow. It would therefore be expected that nutritional requirements have changed, as a
leaner sow entering lactation has different maintenance requirements. Further, dietary DE and SID
Lys requirements change in response to the demand for milk production. This highlights the need to
investigate a two-diet feeding program designed to meet the DE and SID Lys requirements at two
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stages of lactation on changes in sow body composition, litter growth, rebreeding and subsequent
reproduction.

The specific hypotheses examined in this thesis were as follows:
1. The strong agreement between measures of fat-free mass and lean mass in the sow carcase
measured by bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy (BIS) and dual energy x-ray
absorptiometry suggests BIS is a suitable alternative to dual energy x-ray absorptiometry in
sow carcasses.
2. The strong agreement between BIS and the deuterium dilution technique provides validation
that BIS is an accurate method for estimating total body water required for estimating fatfree mass and fat mass in live sows.
3. Equivalence testing shows the prediction of fat-free mass and fat mass using BIS provides a
more accurate estimate of body composition in the live sow against current published
prediction equations.
4. Serum creatinine may be used as a biomarker of change in sow muscle mass over lactation,
relative to protein mobilisation as indicated by 3-methyl histidine.
5. Sows consuming a diet with lower energy and Lys content during lactation and at a reduced
allowance will experience a loss in body fat and protein, which in turn will negatively impact
sow and/or litter performance.
6. A two–diet feeding program consisting of a diet lower in energy and Lys fed for the first 6 days
of lactation before changing to a diet higher in energy and Lys for the remainder of lactation
supports litter growth without impacting sow body composition.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Increased selection intensity for economically important traits, lean tissue deposition and feed
conversion efficiency in growing progeny and increased prolificacy in the reproductive sow, has
influenced sow body composition. The sow has a greater capacity to produce milk for her piglets and
she will lose less weight during lactation if feed intake during lactation is maximised. A change in
metabolic status can influence weaning weights and overall lifetime performance of the progeny
(Close and Cole, 2000), and productivity (in terms of wean to re-mating interval, conception rate,
litter size etc.) in the subsequent parity (Koketsu et al. 1996). As sows become anabolic/catabolic
during lactation, changes are reflected in body composition measures.
Body weight can be a relatively poor indicator of health and nutrition status (Maes et al.
2004). A more important indicator is the components which comprise body weight. Research has
shown mobilisation of a sow’s body reserves during her reproductive cycle plays an integral role in
determining reproductive status (Mitchell and Scholz, 2000). When considering the metabolic state
of sows, protein loss or muscle catabolism seems to have the largest influence on subsequent
reproductive performance (Willis et al. 2003; Clowes et al. 2003a). It has been documented that for
every kg of body weight loss during lactation, subsequent litter size was reduced by 0.04 piglets.
However, for every mm of loin muscle depth loss subsequent litter size was reduced by 1.8 piglets
(Hoving et al. 2011). Recent data suggests the negative impact of lean tissue mobilisation in lactating
sows on follicular development still exists (Costermans et al. 2019). If sow body reserves are
inadequate, the sow experiences a large shift in metabolic state. Any innovation that can predict lean
and fat mass of a lactating sow accurately, and thus allow management interventions to prevent
changes in metabolic status, has the potential to improve a sow’s overall reproductive performance.
There has been some suggestion that sows are becoming more resistant to the negative
impacts of feed restriction on reproductive success that are driven by changes in body condition.
Patterson et al. (2011) showed a prompt return to estrus in 3-5 days when sows experienced a
negative energy balance at weaning, achieved through a 60% feed reduction in the last week of
lactation. Similarly, De Bettio et al. (2016) found a reduction in feed intake from 6.4 kg/day to 4.1
kg/day increased body protein and body fat mobilisation, but had no impact on rebreeding
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parameters. This highlights the need for a rapid method of capturing these changes, particularly body
protein mass. This review summarises subjective and technical methods of capturing changes in sow
body composition during lactation and investigates the importance, and consequent impact, of
capturing these subtle changes in the leaner sow. Genetic selection programs will be reviewed to
provide evidence of a leaner sow nursing larger litters. This review will summarise current
recommended nutritional requirements of the lactating sow, considering these may need to be
updated to accurately reflect maintenance requirements.

2.2 Measuring sow body composition
Body fat and protein mass are different tissue types, made up of organic lipid or amino acid molecules
respectively, with their own energy and nutrient requirements. As the sow transitions from gestation
into lactation, the energy and nutrient requirements change. When in abundance, these nutrients
and/or energy are stored, building up body reserves. In times of energy or nutrient insufficiency, such
as during peak milk demand in late lactation, these body reserves can be mobilised. Sow herds are
ideally kept at a uniform body condition chosen to prevent overly fat sows entering lactation and
underconditioned sows at weaning. On entering lactation, excessive backfat thickness at the P2
location (>25 mm) can reduce litter weights and litter size at weaning (Kim et al. 2015). Too little sow
body fat (44.4 kg) and body protein (24.3 kg) has been shown to reduce litter weights (Clowes et al.
2003). With recent data lacking, there is a need for research to confirm if the relationship still exists
between sow body protein mass on entering lactation and litter performance in the modern sow
genotypes. Methods of measuring body condition are used to achieve herd body condition within an
‘ideal’ selected range to prevent excessive body tissue mobilisation and the subsequent negative
impacts on litter growth and reproduction. Be this as it may, there have been failed attempts to
define the body condition threshold at which reproductive performance declines (Knauer, 2013).

2.2.1 Body weight
During lactation, if sows are unable to consume enough energy and/or Lys to meet the increased
demand for milk production, tissue masses are mobilised which results in a body weight loss. At the
transition of gestation to lactation, the sow experiences a rapid loss in body weight as mass
associated with foetal, placental, and reproductive fluid is expelled. Post-partum uterine regression
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and the continuous growth of mammary glands during lactation also contributes to overall changes
in sow body weight. Between days 5-28 of lactation mammary tissue mass can increase by 53% or
5.8 kg (Kim et al. 1999). Body weight lacks in defining the condition of the sow as a ‘heavy’ sow may
be fatter or very lean. Fat sows have lower reserves of protein than lean sows of the same weight
(Revell et al. 2011). Thus, weight alone is a poor predictor of body composition especially in lactation
and is often used in prediction equations and regressions, along with a measure of fat and/or lean,
to improve the level of confidence (Miller et al. 2018; Smits et al. 2017).

2.2.2 Body condition scoring
Body condition scoring (BCS) is a method used to provide quick assessment of bone prominence for
predicting certain reproductive indices (Noyce et al. 2002). Bone prominence scores can provide
reasonable indicators of body fat and rib fat (Russel et al. 1969; Otto et al. 1991), with sows scored
on a scale of 1 (thin) to 5 (fat). Visual body condition scoring is semi-quantitative and largely
subjective. Measurement error is introduced when scoring is performed in the same herd over time
(Maes et al. 2004) which can affect the observer’s preciseness of the scoring technique. Scorers with
different levels of prior experience have shown to over- or under-estimate BCS, with variance
between the individual scoring rounds reaching 70.6% (Fitzgerald et al. 2009). Taylor et al. (2020)
found all six participants in a survey to overestimate the body condition score of 165 sows by 41%.
Visual body condition scoring is a subjective assessment as a sow with a BCS of 3 can have a backfat
depth at the P2 location ranging from 7.5 to 23 mm (Young et al. 2001).
More recently, body condition has been assessed on-farm using a sow caliper, which
quantifies the angularity from the spinous process to the transverse process of the sow’s back
(Knauer and Baitinger, 2015), with measurements taken over the last rib. The sow caliper can be used
to standardize body condition (Knauer and Baitinger, 2015) and provide a score of thin (<12), ideal
(12-15) or fat (>15). Caliper scores have identified gilts with a greater retention in the herd, number
of piglets born and pigs weaned (Huerta et al. 2021).
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2.2.3 Ultrasound
Methods used for measuring changes in sow body composition have primarily focused on measuring
body fat, as measures of backfat have long been used as indicators of total fat (McMeekan, 1941).
Backfat thickness is ultrasonically measured at the P2 location, 65 mm from the mid-dorsal line over
the longissimus dorsi muscle at the last rib. It is a measure of the thickness of tissues, fat and skin,
and has been proven to give the highest correlation with the overall subcutaneous fat depot
compared to fat at the shoulder in the growing pig. The measure of ultrasonic loin muscle depth
and/or area at the P2 location also gives a reliable estimate of carcase lean tissue, showing a high
correlation with the weight of the loin muscle and the eye muscle area when compared to using
measures of the forearm or psoas (McMeekan, 1941). Variability in ultrasonic measures is inherent
through the operator, breed, gender, age and size of the animal (Maes et al. 2004).
An ultrasonic measure of backfat depth at the P2 site in primiparous sows can be an important
indicator of litter gain, as a greater backfat depth (21.8 mm) at the end of gestation has been seen to
achieve a greater piglet gain (+ 0.21 kg) in lactation (Farmer et al. 2017). However, as levels of backfat
increase, lactation feed intake is reduced, increasing lactation weight loss and reducing subsequent
reproductive performance (Young and Aherne, 2005). Measures of backfat have failed to be linked
to reproductive success as restricted-fed sows, which experienced excessive body weight loss and
changes in plasma leptin concentrations showed no change in measures of backfat depth at the P2
location (Mao et al. 1999). The most important limitation of spot measures such as visual body
condition scoring and a backfat depth measure is that a change in metabolic status, which may place
a sow in a state of anabolism or catabolism, remains unknown.
Values for visual body condition scoring and ultrasonic backfat thickness at the P2 site have
been shown to be poorly associated. A large range of backfat depths can be observed within specific
condition scores. In a study by Young et al. (2001) over 700 sows were given a BCS and backfat depth
was measured with a range of 6-14 mm in sows with a BCS of 1 and 7-18 mm for a body condition
score of 2. Furthermore, the two methods were not even closely correlated (R2 = 0.18) when assigned
by the same scorer. Similarly, Maes et al. (2004) reported only moderate correlations (r = 0.30-0.60)
and suggested visual BCS varies depending on type of breed, production stage and parity of sow. In
more recent genotypes, Li et al. (2018) evaluated the agreement between the sow caliper, visual BCS
and backfat depth at the P2 location across nine parities on entry to, and exit from, gestation. Caliper
scores were moderately correlated with backfat depth at the P2 location (entry, r = 0.714; exit, r =
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0.739) and BCS (entry, r = 0.665; exit, r = 0.742) across all parities. These data suggest the agreement
between ultrasonic measures and body condition scoring has improved and therefore the ability of
ultrasonic measures to accurately represent body condition. Such reasons may be that techniques or
machines have improved and/or the genetically selected leaner sow which has increased in size with
parity, length and depth (Mousten et al. 2011) is better suited to these methods.

2.2.4 Prediction equations for estimating body fat and lean mass
The first regression equations were developed in humans using anthropometric variables to predict
body density (Brozek and Keys, 1951). Prediction equations can be developed using measurements
in the conscious animal to predict body weight and/or tissue masses. These equations are validated
against a gold standard, a method of preciseness such as computerized tomography scanning,
chemical body analysis, deuterium dilution or dual energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Sow body
composition prediction equations have been developed to estimate body protein and fat (King et al.
1986; Smits et al. 2017; Dourmad et al. 1997; Gill et al. 2006; Miller et al. 2018) using weight and
backfat depth measured at the P2 location as predictors. Prediction equation accuracy in the sow has
been improved by incorporating a measure of loin muscle depth and parity (Miller et al. 2018) or
backfat depth at the junction of the tail (Smits et al. 2017). The most used prediction equations for
sow body composition are weight and P2-based predictors as both measures are easiest to attain onfarm. Serial slaughter dissection is the most common method used to determine whole body
composition to provide prediction equations. Body weight and backfat measured at the P2 location
have been shown to accurately predict fat mass in gilts (R2 = 0.92) (Gill, 2006). When compared to
the prediction equation of King (1986), accuracy of predicting fat mass was similar between lighter
(130 kg) and heavier sows (175 kg). Differences in predictions can be related to genetic differences,
size (Gill, 2006), sow movement, equipment used and physiological state (Miller et al. 2018), with the
limited number of animals used in serial slaughter observations contributing to inaccuracy. Accuracy
is also linked to the precision and repeatability of the live animal measurement (e.g. body weight,
backfat measured at the P2 location).
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2.2.5 Metabolic biomarkers of muscle mass
Body protein is in a continuous state of turnover as increases in energy demand facilitate both a state
of anabolism or catabolism. Muscle fibers work to produce adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and when
converted to adenosine diphosphate (ADP), a phosphate is removed, and energy is released. To
continue this cyclic production of free energy, creatine phosphate, or phosphocreatine, donates a
phosphate to provide continuous phosphorylation of ADP to ATP. During this process, creatinine is
generated as a metabolic waste product and is released into plasma and transported to the kidneys,
where it is filtered and released in the urine. A subject which has a stable muscle mass is predicted
to produce a daily constant amount of creatinine and therefore, blood levels should be stable during
normal kidney function (Heymsfield et al. 1983). However, changes in muscle movement or
metabolism are reflected in creatinine concentrations and therefore can be the net result of muscle
metabolism and muscle mass. In humans, creatinine concentrations can be used as a biomarker of
muscle mass (Patel et al. 2013) with a strong relationship with measures of fat-free mass (Donadio
et al. 2017). Studies show a direct positive correlation between body weight and creatinine in beef
steers and lactating cows (Lofgreen and Garret, 1954; Chizzotti et al. 2008). Creatinine has the
potential for use as a biomarker of protein turnover and/or an estimate of body mass. Reference
values for sows are lacking with only Verheyen et al. (2007) providing values in late gestation and
mid-lactation for multiparous sows.

2.2.6 Estimating fluid compartments
Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a non-invasive, inexpensive and portable method of
measuring a change in body composition. It can be used for repeated measures to monitor growth
and development of a single animal. Impedance is a geometric system and depends on conductor
length, cross-sectional area and signal frequency. It has been used to measure hydration status and
body composition in humans (Chumlea and Sun, 2005) but compared to people, characteristics of
animals such as body size and density make determination more difficult (Latman et al. 2011). The
use of surface electrode holders that maintain a constant distance between the sending and receiving
electrodes may alleviate these concerns. A further approach is to correlate the impedance signal with
a criterion measure of body composition (Gudivaka et al. 1999) to develop a predictive equation that
relates the signal to the volume of water. Thus, validation studies in a group of subjects before and
after an intervention that alters total body water, such as deuterium dilution techniques, are
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required. Previous measures have used needle electrodes; more recently, surface electrodes have
made the procedure non-invasive. Another difficulty in performing BIA measurements on mammals
is movement, as Latman et al. (2011) found it causes endogenously generated electrical noise that
interferes with measurement. Bioelectrical impedance analysis has been used to successfully provide
a rapid and inexpensive measurement of body composition in lambs (Berg et al. 1994), steers
(Marchello et al. 1999) and horses (Ward et al. 2015). Initial studies have found BIA measurements
to have good potential to predict body fat mass and fat-free mass in live pigs (Daza et al. 2006) and
carcasses (Swantek et al. 1992).
Bioelectrical impedance analysis is based on the principle that there are differences in the
conductance of an electrical current through different body tissues/fluids. Impedance and its
components (resistance and reactance) are dependent on geometric configuration and the volume
of conductor strength and frequency of the applied current. Conductance is high in electrolyte-rich
body water and lower in lipids and bone material. Fat serves as an insulator that impedes the flow of
current. Since body water is located primarily in the fat-free mass, total body water will vary
according to the proportion of fat-free and fat mass. The development of bioelectrical impedance
spectrometry (BIS), a derivative of BIA, makes it possible to measure impedance at low frequencies.
With this method, an applied current is conducted by extracellular water. At higher frequencies, this
capacitive effect is lost, and the current will pass through all conducting material (van Marken et al.
1994), making it possible to measure extra- as well as intra-cellular water, and to calculate total body
water. An increase in the amount of fluid in the measured compartments decreases impedance.
The DXA method was used originally to measure bone density in humans. Soft tissue and bone
differ in their ability to be penetrated by an x-ray beam, known as their attenuation coefficient. The
DXA method uses small doses of ionizing radiation and different x-ray attenuation coefficients at high
and low x-ray spectral levels (Carabus et al. 2015) to provide a scan of the region of interest. This
scan can then be analysed by manually defining regions of interest for total absorption, therefore
soft lean or fat tissue and bone mineral mass. The DXA technique can produce measurements in pigs
with high repeatability (Kipper et al. 2019), improving with animal size (Suster et al. 2006). However,
bias appears to be dependent on instrument manufacturer and software (Mitchell and Scholz, 2001)
with over- and under-estimations in small pigs (Suster et al. 2006). The DXA demonstrates a high
degree of precision against chemical analysis in pigs (Soladoye et al. 2016) with precision being
dependent on genotypes, sexes, tissue hydration and animal size. The technology has been used for
the development of prediction equations for dissected carcase composition with varying accuracy
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(Marcoux et al. 2005). Although providing the most accurate prediction of composition, studies using
DXA to predict sow body composition are lacking. Initially developed for use in human health care,
DXA is costly, lacks portability and presents size and weight restrictions which deem it unsuitable for
use in live sows.

2.3 Changes in sow body composition in lactation and subsequent reproductive
interactions

The lactation diet focuses on supplying nutrients and energy close to requirements for sow
maintenance, maintaining body condition and milk yield. Energy requirements increase from week
one to three of lactation, before decreasing into week four, while Lys requirements only start to
increase in week two (van der Peet-Schwering and Bikker, 2019). Hence, daily energy and protein
requirements are expected to change throughout lactation. Sow body tissues are expected to
mobilise when the demands of milk production cannot be met by diet alone (Patterson et al. 2011).

2.3.1 Maternal selection programs and their impact on sow body composition
Whilst genetic selection programs do vary, they generally focus on economically important
maternal traits combined with selection for improved progeny growth and efficiency. Maternal
traits such as litter size have resulted in hyper-prolificacy and so sows are expected to feed more
piglets in lactation (Bunter et al. 2008). Targeted production traits in growing pigs focus on growth
and body condition, particularly backfat depth, with parallel improvements in lean tissue deposition
and feed conversion (Foxcroft, 2012). With these selection pressures in the progeny, gilts entering
the breeding herd are leaner with a decreased body fatness with higher lactation efficiency. The
impact of such changes on sow longevity in the herd unknown are (PIC, 2020) (Table 2.1). A genetic
gain of 100 g/day in growing pigs is associated with a 30 kg gain in sow body weight (Hermesch,
2010) resulting in sows having increased body size (Mousten et al. 2011). The emphasis on progeny
growth performance and efficiency within the selection index is reflected within breeding sows,
resulting in change in body composition of the modern sow. Reduced body weight loss and body fat
loss in lactation is positively associated with longevity and higher litter gain (Bunter and Lewis,
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2010). Sows with less weight loss in lactation but more backfat depth at the P2 site were more
likely to farrow in later parities which means increased longevity in the herd (Bunter and Lewis,
2010). Currently, maternal selection indices for Pig Improvement Company (PIC), the swine division
of Genus plc, include teat number, total piglets born, number of piglets stillborn, piglet weaning
weight, pre-weaning survival and time between wean-to-service with lifetime growth included for
all lines and feed intake included for terminal lines.

Table 2.1 Rate of cumulative genetic gain from an average of multiple (maternal) lines on EBVs of
sows from a commercial breeding company 2015 – 2020 (adapted from PIC, 2020)
Trait

Commercial breeding company

Lifetime growth rate, g/d

8.1

Feed conversion ratio, EBV

-0.06

Back-fat thickness, mm

0.01

Loin depth, mm

0.29

Total born, no./litter

0.24

Pigs weaned/sow/year

0.45

Pigs marketed/sow/year

0.43

On-farm selection programs aim to remove sows with less than adequate performance and
undesirable traits such as poor growth. Breeding and culling selection indirectly contributes to
these significant increases in litter size and ideal body composition. Continued selection on-farm for
efficient production combined with genetic selection has led to considerable changes in production
traits of pigs which appear to have improved lean tissue deposition in the commercial sow.

2.3.2 Shifts in body fat and protein masses
The extent of tissue mobilisation depends on feed intake (Gauthier et al. 2019), sows’ body
composition/condition on entering lactation (Revell et al. 2011), parity (Gourley et al. 2020), suckled
litter size (Kim and Easter, 2001), as well as lactation length (Keyho et al. 2018).
Sows experience some degree of tissue mobilisation during lactation. The current
recommendations by the NRC (2012) for sow lactation diets allow for body weight loss. Generally,
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the higher the energy content of the lactation diet then the less body weight loss but it is expected
that sows still experience tissue mobilisation to meet requirements. A reduction in energy intake can
then impact body composition as the sow mobilises protein to support the energy deficiency. In wellmanaged herds with minimal weight loss during lactation, lean primiparous sows (<18 mm backfat
depth) tended to have higher protein reserves (>100 kg lean) and a higher feed intake (5.15 kg/d vs
3.59 kg/d) compared with fat first parity sows (Revell et al. 2011). Conversely, fatter primiparous
sows (backfat depth of 24.3 vs 17.9 mm) had lower protein reserves (96 vs 102 kg of lean) (Revell et
al. 2011). Although modern sows may have increased their feed intake capacity during lactation the
inverse relationship between body fat mass and feed intake still exists (Zhou et al. 2018).
Increasing dietary Lys can negatively impact feed intake which in turn impacts litter growth
(Gourley et al. 2017). The response to dietary Lys is parity dependent as although increasing dietary
Lys reduces body weight loss in multiparous sows, the same effect cannot be seen in primiparous
sows (Gourley et al. 2017; Xue et al. 2012). Reports on the impact of increasing dietary Lys on backfat
depth measured at the P2 site in primiparous sows are inconsistent with reports of no change (Shi et
al. 2015), increasing loss or increases in backfat (Gourley et al. 2017). On the other hand, the effects
of increasing Lys on loin muscle depth are quadratic in primiparous sows (Shi et al. 2015; Gourley et
al. 2017). Any impact of dietary Lys is influenced by parity as first-parity sows are expected to
consume less feed (Koketsu et al. 1996). The impact of dietary SID Lys on body composition loss in
primiparous sows therefore differs from that of the mature sow.
As litter size increases, it becomes challenging for the sow to meet energy and protein
requirements through diet alone. Sows are expected to increase feed intake in response to the
demand for milk production to a breakpoint where sows will mobilise body tissue reserves for
continued support (Strathe et al. 2017a). The time between farrowing and weaning becomes
important as sows with an extended lactation length will lose more weight. Body weight losses have
been reported to increase from 4% after 21 days of lactation to 7% by day 35 and 10% by day 42
(Keyho et al. 2018).

2.3.3 Sow lactation feed intake and its influence on reproduction
At farrowing, sows are fed a single-diet nutritional program which aims to meet the needs of the
lactating sow. The well-established relationship between feed intake and reproductive function (Zak
et al. 1997) becomes important in lactation. Overweight sows with a reduced feed intake in lactation
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display reduced conception rates and litter sizes in the subsequent cycle (Thaker and Bilkei, 2005), as
the metabolic status of a sow during lactation (anabolic/catabolic) has a major influence on follicular
development. Patterns of luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (FSH) secretion
between weaning and estrous (Close and Cole, 2000) can be altered by changes in metabolic status.
These metabolic and endocrine shifts have a negative effect on follicle development, subsequent
ovulation rate and embryo survival (Clowes et al. 2003a; Hoving et al. 2011). Hughes (1989) found
that lower feeding levels in lactation resulted in an increased loss in body reserves and increased
clearance of plasma progesterone and a reduction in the number of corpora lutea. These effects are
often cited as being parity dependent, with second-parity sows displaying poorer reproductive
performance following an important weight loss during their first lactation (Thaker and Bilkei, 2005)
which is not generally seen in older sows.

2.3.4 Influence on reproductive hormones
The concept that changes in metabolic status could mediate short-term nutritional effects on
reproductive function was better defined in work by Zak et al. (1997). Dietary manipulation can
impact the secretion of metabolic hormones (Pettigrew et al. 1993) as substrate concentrations are
change, and this may alter the metabolism of tissues. Sows restricted-fed during lactation
consistently showed lower levels of postprandial insulin, insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and LH
than sows fed to appetite (Zak et al. 1997; Mao et al. 1999), therefore extending the time between
weaning and next estrous (Koketsu et al. 1996). The negative impact of restricted feed in late
lactation on insulin concentrations can reduce embryo survival by up to 50% (Booth et al. 1994;
Vinsky et al. 2006). This is consistent with studies completed by Baidoo (1989) where embryo survival
in feed-restricted, second-parity sows was reduced by 64% compared to sows fed to appetite. The
role of progesterone to reduce embryo survival was suggested by Baidoo et al. (1992) whilst it has
also been related to reduced gonadotropin (GnRH) secretion (Zak et al. 1997). Nevertheless, embryo
survival previously observed to be negatively affected by sow lactational catabolism (Zak et al. 1997)
is now observed be less affected, whereas embryonic weight on day 30 of gestation is impacted
(Patterson et al. 2011). Patterson et al. (2011) found restricted-fed sows (fed 60% of their anticipated
feed intake 7 days before weaning) to experience high levels of tissue mobilisation (> 9.1% body
protein loss) with only a reduction in embryonic weight in 86% of sows. Restricted-fed lactating sows
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do not always experience excessive body tissue mobilisation and therefore are not always exhibiting
the reproductive responses to induced catabolism reported previously (Patterson et al. 2011). A
reduction in embryonic weight is perhaps the only consistent effect of lactational dietary restriction
(Clowes et al. 2003a). Perhaps one explanation is that restricted-fed sows are more efficient,
producing more milk per amount of feed intake (Kemp et al. 2018). Patterson et al. (2011) suggested
some sows responded differently to nutritional restriction because their fertility is less affected by
excessive tissue catabolism. This suggests that sow selection and the relevant change in partitioning
of nutrients have changed (Patterson et al. 2011; Oliver et al. 2011).

2.4 Feeding programs to prevent excessive body condition loss during gestation and
lactation
Current management practices impose feeding programs that allow for the depletion of body
reserves in lactation followed by restoration in the subsequent reproductive cycle. Producers aim to
achieve controlled increases in body weight during gestation and then feeding sows to appetite
during lactation. Voluntary feed intake in lactation can be negatively impacted by the sows’ intake in
gestation with the relationship being linear (Ren et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2019). A gestational feeding
program adopts a constant nutrient and energy intake through to farrowing. Although, protein intake
in gestation can impact subsequent piglet growth (Che et al. 2019). With this approach, sows are
required to overcome the predetermined energy and nutrient requirements at a set feeding strategy
even though it may not meet changes in metabolic demand. Studies show failing to feed sows
sufficiently during gestation may lead to sows entering lactation in a catabolic state which can reduce
milk production (Clowes et al. 2003a), negatively affecting pre-weaning survival and rebreeding
(Patterson et al. 2011). Increased energy intake during late gestation can increase body fat reserves,
resulting in an increase in stillborn piglets (Borges et al. 2012), and negatively impacting lactation
feed intake (Eissen et al. 2000). The impact of energy and feed during this period remains equivocal,
with studies indicating lactation feed intake and time to next oestrous may not be affected (Miller
et al. 2000; Quiniou et al. 2008), in sows with standard litter sizes (NRC, 2012).
The transition from gestation to lactation deserves consideration as sows experience a change
of diet as well as a transition from being fed to a flat rate to ad libitum. This sudden increase in the
availability of feed allows for sows to overfeed which then causes sudden drops in intake (Koketsu et
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al. 1996), at a time when maximum intake is crucial. A step-up feeding strategy aims to maximise
lactation feed intake by increasing increments of feed by around 1.4 kg/day (Lei et al. 2018) for the
first five days followed by offering feed ad libitum for the remainder of lactation. This allows for a
gradual increase in gut fill and appetite thus reducing feed refusals (Thingnes et al. 2012) and
metabolic disruptions. The alternative to this is feeding the lactation diet ad libitum from farrowing,
which is reported to also have merit (Marti et al. 2019). Comparisons between step-up feeding sows
and feeding sows ad libitum from farrowing to day 6 of lactation has shown to have no impact on
litter performance or blood metabolites associated with sow body mobilisation (Neil, 2010) and
lactation feed intake (Ren et al. 2019). This demonstrates the negligible benefits of step-up versus ad
libitum feeding in the peri-partum period as a management strategy for minimising body condition
loss. Sows are expected to lose condition during lactation even when fed ad libitum from farrowing
(Cools et al. 2014). Studies suggest sows experience the greatest amount of fat tissue mobilisation in
early lactation (days 2-14) with lean tissue mobilisation being similar between days 2-14 and 14-28
of lactation (Pedersen et al. 2016). This would suggest the benefits of feeding a diet higher in energy
and Lys in the first days of lactation are inconclusive and the benefits of a two-stage feeding program
warrants further work.
In lactation diets, the energy content falls between 14.0-14.5 MJ/DE and current
recommendations for SID lysine required for maximum litter growth is 50.1 g/day (NRC, 2012).
Recommendations from PIC (2016) are marginally higher for similar litter growth. Increases in sow
feed intake and litter growth are supported by the convenience of feeding a single diet over the entire
lactation period, expected to have suitable energy content. Advances in gestating feeding programs
target dietary energy and lysine at each stage to better meet the needs of the developing foetuses
(Ball et al. 2008). Advances in re-evaluating the amino acid requirements of lactating sows consider
mainly variations in dietary lysine content (Hojgaard et al. 2019; Greiner et al. 2020), without
changing energy which is required for lean deposition. What is lacking is a review of lactation diets
which considers a staged feeding strategy to target changes in the DE and SID Lys requirements at
different stages of lactation.
Body fat deposition, or mobilisation, is impacted by dietary energy and milk energy output
(Parmley and McNamara, 1996), while body protein is sensitive to dietary protein and milk fat,
lactose and protein output (Strathe et al. 2019). Therefore, it is expected that by increasing dietary
protein in lactation, sow lean tissue loss is reduced while as energy intake increases, the loss of fat
mass decreases. A standard lactation diet is formulated to increase energy and Lys during lactation
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to prevent excessive tissue mobilisation. While a two-stage feeding program has the potential to
account for a reduced dietary energy and Lys requirement in early lactation. Two diet feeding regimes
which supply feed and nutrients to individual maintenance requirements and predicted milk
production improved milk production and reduced sow body weight loss in early lactation (day 2-14)
(Pedersen et al. 2016). On the other hand, body fat and protein tissue mobilisation were shown to
be sensitive to dietary energy but not to dietary Lys with 4.0 versus 10.0 g SID Lys/kg feed having no
impact (Feyera et al. 2020). Studies on supplying dietary energy and Lys to target different stages of
lactation are lacking. Although studies disagree on the impact of reducing dietary energy, it is
generally agreed that by reducing dietary lysine in lactation will minimise loss of body protein with
the potential to improve milk production.

2.5 Conclusions

On-farm methods to measure sow body condition are subjective and lack the ability to accurately
capture a change in body protein and predict reproductive success. Outcomes from this thesis have
the potential to improve not only the method used, but also the accuracy in predicting a change in
reproductive status because of a change in body composition, namely protein. Advances are required
to understand the impact of excessive tissue mobilisation in the leaner sow. The interaction between
metabolic status and subsequent fertility needs to be further investigated as data suggests
subpopulations of our modern sows no longer experience the negative effects of excessive tissue
mobilisation.
A sow’s body reserves determine the ability to cope with the demands of milk output and
subsequent reproduction. Maintenance of sow body condition during lactation is fundamental to the
success and longevity of her productive life. This thesis i) provides an update of the method for
monitoring sow body composition to a more precise prediction of a change in protein mass suitable
for the leaner sow, ii) investigates the impact of a change in sow body composition during lactation
on litter growth and subsequent reproductive success and iii) evaluated the suitability of current
lactation diets, namely energy and Lys content, at two stages of lactation to minimise excessive tissue
mobilisation and maintain milk production.
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3.1 Abstract
There is a need for accurate determination of carcase composition in meat-producing animals
important for grading, performance testing and breeding programs. Methods such as magnetic
resonance imaging and dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) have been explored with DXA
scanning considered the method with the greatest accuracy when assessing carcase composition in
pigs (Suster et al. 2003). Currently no method has been validated in the breeding animal. As an
alternative to DXA scanning, bioelectrical impedance (BIA) is a non-expensive, portable method for
measuring fat-free mass (FFM) in live pigs and their carcasses (Marchello et al. 1999a). However,
improvements in accuracy are needed and can be achieved through validating the use of
bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy (BIS), a derivative of BIA. We therefore set out to validate the
use of BIS in sow carcasses. Forty, Large White X Landrace sow carcasses had the head, viscera and
skin removed before being split down the midline, weighed, chilled, and split horizontally before all
four tagged carcase pieces from each sow were stored at 3°C in a cold room. Predictions of FFM
and lean mass (LM) were acheived using BIS and measured using carcase weight and DXA scanning
for comparison of methods. Regression equations developed showed favourable results in all
carcasses for the prediction of FFM using BIS. Concordance correlation coefficients between the
two methods were rc = 0.915 for total, rc = 0.756 for left and rc = 0.829 for right carcasses. A limits of
agreement analysis revealed BIS to underestimate total carcase FFM by 0.5% and half carcase FFM
by 0.3%. BIS proved to be a useful prediction of FFM and LM in the left and right carcasses of a sow,
a measure which is important in the live animal. The results of this experiment provide evidence of
BIS as a suitable, inexpensive alternative to DXA with similar accuracy for predicting FFM and LM in
sow carcasses. With the validation in sow carcasses, BIS holds excellent potential for validation in
the live animal for estimating changes in sow body composition in lactation, a measure important
for predicting reproductive success.

Keywords: Sow carcase, fat-free mass, lean mass, dual energy X-ray absorptiometry, bioelectrical
impedance spectroscopy
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3.2 Introduction
Accurate determination of carcase composition is required for carcase grading which determines
market value in abattoirs. A secondary role is evaluation of growth and genetic selection for
desirable traits in breeding herds (Soladoye et al. 2016). Current grading methods are based on
carcase weight and a measure of back-fat and/or loin muscle depth at the P2 site. Although varying
from country to country, back-fat depth is the most commonly used method in commercial practice
(Nielsen et al. 2014). While visual grading is recommended in some jurisdictions, quantitative
objective methods are preferred. Non-invasive methods used such as magnetic resonance imaging,
computed tomography, ultrasound and dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) have all been
evaluated for suitability (Scholz et al. 2015). All these methods estimate composition indirectly
from compositional signals at the atomic level rather than assessing composition on an anatomical
basis (Scholz et al. 2015). The above technologies, although providing the most highly accurate
prediction of composition, are expensive, lack portability and present technical challenges for
implementation in high-throughput abattoirs. Since these technologies were initially developed for
use in human health care, they frequently present size and weight restrictions for use in production
animals (pig, cows, sheep).
An alternative technology for quantification of body composition is bioelectrical impedance
analysis (BIA) (Kyle et al. 2004b) . Again, originally developed for use in humans, it has been
investigated for measuring body composition in live animals, including sheep (Hegarty et al. 1998),
cows (Thomson et al. 1997) and pigs (Swantek et al. 1999). BIA predicts total body water (TBW),
and hence fat-free mass (FFM), from measurements of the opposition (impedance or resistance) to
the flow of an electrical current through the body (Thomas et al. 1992). Early work also investigated
the use of BIA in analysis of carcase composition in lambs (Berg and Marchello, 1994), cattle
(Marchello et al. 1999b) and pigs (Swantek et al. 1999). Although showing promise, little further
work was undertaken. Since these earlier studies mentioned above, bioelectrical impedance
spectroscopy (BIS), a derivative of BIA, has been developed and improved precision. BIS measures
impedance over a range of applied current frequencies unlike BIA which uses a single frequency.
The advantage of BIS is that prediction of TBW and FFM can be derived from resistance at infinite
frequency (Rinf), the theoretical optimal frequency for prediction (Cannon and Choi, 2019). BIS has
been validated for body composition assessment in vivo in humans (Matthie, 2008), and adopted
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for use in cows (Schäff et al. 2017), horses (Ward et al. 2016) and sows (Muller et al. 2021). It has
also been applied to lamb carcasses (Altmann et al. 2004), where improvements in accuracy
compared to BIA were found. Similarly to BIA, BIS requires calibration against a standard reference
method of measuring TBW such as deuterium dilution. Dilution techniques are not applicable in
carcasses, so calibration is most appropriately performed against FFM measured using one of the
technologies listed above e.g. DXA.
Advances are required in the practical measurement of sow body composition as currently
on-farm measures are subjective and focus on estimating fat mass alone. There is a need to
develop an inexpensive, portable method capable of predicting fat and lean mass with accuracy
similar to DXA. Due to size and weight restrictions of the DXA scanning apparatus, validation is
required to be carried out in sow carcasses. The objective of the current study were to calibrate and
cross-validate BIS with DXA for estimation of fat mass (FM) and FFM in sow carcasses. Validation in
the sow carcase then suitably allows for validation in the live sow against dilutional measurements.

3.3 Material and methods
3.3.1 Animals
The Murdoch University Ethics Committee (protocol no. CHM/SAFS/SCMB/406/16) and CHM
Alliance Animal Ethics Committee approved the protocol for this experiment (CHM PP 91/16) in
accordance with the Australian Code for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes
(National Health and Medical Research Council, 2013). A total of 40 (non-pregnant) Large White X
Landrace sows which had 2 parities were weighed on farm (mean live weight ± SD (Range); 227.2 ±
26.3 kg (167.0-278.0)) and backfat thickness measured at the P2 location (17.0 ± 3.7 mm (10.127.2)) and transported to an abattoir for preparation of carcasses, following CO2 euthanasia,
according to standard abattoir practices. Carcasses had the head, viscera and skin, including
hooves, removed before being split down the midline, each half carcase was then weighed,
according to abattoir practices. Carcasses were chilled at 0°C for 12 hrs (overnight). The following
day, carcasses were re-weighed, each half carcase was split horizontally in line with the 15th
thoracic vertebrae, tagged for identification and stored overnight in a cold room (3°C). On day 3
following slaughter, the carcasses were transported in a refrigerated truck at 3°C to the University
of Southern Queensland for DXA scanning.
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3.3.2 Dual energy X-ray absorptiometry
All carcasses underwent DXA scanning using a Norland XR-46 densitometer (Norland Corp., Fort
Atkinson, WI, USA). Each half carcase (left and right) was scanned by placing the respective front
and rear quarter adjacent to each other effectively re-assembling the half-carcase. Readings were
calculated using the manufacturers research software (software version 2.5.3/1.3.1; Norland Corp.).
The coefficients of variation of lean and fat mass for replicate measurements were 0.93 and 1.40%
respectively. A dividing line (delineating a region of interest, ROI) was then manually placed across
the two quarters in the software analysis, at the junction of the two halves, to allow quantification
of the front and rear quarters as separate ROI. The basic theory and methodology of DXA for
measuring body composition is described in detail elsewhere (Peppler, 1981). Dual energy X-ray
absorptiometry directly measures three principal components, fat mass (FM), lean mass of soft
tissue (LM) and bone mineral content (BMC) the total of which represents weight (Wt). Carcase
FFM was calculated as the sum of LM and BMC (Wt – FM).

3.3.3 Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy
The BIS readings were obtained for each individual carcase quarter using an ImpediVet SFB7
bioimpedance spectrometer (ImpediMed Ltd., Pinkenba, Queensland). The SFB7 device measured
resistance and reactance at 256 discrete logarithmically-spaced frequencies between 3 to 1000 kHz
at an alternating current of 200 µA. Current was applied via two distal current electrodes and
impedance measured between two proximally-placed (10 cm separation between current and
sense electrodes) voltage-sense electrodes. Electrodes were fabricated from 18-gauge hypodermic
needles that penetrated the carcase to a depth of 10 mm. Electrode locations were chosen to
provide maximal span across the carcase quarter using anatomical markers as locators to achieve
reproducible electrode positioning between quarters. Reference points for terminal locations were
the middle carpal joint, or hock joint depending on the carcase quarter measured, placed 10 cmcranial from that point. The caudal reference point was in the eye of the loin muscle placed 10 cmcranial from that point in the subcutaneous fat layer. The linear distance between voltage sense
electrodes (L, cm) was measured using a measuring tape. Five replicate impedance measurements
(<30 s total measurement time) were taken for each quarter. All measurements were obtained
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immediately upon moving the carcase quarters from the refrigerated truck onto the DXA bed with
the carcase quarters maintaining a temperature close to 3°C.
Impedance data files were analysed using the Bioimp software (v4 18.0.0; ImpediMed Ltd.,
Pinkenba, QLD). The analysis was previously described (Cornish et al. 1993), briefly resistance (R)
and reactance (Xc) at each scan frequency are calculated and fitted to a Cole model that describes
the impedance response of biological tissues. Resistance at infinite (Rinf) and zero (R0) frequencies
and resistance index (Ri) are determined from the model. Impedance at the characteristic
frequency, frequency of maximum reactance, (Z char) was calculated using:
𝑍𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 = √𝑅𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 2 + 𝑋𝑐𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟 2
Rinf, R0, Ri and Zchar are parameters most closely correlated with body water volumes and
composition (Cornish et al. 1993). Rinf is the resistance of TBW, R0 the resistance of extracellular
water (ECW), Ri the resistance of intracellular water (ICW) and Z char is the impedance at the
characteristic frequency and is associated with TBW. The mean values of the replicate scans were
used with the standard deviation between replicates < 0.5%.

3.3.4 Data and Statistical Analyses
The final data set was for a total of 34 left side carcasses and 38 right side carcasses due to
incomplete BIS and/or DXA data. Statistical analysis of data was carried out using SPSS Statistics
(version 25.0; IBM, Chicago IL, USA). Relationships between FFM measured by DXA and BIS
parameters (Rinf, R0, Ri, Zchar), expressed as their quotients (L2/R) to account for inter-electrode
distance (Cornish et al. 1993), were assessed using Pearson correlation matrices. Correlations were
determined for each quarter and the summed values for the right and left carcase halves. Multiple
regression analysis was used to assess the relationship between FFM and LM and dependent
predictor variables of impedance quotients and carcase weight. Multi-collinearity between
predictor variables were assessed by variance inflation factors (VIF); in all cases VIF values were
<10. Cross-validation of prediction was assessed in two ways. Firstly, prediction equations produced
for each half carcase were used to predict the composition of the contralateral half carcase.
Secondly, total carcase composition (sum of all quarters) was predicted from the half carcase
impedance data; a procedure analogous to prediction of whole animal composition from right or
left-side impedance measurements in vivo. Cross-validation was performed by using the prediction
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equation based on right half carcase impedance data to predict composition of the left half carcase
and vice-versa. In each case, predicted FFM values were compared to DXA-measured values using
concordance correlation (Lin, 1989) and limits of agreement analysis (Bland and Altman, 2007). A
value of P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant in all tests.

3.4 Results
The mean values for the left and right carcase weight were 67.0 ± 8.4 kg, 67.8 ± 8.7 and for carcase
length were 151.6 ± 10.0 and 153.7 ± 11.5, respectively. The total carcase weight averaged 60.9% of
total live weight. The left carcase averaged 48.8 ± 7.1 kg and 46.7 ± 6.9 kg of FFM and LM, while the
right carcase averaged 50.5 ± 7.6 kg and 48.4 ± 7.4 kg of FFM and LM respectively.
Carcase FM, LM and BMC averaged 15.9, 41.7 and 1.8% of sow live weight, respectively.
carcase FFM was 43.3% of total sow live weight. Dry carcase weight and carcase weight as
measured by the DXA scan (FFM + FM) were 60.9 and 59.2% of live weight, respectively. Carcase
weight as measured by the DXA scan underestimated dry carcase weight by 2.9% (Table 3.1).
Resistances at infinite and zero frequencies in the left and right carcase halves were 211.3 ±
49.2 Ω and 227.8 ± 44.9 Ω for Rinf and 406.5 ± 135.6 Ω and 442.0 ± 129.3 Ω for R0, respectively
(Table 3.1).
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Table 3.1 Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy (BIS) and dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) measurements of sow carcasses. Data
presented as mean ± SD
BIS measurements
Carcase

N

Weight, kg

Live weight

40

227.2 ± 26.6

Left

34
Front
Rear

DXA measurements

Length, cm

Rinf, ohm

R0, ohm

Ri, ohm

Zchar, ohm

FM, kg

LM, kg

TBBM, kg

FFM, kg

67.0 ± 8.4

151.6 ± 10.0

211.3 ± 49.2

406.5 ± 135.6

474.6 ± 120.4

317.9 ± 99.8

18.2 ± 5.5

46.7 ± 6.9

2.1 ± 0.3

48.8 ± 7.1

34

34.1 ± 5.5

71.0 ± 6.5

98.8 ± 23.0

189.5 ± 60.5

217.5 ± 53.9

149.7 ± 58.9

10.5 ± 3.9

22.4 ± 4.9

1.2 ± 0.2

23.6 ± 4.5

34

32.9 ± 4.1

81.0 ± 5.9

113.1 ± 29.8

217.6 ± 86.1

257.5 ± 73.4

168.1 ± 58.5

7.7 ± 3.0

24.2 ± 4.0

0.9 ± 0.2

25.2 ± 4.1

38

67.8 ± 8.7

153.7 ± 11.5

227.8 ± 44.9

442.0 ± 129.3

497.8 ± 111.1

340.7 ± 87.9

17.2 ± 4.7

48.4 ± 7.4

2.1 ± 0.3

50.5 ± 7.6

Front

38

35.0 ± 6.5

73.5 ± 8.4

111.9 ± 27.0

217.2 ± 78.6

244.0 ± 55.3

167.4 ± 53.8

9.8 ± 3.3

23.9 ± 5.7

1.2 ± 0.2

25.1 ± 5.9

Rear

38

32.8 ± 5.7

80.2 ± 5.7

115.9 ± 24.9

224.7 ± 68.7

253.7 ± 72.8

173.3 ± 46.7

7.4 ± 2.5

24.5 ± 4.0

0.9 ± 0.2

25.4 ± 4.1

Total carcase

38

138.5 ± 18.0ǂ

36.2 ± 9.3

94.9 ± 13.4

4.2 ± 0.6

98.3 ± 14.1

38

60.9

15.9

41.7

1.8

43.3

Right

Carcase % live weight

N = number; Rinf = resistance at infinite frequency; R0 = resistance of extracellular water; Ri = resistance of intracellular water; Zchar = measured impedance; FM = fat mass; LM = lean mass; TBBM = total body bone
mineral; FFM = fat-free mass
ǂ

Dry carcase weight
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In the quarter carcasses, the strongest correlation with carcase Wt was with the impedance
predictor L2/Rinf and the poorest correlation with L2/Ri (Table 3.2). Carcase LM and FFM were most
strongly correlated with impedance predictors L2/Rinf, L2/R0 and L2/Zchar, with the magnitude of the
correlation varying between quarter carcasses. The weakest correlation with carcase LM and FFM
was with impedance predictors L2/Ri, L2/R0 and L2/Zchar, again varying between quarter carcasses.
Generally, there were stronger correlations for the rear quarters than the forequarters between
carcase LM and FFM and impedance predictors.
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Table 3.2 Correlation matrix for bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy variables and physical characteristics of sow quarter carcasses
n
n

Wt (LF)

Wt (LR)

Wt (RF)

Wt (RR)

LM (LF)

LM (LR)

LM (RF)

LM (RR)

FFM (LF)

FFM (LR)

FFM (RF)

FFM (RR)

34

38

38

38

34

38

38

38

34

38

38

38

L2/Rinf (LF)

34

0.619**

0.453**

0.606**

0.477**

0.504**

0.657**

0.611**

0.668**

0.397*

0.664**

0.623**

0.667**

L2/Rinf (LR)

34

0.467**

0.453**

0.336*

0.431**

0.433*

0.705**

0.372*

0.649**

0.334

0.707**

0.384*

0.651**

L2/Rinf (RF)

38

0.686**

0.686**

0.516**

0.456**

0.498**

0.654**

0.566**

0.633**

0.435*

0.659**

0.580**

0.631**

L2/Rinf (RR)

38

0.591**

0.405*

0.272

0.437**

0.539**

0.630**

0.406*

0.620**

0.570**

0.630**

0.411*

0.622**

L2/R0 (LF)

34

0.580**

0.588**

0.650**

0.431*

0.396*

0.571**

0.594**

0.542**

0.431*

0.578**

0.604**

0.543**

L2/R0 (LR)

34

0.376*

0.489**

0.476**

0.301

0.252

0.700**

0.447**

0.460**

0.229

0.701**

0.457**

0.463**

L2/R0 (RF)

38

0.550**

0.715**

0.465**

0.502**

0.321

0.620**

0.433**

0.613**

0.381*

0.624**

0.447**

0.608**

L2/R0 (RR)

38

0.535**

0.555**

0.304

0.460**

0.353*

0.572**

0.356*

0.569**

0.416*

0.573**

0.361*

0.568**

L2/Ri (LF)

34

0.380*

0.299

0.223

0.320

0.457**

0.480**

0.335

0.558**

0.372*

0.485**

0.344*

0.554**

L2/Ri (LR)

34

0.097

0.220

-0.087

0.270

0.374*

0.186

0.004

0.394*

0.354*

0.319

0.354*

0.394*

L2/Ri (RF)

38

0.527**

0.286

0.346*

0.168

0.547**

0.392*

0.496**

0.361*

0.562**

0.397*

0.503**

0.365*

L2/Ri (RR)

38

0.394*

0.091

0.116

0.215

0.474**

0.398*

0.268

0.387*

0.474**

0.398*

0.272

0.390*

L2/Zchar (LF)

34

0.603**

0.605**

0.644**

0.458**

0.417*

0.612**

0.577**

0.570**

0.325

0.618**

0.588**

0.570**

L2/Zchar (LR)

34

0.418*

0.511*

0.472**

0.352*

0.308

0.752**

0.457**

0.536**

0.266

0.753**

0.468**

0.538**

L2/Zchar (RF)

38

0.587**

0.727**

0.488*

0.505**

0.364*

0.645**

0.472**

0.636**

0.423*

0.650**

0.487**

0.632**

L2/Zchar (RR)

38

0.574**

0.532**

0.308

0.479**

0.364*

0.618**

0.384*

0.613**

0.476**

0.619**

0.389*

0.613**

Wt (LF)

34

0.507**

0.782**

0.633**

0.539**

0.324

0.769**

0.467**

0.735**

0.365*

0.777**

0.368*

Wt (LR)

34

0.671**

0.485**

0.475**

0.733**

0.516**

0.449**

0.229

0.741**

0.528**

0.441**
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Wt (RF)

38

Wt (RR)

38

LM (LF)

34

LM (LR)

34

LM (RF)

38

LM (RR)

38

FFM (LF)

34

FFM (LR)

34

FFM (RF)

38

0.174

0.458**

0.406*

0.862**

0.041

0.544**

0.412*

0.871**

0.038

0.220

0.440**

0.198

0.822**

0.379*

0.445**

0.210

0.825**

0.191

0.641**

0.206

0.999*

0.194

0.636**

0.213

0.385*

0.673**

0.210

1.000**

0.399*

0.670**

0.127

0.653**

0.392*

0.999**

0.129

0.229

0.677**

0.141

1.000**

0.213

0.649**

0.236

0.405*

0.673**
0.143

L2 = length^2; Rinf = resistance at infinite frequency; R0 = resistance of extracellular water; Ri = resistance of intracellular water; Z char = measured impedance; Wt = weight; LM = lean mass; FFM = fat-free mass; LF = left
front; LR = left rear; RF = right front; RR = right rear
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level
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In the half carcasses, the strongest correlation with carcase Wt was with the impedance predictor
L2/Rinf and the weakest correlation with L2/Ri (Table 3.3). Carcase LM and FFM were strongly
correlated with impedance predictor L2/Rinf, and weakly correlated with L2/Ri. There were slightly
stronger correlations for the right side than the left side between carcase LM and FFM and
impedance predictors.

Table 3.3 Correlation matrix for bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy variables and physical
characteristics of sow half carcasses
n
n

Wt (L)

Wt (R)

LM (L)

LM (R)

FFM (L)

FFM (R)

34

38

34

38

34

38

L2/Rinf (L) 34 0.663** 0.623** 0.705** 0.780** 0.721** 0.784**
L2/Rinf (R) 38 0.764** 0.605** 0.806** 0.811** 0.817** 0.814**
L2/R0 (L)

34 0.612** 0.634** 0.533** 0.688** 0.547** 0.691**

L2/R0 (R)

38 0.734** 0.621** 0.621** 0.717** 0.632** 0.720**

L2/Ri (L)

34

0.316

0.210

0.504**

L2/Ri (R)

38

0.414*

0.291

0.625** 0.536** 0.631** 0.539**

L2/Zc (L)

34 0.646** 0.650** 0.592** 0.718** 0.607** 0.722**

L2/Zc (R)

38 0.763** 0.640** 0.685** 0.765** 0.697** 0.769**

0.417*

0.512**

0.421*

Wt (L)

34

0.918** 0.742** 0.863** 0.756** 0.865**

Wt (R)

38

0.687** 0.840** 0.697** 0.843**

LM (L)

34

0.794** 0.999** 0.792**

LM (R)

38

0.805** 1.000**

FFM (L)

34

0.804**

L2 = length^2; Rinf = resistance at infinite frequency; R0 = resistance of extracellular water; Ri = resistance of intracellular water; Z c = measured
impedance; Wt = weight; LM = lean mass; FFM = fat-free mass; L = left; R = right
*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level
**Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level

Predictive equations for FFM and LM measured by DXA are shown in Table 3.4. The strongest
relationships were between L2/Rinf and FFM and LM, with the highest R2 and lowest SEE. The
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inclusion of BIS-variable into the prediction model improved the predictive power of the equation
compared to weight alone.
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Table 3.4 Predictive equations for fat-free mass (kg) and lean mass (kg) in the live sow measured
using dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) using bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy variables
and carcase weight (Wt)
Carcase

Linear regression model

R2

P value SEE (kg)

Fat-free mass
Left

Right

Total

7.588 + 0.607*Wt

0.547

<0.001

4.7

4.892 + 0.420*Wt + 0.140*L 2/Rinf

0.658

0.009

4.3

6.923 + 0.570*Wt + 0.060*L 2/R0

0.584

0.362

4.7

1.442 + 0.559*Wt + 0.193*L 2/Ri

0.655

0.010

4.3

7.188 + 0.529*Wt + 0.080*L 2/Zc

0.596

0.185

4.6

0.062 + 0744*Wt

0.711

<0.001

4.2

-2.992 + 0.488*Wt + 0.193*L2/Rinf

0.857

<0.001

3.0

1.466 + 0.569*Wt + 0.186*L 2/R0

0.774

0.004

3.7

-5.323 + 0.662*Wt + 0.224*L2/Ri

0.805

<0.001

3.5

0.822 + 0.525*Wt + 0.195*L 2/Zc

0.800

<0.001

3.5

-0.708 + 1.006*Wt + 0.291*L2/Rinf (left) 0.825

<0.001

6.2

4.827 + 0.726*Wt + 0.426*L2/Rinf (right) 0.867

<0.001

5.2

5.750 + 0.6114*Wt

0.550

<0.001

4.7

4.780 + 0.403*Wt + 0.132*L 2/Rinf

0.631

0.014

4.3

6.670 + 0.547*Wt + 0.055*L 2/R0

0.560

0.405

4.7

1.434 + 0.533*Wt + 0.186*L 2/Ri

0.631

0.014

4.3

6.933 + 0.508*Wt + 0.074*L 2/Zc

0.572

0.218

4.6

-0.157 + 0716*Wt

0.705

<0.001

4.1

-3.107 + 0.470*Wt + 0.185*L2/Rinf

0.849

<0.001

2.9

1.195 + 0.548*Wt + 0.179*L 2/R0

0.767

0.004

3.7

-5.332 + 0.637*Wt + 0.215*L2/Ri

0.798

<0.001

3.4

0.574 + 0.506*Wt + 0.188*L2/Zc

0.793

<0.001

3.5

-0.993 + 0.973*Wt + 0.276*L2/Rinf (left) 0.811

<0.001

6.2

4.245 + 0.697*Wt + 0.410*L 2/Rinf (right) 0.857

<0.001

5.2

Lean mass
Left

Right

Total

L2 = length^2; R2 = regression coefficient and SEE = standard error of estimate
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Wt = weight; Rinf = resistance at infinite frequency; R0 = resistance of extracellular water; Ri = resistance of intracellular water; Zchar = measured
impedance; (left) = resistance measured on left side; (right) = resistance measured on right side; (all) = resistance measured on left and right sides

FFM predicted using BIS was highly correlated with DXA measures, correlation coefficients ranging
between 0.811 - 0.919 (Fig 3.1a, 3.1b). Concordance correlation coefficients were rc = 0.915 for
total carcase FFM and 0.756 and 0.829 for the left and right sides, respectively. These observations
are supported by the limits of agreement analyses (Fig 3.1c, 3.1d) with BIS underestimating total
carcase FFM by 0.5% and half carcase FFM by 0.3% with narrow limits of agreement.
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Figure 3.1 Comparison of sow carcase fat-free mass (FFM) measured using dual energy X-ray absorptiometry and predicted using bioelectrical
impedance spectroscopy. Panel a: Regression of total carcase FFM measured by DXA compared to FFM predicted from impedance readings;
(○) total carcase FFM predicted from left side prediction equation, (■) total carcase FFM predicted from right side prediction equation, (
Regression line, (

)

Line of identity, (

)

95% confidence intervals. Panel b:

)

Regression of half carcase FFM measured by

DXA compared to FFM predicted from impedance readings; (○) left side half carcase FFM predicted from right side prediction equation, (■)
right side half carcase FFM predicted from left side prediction equation, (
(

) Line of identity, (

carcase FFM; (
(

)

)

95% confidence intervals. Panel c:

)

difference (bias) between measurements, (
Concordance correlation coefficient, rp

) Regression line, left side,

Limits of agreement between the measured and predicted total

Mean difference (bias) between measurements, (

) 95% confidence intervals. Panel d:

Regression line, right side, (

)

Limits of agreement (1.96 SD), (

) Regression line,

Limits of agreement between the measured and predicted half carcase FFM; (
) Limits of agreement (1.96 SD), (
Pearson correlation coefficient.
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) Regression line, (

) Mean

) 95% confidence intervals. rc

3.5 Discussion
This experiment was designed to assess the agreement between BIS and DXA for estimating FFM in
sow carcasses with a view to provide evidence that BIS may be an alternative to DXA scanning.
Using resistance at infinite frequencies, BIS measures were closely related with DXA measures, but
BIS underestimated total carcase FFM by 0.5%. A Bland-Altman comparison showed narrow limits
of agreement with right and left carcase predictions in close agreement with DXA measures of FFM.
BIS underestimated half carcase FFM by 0.3%, the negative bias explained by the increased
variation in the left carcase measures with variability increasing as the average increased, while
variability in the right carcase data were smaller. The results of this experiment provide evidence of
the excellent potential BIS holds as a rapid, inexpensive and portable device for measuring FFM in
sow carcasses.
Early impedance studies proved BIA, fixed impedance at 50 kHz (R50), to accurately measure
body composition in humans (Lukaski et al. 1986). Later investigations in pig carcasses proved its
potential to suitably estimate carcase FFM and LM (Swantek et al. 1992; Marchello et al. 1999a)
with the technology applied for market-based pricing in beef carcasses (Marchello et al. 1999b),
value-based marketing using segregation into retail-ready weight classes in lamb carcasses (Slanger
et al. 1994) and assessment of meat freshness using the properties of the cell membrane and the
interaction with extra- and intracellular electrolytes (Huh et al. 2021a). Once available, impedance
with direct current and resistance at infinite frequencies, that is BIS, was applied to lamb carcasses
showing its improved accuracy (Altmann et al. 2005). We set out to provide validation beyond the
scope of previous work using BIS in pork carcasses and DXA as the reference method, capable of
accurately predicting pig carcase composition (Silva et al. 2020). In addition, to our knowledge BIS
and DXA in sow carcasses has not previously been reported. For this reason, we can only compare
BIS readings taken in sow carcasses with impedance measurements to date taken in pork carcasses.
In Iberian pork carcasses weighing 109.2 kg with an average length (L) of 93.1 cm, Daza et al. (2006)
recorded values of 47.8 Ω resistance taken at 50 MHz (R50). These readings are slightly higher than
those reported by Marchello et al. (1999a), which measured Yorkshire x Duroc pork carcasses
weighing 103.2 kg and obtained values of 38.7 Ω on carcasses averaging 87.5 cm in L. Although we
cannot compare these impedance measures using BIA in pork carcasses to those reported here on
BIS in quartered sow carcase, we obtained values for Rinf and R0 of 211.3 – 227.8 Ω and 406.5 -
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442.0 Ω in the left and right carcasses, weighing between 67.0 – 67.8 kg and measuring 151.6 –
153.7 cm in L.
Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy is based on the relationship between volume, length
and components of the conductor and its impedance. The size of the carcase affects impedance
and therefore an impedance quotient which includes a measure of length (L2) reduces
interindividual variance and was adopted in the current experiment. The results of this experiment
showed BIS measurements to increase as carcase length and weight did, in agreement with the
principle of impedance. Altmann et al. (2004) investigated the use of BIS in lamb carcasses
measured 20 min post-mortem, comparing various electrode placements. They found R inf measured
dorsally or ventrally to highly correlate with LM (P < 0.001; r = -0.58; -0.69) in 18.9 kg carcasses. The
impedance predictors R0 and Zchar showed weak correlations when measured dorsally or ventrally,
respectively. In agreement, we found variables to best predict FFM and LM were weight and
impedance predictor L2/Rinf with L2/R0 and L2/Zchar performing poorly. The strength between L2/Rinf
and carcase LM and FFM varied between carcase quarters with the rear quarter of the sow carcase
correlating best. The impedance predictor L2/Ri performed the poorest for prediction of carcase
weight, which is not surprising given that Ri includes propagated errors from R0 and Rinf.
Predictive models could have been improved by removing outliers, this was avoided to
identify the source of propagated error. Prediction equations could have improved with resistive
and reactive density (Moro et al. 2019) dependent on carcase moisture however, BIS has shown
good correlation with pork carcase moisture (Yang et al. 2013) and can be used to predict freshness
and composition of meat (Huh et al. 2021b). Differences in correlated values in each carcase
quarter were expected given the necessary trimming for biosecurity measures which occurs in the
abattoir prior to receiving the carcase. Variation is inherent between resistance and reactance of
carcasses as rigor mortis reduces body fluids and extracellular water during the slaughter process
and chilling (Swantek et al. 1992), and pH and temperature also influence BIS measurements up to
48 hr post-mortem (Altmann et al. 2005). Variation can also be inherent through electrode
placement and although showing low repeatability in the live animal (Muller et al. 2021), is highly
repeatable in the carcase (Altman et al. 2004). For the variation in measures, inter-individual
variation between BIS and DXA values is not uncommon (van Venrooij et al. 2010) and may be a
result of limitations of either method. Both methods assume a constant hydration, with DXA also
assuming a constant electrolyte content of lean tissue. This leads to DXA not being able to
distinguish between under or over hydration, which incorrectly estimates fluid compartments and
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tissue mass while BIS has proved to be useful in various hydration states (Fors et al. 2002). An
obvious limitation of the experiment was the variable delay between slaughter and measurement
made by chilling and travel requirements which could have altered error due to the metabolic
process of rigor mortis. BIS and DXA measurements could also be improved by using whole
carcasses, although this is impossible with abattoir requirements in the slaughter process and DXA
weight restrictions. Regardless, Bland-Altman comparisons indicate that limits of agreement for
estimates of FFM between BIS and DXA were narrow and only slightly underestimated by 0.5%
using the impedance predictor L2/Rinf. This is in agreement with findings in humans where BlandAltman plots show a negative correlation between means and differences in FFM as measured by
BIS and DXA (Fors et al. 2002). Therefore, variation in impedance predictors correlating with DXA
measures were of little significance, limits of agreement analysis showed a strong relationship
between predictions of fluid and tissue mass, as measured using BIS and DXA, in all carcasses.

3.6 Conclusion
Considering the relationship between BIS and DXA as methods of measuring carcase composition
we can conclude that BIS has the potential as a rapid procedure for the estimation of FFM and LM
in sow carcasses. Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy is an inexpensive, portable method for
measuring carcase fat and lean with acceptable accuracy. Further work is required to validate BIS
for measuring body composition in the live sow, a measure which is important for reproductive
success.
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4.1 Abstract
The ability to accurately estimate fat mass (FM) and fat-free mass (FFM) has the potential to
improve the way in which sow body condition can be managed in a breeding herd. Bioelectrical
impedance spectroscopy (BIS) has been evaluated as a practical technique for assessment of body
composition in several livestock species, but similar work is lacking in sows. Bioelectrical impedance
uses population specific algorithms that require values for the apparent resistivities of body fluids
and body proportion factors. This experiment comprised three major aims: (i) to derive apparent
resistivity coefficients for extracellular water (ECW) and intracellular water (ICW) required for
validation of BIS predictions of total body water (TBW) in live sows against standard reference
tracer dilution methods; (ii) to develop predictions of TBW to body composition prediction
algorithms, namely FFM, by developing a body geometry correction factor (Kb); and (iii) to compare
the BIS predictions of FFM against existing impedance predictors and published prediction
equations for use in sows, based on physical measurements of back-fat depth and body weight (P2based predictors). Whole body impedance measurements and the determination of TBW by
deuterium dilution and ECW by bromide dilution were performed on 40 Large White x Landrace
sows. Mean apparent resistivity coefficients of body fluids were 431.1 ohm.cm for ECW and 1827.8
ohm.cm for ICW. Using these coefficients, TBW and ECW were over-estimated by 6.5% and 3.3%,
respectively, compared to measured reference values, although these differences were not
statistically different (P > 0.05). Mean Kb was 1.09 ± 0.14. Fat-free mass predictions were 194.9 kg,
which equates to 60.9% of total sow weight, and 183.0 kg for BIS and the deuterium dilution
method, respectively. Mean differences between the predicted and measured FFM values ranged
from -8.2 to 32.7%, but were not statistically different (P > 0.05). Method validation (leave-one-out
procedure) revealed that mean differences between predicted and measured values were not
statistically significant (P > 0.05). Of the impedance-based predictors, equivalence testing revealed
that BIS displayed the lowest test bias of 11.9 kg (8.2%) although the P2-based prediction equations
exhibited the lowest bias and percentage equivalence, with narrow limits of agreement. Results
indicate although differences between mean predicted and measured values were not significantly
different, relatively wide limits of agreement suggests BIS as an impractical option for assessing
body composition in individual sows compared to the use of existing prediction equations based on
body weight and back-fat.
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4.2 Introduction
Body mass can be considered to comprise two compartments, fat mass (FM) and fat-free mass (FFM);
the two-compartment (2C) model of body composition (Hansard, 1964; Topel and Kauffman, 1988;
Wang et al. 1999). Prediction models used for indicating changes in sow body composition have
primarily focused on measuring body fat. Ultrasound measurement of back-fat at the P2 position (P2;
65 mm from the dorsal midline at the level of the posterior edge of the head of the last rib) has long
been used as an indicator of total fat (McMeekan, 1941; Mao et al. 1999). Most prediction equations
for FM are based on back-fat depth at the P2 location and also incorporate other prediction variables
such as body weight (BW) and morphometric measurements including leg length (Smits et al. 2017).
Although most equations are robust predictors of body composition (Lonergan et al. 2019), each
equation must be fitted for specific genetic lines, populations of each herd, and account for shortterm variations such as diet, pregnancy and lactation (McPhee and Daniels, 1991). Regardless,
measuring sow body fat alone does not provide an indication of compositionally important changes
that occur in the lactating sow as excessive tissue mobilisation can cause subsequent reproductive
failure (Vinsky et al. 2006).
Fat-free mass includes muscle mass and other soft tissues, total body water (TBW) and bone
mineral mass and can be accurately measured by measuring TBW using tracer dilution, such as
deuterium dilution (Johnson and Coward-McKenzie, 2001). Therefore, any accurate method that can
predict FM and FFM of a sow that might allow management interventions to prevent detrimental
changes in body composition during lactation is desirable. Although, tracer dilution has a long history
(e.g. Hansard, 1964) it is an impractical technique for routine use.
Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a non-invasive, inexpensive and portable method of
measuring body composition, which can be used repeatedly to monitor growth and development of
a single animal (Kyle et al. 2004b). The underlying principle of BIA is that the opposition (impedance,
Z) to the flow of an alternating electrical current (typically at a single fixed frequency of 50 kHz)
through a cylindrical conduct electrical conductor is proportional to the conductive volume of the
cylinder. In its application to animals in vivo, the animal is assumed to represent a cylinder or series
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of inter-connected cylinders, i.e., legs and trunk, with the conductive volume being that of TBW. Since
TBW is exclusively located in the FFM compartment, measurement of whole-body impedance can be
used to quantitate FFM and, by difference with BW, FM (Cox-Reijven, 2002). Bioelectrical impedance
spectroscopy (BIS), a derivative of BIA, measures impedance and its components, resistance (R) and
reactance (Xc), typically in the range 3 to 1000 kHz, and uses biophysical models to predict body
composition. It is considered to provide more accurate predictions of body composition, that are not
population specific, allowing quantification of TBW and FFM as well as extracellular water (ECW),
providing a tool for study of water balance in the live animal. It has been used to measure hydration
status and body composition in humans for many years (Kyle et al. 2004a; b) whilst studies in livestock
have found BIA measurements to successfully provide a rapid and inexpensive measurement of body
composition in lambs (Berg and Marchello, 1994), steers (Marchello et al. 1999b), horses (Ward et
al. 2015) and pigs (Marchello et al. 1999a; Swantek et al. 1999; Daza et al. 2006).
The aims of this experiment were: (i) to derive apparent resistivity coefficients required for
validation of BIS predictions of TBW and ECW in non-reproductive sows against standard reference
tracer dilution methods, (ii) to develop a body geometry correction factor specific for use of BIS in
sows required for body composition algorithms to predict FFM; and (iii) to compare the prediction of
FFM using BIS with prediction equations in the literature based on BW and back-fat depth at the P2
site.

4.3 Materials and methods
4.3.1 Setting
This experiment was undertaken at the SunPork Research Facility (SunPork Farms, Queensland
(QLD)) in November, 2016.

4.3.2 Animals
A total of 40 (non-pregnant) Large White X Landrace multiparous sows (parity 1.7 ± 0.6; mean ±
standard deviation), weighing 227.2 ± 26.3 kg, were held in free-access stall housing and offered
water ad libitum and 2.3 kg/sow/d of a standard sow diet (12.8 MJ digestible energy (DE)/kg, 0.42 g
standardized ileal digestible (SID) lysine/MJ DE). The final data set included 37 animals; three animals
had incomplete dilution data.
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4.3.3 Impedance measurements
The BIS measurements were taken using an ImpediVet SFB7 bioimpedance spectrometer
(ImpediMed Ltd., Pinkenba, Queensland). The SFB7 is a portable battery-operated impedance device
that measures resistance and reactance at 256 discrete logarithmically-spaced frequencies in the
range 3 to 1000 kHz. A measurement scan takes <1 s. It is a tetrapolar device applying the alternating
current (200 µA) via two distal current electrodes and measuring impedance via two proximallyplaced (10 cm separation) voltage-sense electrodes. In the present experiment electrodes were
fabricated as brass discs (5 mm diameter) mounted in a handle at 10-cm inter-electrode spacing. The
reference point for one current drive electrode was the middle carpal joint with the voltage sense
electrode placed 10 cm cranial from that point. The second current drive electrode was located at
the caudal reference point of the hock joint with the voltage sense electrode placed 10 cm cranial
from that point (Figure 4.1). All measurements were made on the left side of the animal. Sows were
restrained standing in stall housing while the electrode discs, coated with conductivity gel and
pressed into direct contact with the skin removing the need for shaving the area. Five consecutive
replicate impedance scans were obtained and care was taken to ensure that sows remained calm,
and still, for readings. If movement was observed, measurements were repeated. Since impedance
varies with distance between the voltage sense electrodes, impedance measurements were
normalized for the inter-electrode length. However, since the precise electrical current path is
unknown, a surrogate measurement of length (L, cm) spanning the body which can be reliably
measured was used, i.e. from the base of the head to the base of the tail, a procedure similar to that
used in humans where height is used as an index for inter-electrode distance.
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Length

10, cm

Bioelectrical impedance
spectrometer

Figure 4.1 Electrode locations (●) and length measurement (Length) on the live sow during a
bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy measurement
4.3.4 Tracer dilution methods for measurement of total body water and extracellular water
Total body water was determined by the deuterium dilution technique (DDT) (Houseman et al. 1973)
and ECW from bromide dilution (Mørkeberg et al. 1991) according to the following protocol.
Fourteen days before the experiment commenced, sows were weighed using livestock scales (Iconix
FX Series, A1 Weighing & Equipment, Qld) before being transported to the research facility. The
tracer dilution procedure followed was that used previously in horses (Ward et al. 2016). Sodium
bromide (NaBr) [(ACS (AR); ACE Chemical Company, Camden Park, SA)] was added to deuterated
water (D2O) (0.75 M, 99.9% purity; Novachem, Melbourne, Victoria) and the solution administered
at a dose rate of D2O 1 g/kg BW and NaBr 0.75 mmol/kg BW. As the procedure was delayed two
weeks from the time of the sows arrival, BW was predicted using a prediction equation (R2 = 0.93)
developed from a group of sows of similar age, weight and feeding allocation (n = 91) from the
original herd (Supplementary Figure S1). The individual solution was drawn into pre-weighed 50-ml
syringes ready for administration by oral intubation using orogastric tubing (13 mm GVP; Provet,
Brisbane, Qld). Full syringes were weighed prior to intubation and again post-intubation to allow for
calculation of the exact weight of tracer infused (to 0.01 g). Sows were restrained in a closed stall and
held using a commercial short hog holder (DHA Rural, Qld). A drinking water mouth gag (Bainbridge;
Qld) was placed in the left side of the mouth separating the top and lower jaw. Stomach tubing was
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then lubricated using canola oil and passed down the esophagus into the stomach. The dose was
administered, followed by 100 ml of water and 50 ml of air to ensure the tube was clear of fluid and
total dosing. Using jugular venipuncture, 10 ml samples of blood (lithium-heparin BD vacutainer;
Provet, Qld) were collected at time 0 (before dosing) and at 3 and 4 h post-intubation of the tracer
dilution. An 18 g vacutainer needle was used to collect the sample into 2 x 5 ml EDTA blood tubes.
Samples were centrifuged at 3000 x g for 15 mins within 4 h of collection and plasma used for analysis
of deuterium and bromide concentrations.

4.3.5 Morphometric measurements
Unlike single frequency bioelectrical impedance analysis (SFBIA) which assumes a simple cylindrical
body geometry and empirically-derived population-specific prediction equations, BIS uses
fundamental mixture theory modelling that corrects for non-cylindrical body shape by applying a
body geometry correction factor referred to as Kb (De Lorenzo et al. 1997). A population mean Kb
was calculated from morphometric measurements (lengths and girths) of the body segments
between the two voltage sense electrodes in a sample of sows of the same genotype and parity from
two herds (n = 20). The Kb was calculated using the following equation adapted from validation of
BIS in horses (Ward et al. 2016):
𝐾𝑏 = (1|(𝐵𝐿 + 𝐹𝐿 + 𝑅𝐿)2) ∗ (𝐵𝐿|𝐺𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ2 ) + (𝐹𝐿|𝑓𝑝2) + (𝑅𝐿|𝑟𝑝2) ∗ (𝐵𝐿 ∗ 𝐺𝑖𝑟𝑡ℎ 2 )
+ (𝐹𝐿 ∗ 𝑓𝑝2 ) + (𝑅𝐿 ∗ 𝑟𝑝2 )
where:
BL = body length (linear distance shoulder-hip vertically above electrodes, cm);
Girth = girth circumference (measured immediately behind the front legs, cm);
FL = fore leg length (from the sense electrode to the junction of the leg and trunk, cm); RL = rear leg
length, (from the sense electrode to the junction of the leg and trunk, cm); fp = fore leg perimeter
(mean of circumference at the sense electrode and the top of the leg, cm) and rp = rear leg perimeter
(mean of circumference at the sense electrode and the top of the leg, cm).

4.3.6 Ultrasound measurements of back-fat
Measurement of back-fat depth at the P2 site (P2) was taken using a Sonoscape A6 Ultrasound
Machine (Sonoscape Medical Corp., Shenzhen, China). Back-fat depth was measured by taking
measurements 65 mm from the midline, directly above the last rib on the left and right sides of the
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sow until measurements differ by < 1 mm when the average of the measurements was used (Hoving
et al. 2011).

4.4 Laboratory analyses
4.4.1 Deuterium analysis
Deuterium concentration in the plasma was analysed by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
using an IRAffinity-1 FTIR spectrometer (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan), which was fitted with an ATR
sample attachment with reference to a standard curve (200-1500 ppm) prepared from deuterium
dissolved in pooled control sow plasma. Plasma samples were thawed at room temperature before
samples were vortexed and centrifuged at 300 x g for 15 min in a bench centrifuge. Aliquots of the
supernatant were used for analysis as described by Collins et al. (2013). Coefficient of variation for
inter-analysis was < 2.0%.

4.4.2 Bromide analysis
Bromide ion concentration in plasma samples was determined using a high performance/pressure
liquid chromatography (Shimadzu Corp., Kyoto, Japan). Plasma samples were thawed at room
temperature and de-proteinised with ice-cold acetonitrile (100 µL plasma added to 200 µL
acetonitrile). Samples were centrifuged at 300 x g for 10 min in a micro-centrifuge. Aliquots of 20 µl
supernatant were transferred, using a syringe, to an auto sampler vial for bulk analysis using the
method of Miller et al. (1989), as described by Collins et al. (2013). Bromide ion concentrations
were determined by reference to standards prepared in an identical manner from a pooled sample
of control sow plasma. Coefficient of variation for inter-analysis was < 2.0%.

4.5 Data analysis
4.5.1 Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy
The BIS data were analysed using Bioimp software (v4 18.0.0; ImpediMed Ltd., Pinkenba,
Queensland, Australia). Resistance and reactance for each recorded scan were fitted to a Cole model
(Cornish et al. 1996). Resistance at zero frequency (R0, i.e. that of ECW) and infinite frequency (Rinf,
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i.e. that of TBW) was determined as described by Cornish et al. (1993) using software default settings.
Goodness of curve fitting was assessed as the %standard error of the estimate (%SEE) and was <
0.5%. The resistance (Ri) of intracellular water (ICW) was calculated from R0 and Rinf as
𝑅𝑖 = (

𝑅0 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑓
)
𝑅0 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑓

Mean values for R0, Rinf and Ri from the five replicate scans for each sow were used in subsequent
analyses. The standard deviation (SD) between replicates was < 3.5%.

Apparent resistivity coefficients for ICW (ρICW) and ECW (ρECW) were computed from R0, Ri, BW,
length, TBW and ECW, as measured by dilution, using the resistivity module of the Bioimp software
(v4 15.0.0; ImpediMed Ltd., Pinkenba, Queensland, Australia). Body composition was predicted from
these parameters using the body composition module of the Bioimp software which implements
Hanai mixture theory algorithms (Ward et al. 2016). Default coefficients for body density (1.05
mg/ml) (Ward et al. 2016), FFM hydration (0.757 ml/g, (Patience, 2012), resistivity coefficients (ρICW
and ρECW) and Kb were determined as described above. Fat-free mass is calculated as TBW/FFM
hydration with FM calculated as BW-FFM.

4.5.2 Dilution analysis - total body water
Plasma deuterium concentration was calculated from the maximum concentration at time 3 or 4 h
corrected for the background concentration at baseline. Total body water was then calculated
according to:
TBW = (

𝐷2 𝑂 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒
) ∗ 0.937 ∗ 0.96 ∗ 1.04
𝐷2 𝑂 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐.

where 0.937 was the correction factor for the fraction of water in plasma, 0.96 was a correction factor
for deuterium binding to nonexchangeable sites, and 1.04 was the correction for the deuterium space
difference that is that of H2O (Cornish et al. 1996).

4.5.3 Dilution analysis - extracellular water
Bromide concentrations at 3 and 4 h were corrected for background bromide present in baseline
samples and the mean values used. The ECW pool was assumed to be equivalent to the bromide
space calculated according to:
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𝐸𝐶𝑊 = (

𝑁𝑎𝐵𝑟 𝑑𝑜𝑠𝑒
) ∗ 0.9 ∗ 0.95 ∗ 0.94
𝑁𝑎𝐵𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑐.

where 0.9 was the correction factor for the distribution of bromide in the non-extracellular sites,
0.95 was the correction factor for the Donnan equilibrium and 0.94 was the plasma water fraction
(Cornish et al. 1996).

4.5.4 Cross validation of body composition predicted from bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy
resistivity coefficients
A cross-validation (leave-one-out validation, LOOV) procedure (Secor and Nagy, 2003) was used to
validate predictions of body composition by BIS. Each sow was removed one at a time and
resistivity coefficients calculated based on the remaining sows. This process was repeated for all
sows. The calculated ρICW and ρECW were then used to predict TBW, FFM and FM for each sow and
cross-validated against the respective TBW, FFM and FM measured by deuterium dilution.
Significance of differences between measured reference and predicted body composition values
from the LOOV procedure were assessed using paired sample t-tests.

4.5.5 Prediction of body composition
Fat mass was predicted from sow BW and P2 measurements using each of the following published
equations:

King et al. 1986
𝐹𝑀 = (0.117 + 0.00804 ∗ 𝑃2) ∗ 𝐵𝑊
Dourmad et al. 1997
𝐹𝑀 = −26.4 + 0.221 ∗ 𝐵𝑊 + 1.331 ∗ 𝑃2
Gill, 2006
𝐹𝑀 = −8.14 + 0.167 ∗ 𝐵𝑊 + 0.883 ∗ 𝑃2
Smits et al. 2017
𝐹𝑀 = (0.2696 ∗ 𝐵𝑊) + (1.398 ∗ 𝑃2) − 33.9

Fat-free mass was then calculated as BW-FM.
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4.5.6 Single frequency bioimpedance analysis
Resistance at 50 kHz (Xc50) was extracted from the BIS data files using the Bioimp software. This was
then used to predict FFM according to the following prediction equations:

Kraetzl et al. 1995
L2
FFM = (7.126 + 0.389 ∗ BW + 0.039 ∗ girth + 0.129 ∗ (
) − 0.285 ∗ Xc 50)/0.757
R inf
Swantek et al. 1999
FFM = 0.486 ∗ BW − 0.881 ∗ (R50 − 40.7) + 0.48 ∗ (L − 40) + 0.86 ∗ (Xc 50 − 6.2) + 7.959
where:
L = body length (linear distance shoulder-hip vertically above electrodes, cm)
Rinf = resistance at infinite frequency (i.e. that of TBW)
Xc50 = reactance at 50 kHz
R50 = resistance at 50 kHz

4.6 Statistical Analyses
Statistical analysis followed procedures recommended for impedance validation studies (Guo et al.
1996; Tronstad and Pripp, 2014). Statistical analysis was performed using either SPSS Statistics (IBM
SPSS® version 25.0; IBM, Chicago IL, USA) or Medcalc (version 19.1, MedCalc Software bv, Ostend,
Belgium). Data were checked for normal distribution using an Anderson-Darling test. Data are
presented as mean ± SD. Relationships between predicted body composition parameters (TBW, FFM
and FM) and the measured values using the reference dilution methods was assessed by Passing and
Bablok regression with the level of agreement being assessed by Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r p)
and Lin’s concordance correlation coefficient (rc). Agreement between methods was determined by
paired samples t-test, 2SD limits of agreement analysis (Bland and Altman, 1986), and absolute
percentage error (APE) expressed as the median absolute percentage error (MAPE). A value of P <
0.05 was considered statistically significant in all tests.
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4.7 Results
Characteristics of the sows are presented in Table 4.1. Total body water was 60.9% of BW and
comprised 26% ECW and 74% ICW. The calculated Kb value was 1.09 ± 0.14 (Table 4.2).

Table 4.1 Subject characteristics of sows. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and
range (n = 40)
Parameter

Mean ± SD

Range

Body weight, kg

227.2 ± 26.3

167.0 – 278.0

Length1, cm

147.0 ± 8.4

123.0 – 167.5

Back-fat depth at P2, mm

17.2 ± 3.8

10.1 – 27.2

Total body water2, TBW, L

138.5 ± 20.4

83.6 – 175.1

Extracellular water3, ECW, L

36.0 ± 12.4

11.7 – 62.8

Intracellular water4, ICW, L

102.5 ± 18.5

49.8 - 139.1

ECW:ICW

0.37 ± 0.15

0.11 – 0.68

1

Measurement of crown to rump.

2

Determined by deuterium dilution.

3

Determined by bromide dilution.

4

Determined as TBW-ECW
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Table 4.2 Morphometric measurements of sows for calculation of body geometry correction factor
(Kb). Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and range
Segment

Measurement (cm)

Mean

SD

Range

Trunk

Length1

137.4

6.8

130.0 - 150.0

Trunk

Girth circumference2

146.5

8.5

135.5 - 160.0

Foreleg

Length3

5.6

2.2

2.0 - 10.0

Foreleg

Circumference4

41.4

2.1

39.2 - 46.0

Rear leg

Length5

5.3

1.7

4.0 - 9.0

Rear leg

Circumference6

49.6

3.0

45.5 - 54.0

Kb

1.09

0.14

0.85 – 1.31

1

Measurement of crown to rump.

2

Measured immediately behind the front legs.

3

Point of elbow to knee.

4

Average of circumference at point of elbow and knee.

5

Point of stifle to hock.

6

Average of circumference at point of stifle and hock.

Impedance parameters and computed apparent resistivity values for multi-frequency BIA (MFBIA)
and SFBIA measurements are presented in Table 4.3. The data shows that apparent resistivities
varied between sows with a mean 45.7% SD for ρicw and 67.5%SD for ρecw.

Table 4.3 Whole body resistances (R50, R0, R∞ and Ri) and apparent resistivities (ρICW and ρECW) of
intra- and extracellular water of sows. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and range
Parameter

Mean ± SD

Range

Resistance at 50 kHz, R50, ohm

61.4 ± 12.7

40.6 – 85.2

Resistance at zero frequency, R0, ohm

85.2 ± 15.0

59.5 – 111.6

Resistance at infinite frequency, R∞, ohm

42.6 ± 11.5

24.3 – 64.2

Intracellular resistance, Ri, ohm

88.1 ± 34.7

39.3 – 163.3

Apparent intracellular resistivity, ρICW, ohm.cm

1827.8 ± 836.4 497.5 – 3437.8

Apparent extracellular resistivity, ρECW, ohm.cm

431.1 ± 291.0

28.3 – 1177.8

The results of the cross-validation are presented in Table 4.4. Mean differences between the
predicted and measured values for all body composition parameters ranged from -8.2 (FFM) to
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32.7% (FM). Paired t-tests revealed, however, that these differences were not statistically
significant (P > 0.05). For all measures other than FM, significant positive proportional bias existed
with the difference between measured and predicted values increasing with animal size.
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Table 4.4 Cross-validation of prediction of body water compartment volumes and body composition in sows by bioimpedance spectroscopy
with measures from reference tracer dilution methods. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation (SD)
Value
Parameter

Measured

Cross- validation
Predicted

Difference

Difference

LOA

(L or kg)

(% measured)

(% measured)

P value

Total body water, L

138.5 ± 20.4

147.6 ± 34.8

-9.1 ± 37.0

-8.2 ± 28.2

-63.5 to 47.0

0.211

Extracellular water, L

36.0 ± 12.4

37.2 ± 5.2

-1.2 ± 12.5

-17.6 ± 53.2

-121.8 to 86.6

0.564

Intracellular water, L

102.5 ± 18.5

110.3 ± 30.9

-7.8 ± 34.7

-10.7 ± 35.3

-79.8 to 58.5

0.177

Fat-free mass, kg

183.0 ± 27.0

194.9 ± 46.0

-11.9 ± 48.9

-8.2 ± 28.2

-63.5 to 47.0

0.146

Fat mass, kg

42.7 ± 16.8

30.7 ± 50.9

11.9 ± 48.9

32.7 ± 127.8

-217.8 to 283.1

0.146

LOA = 2SD limits of agreement.
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Fat-free mass values predicted from either published equations or impedance measurements are
presented in Table 4.5. The prediction equations of FFM were statistically (P < 0.001) highly
correlated (rp) with deuterium dilution measured FFM. However, there was less agreement, i.e.,
deviating from the line of identity and exhibiting much lower concordance correlation values.
Impedance-based predictions exhibited larger biases. Limits of agreement (2SD) analysis for
prediction equations were approximately ± 28 kg or 15%; by comparison, impedance-based LOA
were approximately ± 50 kg (27%). The Dourmad et al. (1997) predictor showed the lowest
percentage equivalence, followed by Gill (2006).
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Table 4.5 Fat-free mass (FFM) in sows determined by deuterium dilution method and compared with prediction equations from body weight
and back-fat depth (P2-based predictors) or bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy
Prediction equation
Deuterium dilution

Mean ± SD

Bias

(kg)

kg (%)

rp

rc

SEE

LOA

(kg)

(kg)

MAPE1

% equivalence2

183.0 ± 27.0

P2-based predictors
King et al. 1986

167.6 ± 17.4

-15.7 (8.5)

0.886

0.614

12.8

-12.3 to 43.7

8.91

14.0

Dourmad et al. 1997

179.3 ± 18.9

-2.0 (1.1)

0.869

0.036

13.6

-25.9 to 29.9

4.07

6.1

Smits et al. 2017

174.7 ± 17.5

-8.6 (4.7)

0.874

0.386

13.4

-20.0 to 37.3

5.76

9.8

Gill, 2006

181.0 ± 21.0

-2.3 (1.2)

0.850

0.059

14.5

-26.1 to 30.7

4.11

6.5

Kraetzl et al. 1995

219.9 ± 28.9

36.6 (20.0)

0.470

0.895

24.3

-93.3 to 20.1

14.6

23.5

Swantek et al. 1999

156.7 ± 16.9

-26.6 (14.5)

0.730

0.614

18.8

-10.2 to 63.4

14.5

20.9

BIS3

194.9 ± 46.0

11.9 (8.2)

0.190

0.150

25.4 -83.9 to 107.8

21.1

13.5

BIS prediction equations

SD = standard deviation; Bias = measured – predicted values; rp = Pearson correlation coefficient; rc = concordance correlation; SEE = standard error of estimate; LOA = 2SD limits of agreement (measured-predicted)
1

Median absolute percentage error

2

Two one-sided t test (TOST).

3

Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy.
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4.8 Discussion
Bioelectrical impedance analysis is based on the principle of differential conductance of an
electrical current through body tissues/fluids. Conductance is high in electrolyte-rich body water
and very much lower, or non-existent, in lipids and bone material. Conversely, impedance
(resistance) is highest in fat-containing tissues but lowest in water-containing tissues. Impedance
varies inversely but quantitatively with tissue water volume. As body water is located primarily in
FFM, that in turn is predominately protein in muscle (Avril et al. 2013), measurement of TBW allows
prediction of FFM and hence FM. The present experiment set out to validate the BIS technique for
prediction of TBW and FFM in non-pregnant sows. This was a two-stage process, firstly the
derivation of apparent coefficients necessary for the transformation of measured impedance to a
prediction of TBW, and secondly, validation of body composition predictions using these
coefficients. In addition, the experiment compared prediction of FFM using BIS with body
composition predicted from back-fat at the P2 position and BW measurements showing the BIS
predictions had wide limits of agreement compared to prediction equations of Dourmad et al.
(1997), Gill (2006) and Smits et al. (2017) based on equivalence.
Measured impedance is determined by the inherent resistivities of intra-and extracellular
water and the geometry (length and cross-sectional area) of the conductive volume. However, body
conformation varies greatly between animals, hence resistivities determined from BIS in vivo are
apparent resistivities (Ward et al. 2015) compared to those determined in vitro (Geddes and Baker,
1967; Stuchly and Stuchly, 1980). Consequently, it is not possible to compare the resistivities
determined here with published values for other animal species. Although impedance
measurements have been performed in a variety of farm animals including sheep (Hegarty et al.
1998), cattle (Thomson et al. 1997; Schäff et al. 2017) horses (Ward et al. 2016) and pigs (Swantek
et al. 1992, 1999; Kraetzl et al. 1995), there is no consensus on electrode locations (Schaff et al.
2017) which makes comparison of impedance data within the same species difficult. Published
resistance data for live pigs only exist for SFBIA measurements. Swantek et al. (1999) found R50
values ranging from 34 to 43 ohm while Kraetzl et al. (1995) published values ranging from 89 to
127 ohm, compared to 40.6 to 85.2 ohm in the current experiment. These differences reflect
variance in electrode positions and animal size between studies. Swantek et al. (1999) evaluated
impedance on pigs weighing 49.4 to 129.3 kg with electrodes placed at the anterior baseline of the
ears and at the third sacral vertebrae. Kraetzl et al. (1995) used similar electrode positions to those
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in the current experiment, but sows in that experiment weighed on average 178 kg compared to
227.2 kg in this experiment. Since as noted above absolute values for resistivity coefficients are
dependent upon body geometry this makes comparison difficult where body size and shape is
markedly different.
The BIS technique attempts to account for variation in body conformation from the
theoretical model of an homogeneous cylinder that underpins BIA by incorporating in the algorithms
a correction factor for body shape (Matthie, 2008). The impedance method is predicated on the
assumption of a notional cylindrical conductive volume. The Kb correction factor is designed to
account for this geometric arrangement. A Kb of 1.09 closely approximates a Kb of 1 which applies
to a simple single cylinder. This reflects electrode locations used in the present experiment that are
close to the trunk such that the volume of limb sections being measured is small in proportion to the
volume of the trunk. This is unlike humans and horses where the electrical volume of the legs and
arms (in humans) is large relative to the trunk. The body proportion factor, Kb, varied between
individual sows by 12.8% reflecting inter-animal variation in shape. It should also be noted that
morphometric measurements taken for the derivation of the body proportion factor were performed
in a separate group of sows albeit of a similar age, weight and back-fat depth at the P2 location but
potentially adding to measurement error. Ideally, as noted by de Lorenzo et al. (1997), a Kb value
should be determined for each individual, this is generally impractical and use of a population mean
value is necessary. The proportional bias observed with increasing body size may be a reflection of
the inadequacy of this approach, however.
The BIS approach for prediction of TBW or other body composition measures was assessed
by comparison of predicted TBW values with those determined by a reference technique,
deuterium dilution. Deuterium dilution has been used previously to estimate TBW in pigs (Hansard,
1964), but studies have been limited to pigs weighing less than 150 kg compared to an average
body weight of 227.2 kg for sows in the present experiment. Total body water, measured using
D2O, was found to be 44.8% of BW in a 98 kg pig, 58.3% in a 109 kg pig (Rozeboom et al. 1994), and
43% in a 145 kg pig (Shields et al. 1983). Ferrell and Cornelius (1984) found obese pigs (46.5% fat) to
have a 21% decrease in TBW compared to pigs that were comprised of 25.4% fat. This observation
is supported by the data of Lee et al. (1989), who observed that as fatness decreased (indicated by
back-fat at the P2 location reducing from 18 to 12 mm), body lipid content reduced by 25% while
water content increased by 20%. In the present experiment, TBW averaged 61.7% for a sow of
mean body weight of 227.2 kg. This equates to a mean FFM of 183.8 kg and a mean FM of 43.3 kg, a
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value similar to other published studies on Large White X Landrace pigs in Australia. Smits et al.
(2017), using parity 2 sows, reported an estimated average FM of 43.8 kg based on back-fat
measurements at the P2 location which is similar to results of Lewis and Bunter (2011) that
recorded body fat to be 40.3 kg in non-pregnant sows. These data lend confidence to the
soundness of our determinations of TBW using the dilution method and hence FFM and FM.
In the absence of an independent sample of sows, in which BIS-based prediction of TBW
could be compared to dilution measurements, cross-validation within the existing sample was
necessitated. Cross-validation is commonly undertaken by splitting the sample into prediction and
cross-validation samples (Tronstad and Pripp, 2014). However, the small number of animals
precluded this approach and the alternative LOOV procedure was adopted (Sokal and Rohlf, 1995).
Although not significant (although sample size limited statistical power), differences between
predicted and measured body composition measures, e.g. of up to 19.7% for ECW, were observed.
The differences for TBW and FFM were smaller (6.7%), a value consistent with that observed in
validation studies in other species, including humans (Kyle et al. 2004a). The reasons for these
differences are unclear. BIS is an indirect predictive method that applies population mean
coefficients to individuals. A large inter-animal variation in resistivity coefficients was observed, as
observed in humans (Ward et al. 2015) inducing increasing prediction error in animals further from
the population mean. Impedance in the live animal is also dependent on physiological confounders
including hydration state influenced by feeding and water loss through defecation and urination
(Ward et al. 2016). In the present experiment, water consumption leading up to baseline sampling
of TBW and urinary loss during the dilutional method was not accounted for. Furthermore, FFM is
calculated assuming a constant hydration of FFM for TBW, which presumes an equivalent overall
hydration of FFM between individuals with different intra- to extracellular distributions of water.
Additional variation is inherent in the measurement of length, probe placement and posture in the
live, mobile animal. It is also important to mention that sows were weighed 2 weeks before the
deuterium dilution studies with BW on the day estimated, a further potential source of error. It was
noted by Ward et al. (2016) when using the identical device and probe placement in horses as in
the current experiment, differences in probe placement between repeated measures translates to
measurement error. These sources of variation are further propagated in the final prediction of
body composition since they are also inherent in the calculation of the body proportion factor, i.e.,
circumference and length of each cylinder used in the equation. For example, if each measurement
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taken was in error by as little as 0.5 cm (approximately 2%), the body proportion factor exhibits a
9.7% change.
Currently, prediction of body composition in sows is based on BW and P2 measurements.
The King (King et al. 1986), Dourmad (Dourmad et al. 1997), Smits (Smits et al. 2017) and Gill (Gill,
2006) equations predicted FFM using estimated FM from BW. In contrast, impedance-based
methods first predict FFM and then FM is calculated by the difference between FFM and BW.
Despite this difference in approach, it may be expected that if prediction equations were generated
in a similar population of sows, then FFM predictions would not vary markedly between prediction
methods and ideally be close to reference values. Equivalence testing provides a measure of
predictive power at the population level. In contrast, limits of agreement analysis allow an
assessment of predictive power for an individual animal. The LOA for the prediction equations were
of similar magnitude and much smaller than those observed for the impedance-based methods.
The observation that impedance performs poorly when predicting body composition in an
individual animal is consistent with observations in humans (De Lorenzo et al. 1997). Mean LOA for
the prediction equations was approximately ± 25 kg. This equates to ± 13.7% for 95% confidence
when predicting FFM in an individual sow; this compares to ± 40.2% (95% confidence) for the best
performing impedance-based prediction (Swantek et al. 1999). Clear differences in absolute values
(bias) were observed for all predictions when compared to reference values. Similarly, there was a
large variation in both precision and accuracy of the correlation, as indicated by r c, between
predicted and measured FFM. Nevertheless, the SEE for the correlations was largely similar for the
prediction equations but approximately 50% larger for BIS methods. This variation in statistical
measures of predictive power between methods make it difficult to identify an optimal predictor.
This analysis indicates that prediction equations perform better than those based on impedance,
although for BIS, this advantage is not large as mean equivalence for the prediction equations was
9.1% compared to 13.8% for BIS. Overall, the Dourmad et al. (1997) predictor was the best
performing prediction equation with BIS the best performing impedance-based predictor, 6.1% and
13.5% equivalence respectively. The lowest MAPE exhibited for the Dourmad et al. (1997)
prediction equation supports these observations.
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4.9 Conclusion
This experiment has not demonstrated that BIS has a clear advantage over the current published
prediction equations for assessment of body composition in sows. BIS performed acceptably when
predicting FFM at a population level but particularly poorly in individual animals. This was
unexpected since BIS has found wide acceptance for measuring body composition in other species,
notably humans (Ward, 2019). Reasons for this reflect BIS being a predictive method applying
population-derived mean values for resistivities and body proportion (Kb) to individual animals.
Consequently, if there is wide biological variation in these parameters in a population then this will
translate to relatively poor predictive power. Certainly, wide inter-animal variation in resistivities
was observed although this is unlikely to reflect true differences in actual values which are
determined by tightly controlled acid-base and water physiological mechanisms. This variation is
more likely a reflection of methodological variability associated with dilutional measurement of
ECW and TBW and variability in physical (dimensional) measurements required for BIS which are
inherent in studies in the live animal.
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5.1 Abstract
Serum creatinine (SCr) in humans has proven to be a reliable biomarker of body protein breakdown
and/or muscle mass change. This experiment set out to investigate the potential of SCr to indicate a
loss in sow muscle mass over lactation, validated against 3 methyl histidine (3MH) and blood urea
nitrogen (BUN), markers of dietary and/or body protein breakdown. A total of 40 sows were
allocated to four treatment groups aimed to induce body weight changes by restrictively feeding
sows using a stepwise percentage reduction model. Data were pooled and reallocated into three
groups representing the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles based on body weight change over lactation
in the range -22.3 – -4.1% (Treatment 25), -4.0 – 6.2% (Treatment 50), and 6.3 – 15.2% (Treatment
75). Indirect measures for the prediction of protein (3MH, BUN) or fat change (caliper, P2) were
taken on entry into the farrowing house, day 5 of lactation, and at weaning. Serum was collected on
these days and SCr, 3MH and BUN were analysed. Piglet weaning weight and average daily feed
intake did not differ between treatments (p > .05). There were no changes (p > .05) in indirect
measures of body composition (sow caliper score, P2) and analytes (SCr, 3MH, BUN) over lactation.
By day 20, those sows in Treatment 25 had higher (p < .05) 3MH concentrations whilst changes
from day 5 to 20 were not different (p > .05) and did not correlate with SCr change (p > .05) but
were highly correlated to BUN change (R2 = 0.691, p < .001). The data suggested that
concentrations of SCr and BUN may have been the result of dietary and/or body protein breakdown
and/or changes in muscle mass. In the current testing conditions, SCr was not a reliable marker of
changes in muscle mass.

Keywords: Body composition, creatinine, lactating sows, 3 methyl histidine, muscle mass

5.2 Introduction
Sows commonly mobilise muscle towards the end of lactation to meet the demands of milk
production, which can impact negatively on subsequent rebreeding success. Vinsky, Novak, Dixon,
Dyck, & Foxcroft (2006) used sow body weight (BW) and backfat depth taken at the P2 position (P2)
in a prediction equation to estimate protein loss (as a percentage of parturition mass) and reported
reduced survival of embryos after the next rebreeding when protein loss was greater than 9.5%.
Physiological implications of maternal protein loss during lactation can also be seen in reduced
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litter growth rates (Kusina et al. 1999; Clowes et al. 2003b) and reduced pig weights at weaning
(Clowes et al. 2003a) in the following lactation. Currently, only subjective measures of visual body
condition and/or a measure of backfat depth, using ultrasound or a sow body condition caliper, are
used on commercial farms to not only provide an indication of the adequacy of feeding
management programs but also an estimation of sow fat stores and/or mobilisation. Whilst this
may provide an indication of conception rate and litter size in the subsequent lactation (Hoffmann
and Bilkei, 2003), an indication of protein mobilisation will likely have a larger effect on rebreeding
success and longevity in the breeding herd (Clowes et al. 2003a).
Body (muscle) protein is in a continuous state of turnover reflecting both anabolism and
catabolism. During catabolism of skeletal muscle, the amino acid 3 methyl histidine (3MH) is
released and, as 3MH cannot be reused for protein synthesis and is therefore excreted, it may
provide a valid indicator of muscle breakdown in pigs (Rathmacher, Nissen, Paxton, & Anderson,
1996). Creatine is an amino acid also formed during muscle catabolism or turnover that produces
the metabolic waste product, creatinine. A less expensive and more easily accessible laboratory test
of serum creatinine (SCr) is currently used as a reliable biomarker of muscle breakdown or muscle
mass in humans (Patel et al. 2013). During the transition of skeletal muscle from resting state to
contraction, there is a continual cyclic production of energy where creatine phosphate (CP) donates
a phosphate to adenosine diphosphate (ADP), making adenosine triphosphate (ATP). During this
process, creatinine (Cr) is generated as a metabolic waste product and released into the plasma,
transported to the kidneys, and excreted in the urine. During stable kidney function, Cr is released
at a relatively constant rate and for this reason, it is assumed that Cr is proportional to a change in
muscle mass (Heymsfield, 1983), as there is no tubular reabsorption in the kidneys. Patel et al.
(2013) demonstrated that SCr was a surrogate biomarker of skeletal muscle mass in humans against
dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DXA). In 118 patients, a 3-month-average SCr concentration
tended to underestimate muscle mass against DXA.
Creatinine concentrations change in response to body protein mobilisation and body mass.
During body protein turnover or the breakdown of excess amino acids from the diet, ammonia is
formed and synthesized to urea to eliminate excess nitrogen. Concentrations of blood urea
nitrogen (BUN) are related to the quantity and quality of dietary protein, although the results are
inconsistent (Brestensky, Nitrayova, Sirotkin, Patras, & Heger, 2017; Hojgaard et al. 2020) even
when protein synthesis increases. When dietary intake and amino acid profiles are kept similar,
BUN concentrations can be more likely affected by body protein turnover (Gourley et al. 2020).
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The overall aim of this experiment was to investigate the potential of SCr to indirectly
predict sow muscle mass loss over lactation, using a measure of 3MH and/or BUN as a marker of
protein breakdown. It was hypothesised that SCr would predict muscle mass loss in sows relative to
protein mobilisation, as indicated by changes in body weight, 3MH and/or BUN over lactation.

5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1 Animals
The Murdoch University Animal Ethics Committee (protocol no. CHM/SAFS/SCMB/407/16) and
CHM Alliance Pty Ltd Animal Ethics Committee approved the protocol for this experiment (CHM PP
92/16) in accordance with the Australian Code for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific
Purposes (National Health and Medical Research Council 2013).
Sows were maintained at a commercial breeder facility in QLD, Australia. Forty, parity two
Large White X Landrace sows (PIC Camborough 29) were selected and housed in individual
farrowing crates in naturally ventilated facilities from 7.3 ± 1.7 (mean ± SD) days prior to farrowing
until weaning (19.7 ± 1.7 days). The experiment was conducted during summer from December
2016 to January 2017. Temperature was logged using a mercury thermometer in a central location
of each shed during the experiment. Temperatures ranged from 26 to 37°C from 0600 to 1500 h
during the experiment. Blood collections were carried out mid- morning to avoid the influence of
diurnal rhythm and when temperatures were lower. Sows were offered water ad libitum and 2.3
kg/sow/d of a commercial sow lactation diet (14.4 MJ digestible energy (DE)/kg, 0.60 g
standardised ileal digestible lysine (SID Lys)/MJ DE) until farrowing.
Ten sows were allocated to one of four treatment groups aimed to impose varying levels of
muscle mass change from the day of farrowing to weaning. A stepwise percentage reduction in
feed was calculated (NRC, 2012) using individual sow BW after farrowing and average piglet birth
weight. Standardised variables were energy and lysine in feed (14.4 MJ DE/kg, 0.60 g SID Lys/MJ
DE), suckled litter size (11 piglets), lactation length (20 days), and average piglet weaning weight
(WW) (6.4 kg; based on the average for this experiment). Treatments were as follows: control,
whereby sows were offered feed ad libitum (Group I); sows fed 5% below maintenance (calculated
energy required for maintaining sow and lactation demand) (Group II); sows fed 15% below
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maintenance (Group III); and sows fed 25% below maintenance (Group IV). Maintenance
requirements were calculated from the equations of NRC, 2012:

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 0.44 ∗ (𝑆𝑜𝑤 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 0.75 )/0.96
𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑚𝑖𝑙𝑘 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (

(4.92 ∗ 𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛) − 𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒
4.184
)∗(
) /0.96
0.72
1000

5.3.2 Body Composition Measurements
Body composition of each sow was assessed upon entry into the farrowing house 7.3 ± 1.7 days
before farrowing (entry), in lactation at day 5 (day 5), and again at weaning on day 20 (day 20).
Backfat depth at the P2 position was measured using ultrasonography (Sonoscape Medical Corp.,
Shenzhen, China) according to the technique adopted by Hoving et al. (2011) with measurements
taken 65 mm from the midline directly above the last rib on the left and right sides of the sow until
measurements differed by < 1mm. Each sow was given a caliper score (caliper) using a graded sow
body condition caliper (Knauer Sow Caliper; Mark Knauer, USA), which quantified the angularity
from the spinous process to the transverse process at the rib. Sows were weighed using livestock
scales (Iconix FX Series; A1 Weighing & Equipment, QLD) upon entry and exit of the farrowing
house. Measuring, or accurately predicting, sow body weight in the farrowing house is difficult and
not often possible in commercial conditions with inherent error relating to gut fill and water
retention. Furthermore, removing the sow from the farrowing accommodation causes unnecessary
stress and potentially, piglet overlays. Immediately after farrowing a more precise method is to use
a prediction equation. To calculate the change over the 20-day lactation period, entry weight was
adjusted to an empty body weight (EBW) to represent sow weight on the day after farrowing based
on the amount of energy available and days of pregnancy according to estimates for the total
weight of foetuses, placenta and intra-uterine fluid derived from Noblet, Close, Heavens, & Brown
(1985). Change in sow BW was then used for the reallocation of the treatment design.

5.3.3 Serum Analysis
Blood samples were collected via jugular vena puncture from each sow on the same day sow body
composition was assessed. An 18 g needle was used to collect a blood sample into 2 x 8 ml BD
Vacutainer® serum tubes (Becton, Dickinson and Company; NJ, USA) that were centrifuged within 4
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h of collection at 3,000 g for 12 min. Samples were sent to an external laboratory (Mater Pathology,
Brisbane, QLD) and analysed for SCr (intra-assay CV of < 1.3%; inter assay CV of < 1.1%), amino acid
analysis specifically for concentrations of 3MH (intra-assay CV of < 2.0%; inter assay CV of < 8.3%),
and BUN (intra-assay CV of < 0.71%; inter assay CV of < 1.2%).
For amino acid analysis, proteins and peptides were removed by precipitation from the
serum samples. The amino acids were derivatised with 6-aminoquinolyl-N-hydroxy-succinimidyl
carbamate (AQC) and then separated by reverse-phase UPLC. Separation was achieved using a
continuous two-solvent gradient elution system, mixing eluents of differing buffer concentrations.
The column was thermostatically heated to control the temperature. Amino acids were detected
using a tuneable ultraviolet detector at 260 nm. Concentrations of 3MH were reported and used for
analysis in the current experiment.
Serum creatinine and urea concentrations were analysed in duplicate using individual kits
(Vitros Creatinine and Vitros Urea) on a Vitros 5600 (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics, Rochester NY)
according to the kits’ instructions.

5.3.4 Litter Measurements
Cross fostering was conducted within 24 h of farrowing, with litters maintained at 11 piglets to
weaning. Individual piglets were weighed using a bucket attached to hanging scales (OCS-L Hanging
Scale 30 – 300 kg; Associated Scale Services, Brisbane, QLD) at birth, after fostering and again at
weaning.

5.3.5 Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics (IBM SPSS®version 25.0; IBM, Chicago IL,
USA), with sow as the experimental unit for all variables tested. Preliminary analysis of the data
showed that the treatments applied failed to diverge sow feed intake with sows consuming much
less feed than expected, being an average daily feed intake (ADFI) of only 4.5 kg. Consequently,
there was no treatment effect (p > .05) on physical and blood variables measured. Data were then
pooled and reallocated based on BW change, from the time after farrowing to weaning, into three
treatment groups representing the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles. Treatment groups were sows
which experienced a BW change in the range -22.3% to -4.1% (Treatment 25; n=10), sows which
experienced a BW change in the range -4.0% to 6.2% (Treatment 50; n=20) and sows which
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experienced a BW change in the range 6.3% to 15.2% (Treatment 75; n=10). Sow body composition
(P2, caliper score), piglet WW and serum analytes (3MH, SCr, BUN) were analysed using a linear
mixed model with farrowing room fitted as the random term, and treatment as a fixed effect. A
stepwise regression analysis using the forward method (Ryan, 2008) was used to assess the ability
of predictors of muscle (3MH, SCr) and fat (P2, caliper score) to explain BW at weaning.
Relationships between a measured change in SCr, 3MH and BUN were assessed by regression
analysis. A value of p < .05 was considered statistically significant in all tests.

5.4 Results
By day 20 of lactation, sows allocated to Treatment 50 and 75 gained weight whilst sows in
Treatment 25 lost weight (p < .001). Sows in Treatment 75 gained more weight than sows in
Treatment 50 (p < .001). Piglet WW was similar (p > .05) between treatment groups; however,
there was a tendency (p = .074) for ADFI, energy and SID Lys intakes to increase in Treatment 75
corresponding with the reduction in sow BW loss over lactation (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1 Sow body weight (BW) on entry into the lactation rooms (entry), change from a calculated
empty body weight (EBW) after farrowing to BW at weaning on lactation day 20 (Day 20), sow
average daily feed intake (ADFI), digestible energy intake, standardised ileal digestible lysine (SID)
Lys intake, litter weight at birth and piglet weaning weight (WW) for Treatment 25 (BW change in
the range -22.3% to -4.1%), Treatment 50 (-4.0% to 6.2%) and Treatment 75 (6.3% to 15.2%) (n =
40). Data presented as mean ± standard error of the mean
Treatment 25

Treatment 50

Treatment 75

p value

Sow BW, kg
Entry

277 ± 6

276 ± 4

263 ± 5

.119

EBW

253 ± 6a

242 ± 4

231 ± 6b

.050

Day 20

225 ± 6a

246 ± 4b

256 ± 6b

< .001

Change

-28 ± 5a

4 ± 4b

25 ± 5c

< .001

ADFI, kg/d

4.6 ± 0.3

5.0 ± 0.2

5.4 ± 0.3

.074

Energy intake, MJ DE/kg

65.7 ± 3.6

69.9 ± 2.5

77.4 ± 3.6

.074

SID Lys intake, g/kg

50.9 ± 2.8

54.2 ± 1.9

60.0 ± 2.8

.074

Litter weight at birth, kg

17.7 ± 1.0

19.3 ± 1.0

18.3 ± 0.8

.523

Piglet WW, kg

5.4 ± 0.3

5.4 ± 0.2

5.1 ± 0.4

.616

abc

Values in the same row with different superscripts differ significantly.

Estimates of sow body composition on entry into the farrowing house and on day 5 were similar (p
> .05) between treatments. By day 20, measures of P2 and caliper score remained similar between
treatments with changes from farrowing to weaning also not different (p > .05; Table 5.2).
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Table 5.2 Estimates of sow body composition as measured on entry into the farrowing house
(entry), lactation day 5 (Day 5) and at weaning (Day 20) and change over a 20-day lactation period
(Day 5 – Day 20) of sows for Treatment 25 (BW change in the range -22.3% to -4.1%), Treatment 50
(-4.0% to 6.2%) and Treatment 75 (6.3% to 15.2%) (n = 40). Data presented as mean ± standard
error of the mean
Treatment 25 Treatment 50 Treatment 75 p value
Entry
Caliper score
P2†, mm

16 ± 1

15 ± 0

15 ± 1

.299

20.0 ± 1.1

18.7 ± 0.7

16.7 ± 1.1

.109

14 ± 1

15 ± 0

14 ± 1

.769

17.3 ± 1.0

16.1 ± 0.8

15.2 ± 1.0

.315

12 ± 1

14 ± 0

13 ± 1

.154

15.1 ± 1.0

16.3 ± 0.7

16.2 ± 1.0

.558

-2 ± 1.0

-1 ± 1.0

-1 ± 1.0

.531

-2.2 ± 1.3

0.1 ± 1.0

1.1 ± 1.3

.142

Day 5
Caliper score
P2, mm
Day 20
Caliper score
P2, mm
Change
Caliper score
P2, mm
†

Backfat depth measured at the P2 site.

There was no difference (p > .05) between treatment groups for 3MH, SCr or BUN on entry into the
lactation rooms or on day 5. By day 20, 3MH and 3MH:SCr were higher (p < .05) in Treatment 25
compared to Treatment 75. Blood urea nitrogen was highest (p < .05) in Treatment 50 and 75
compared to Treatment 25; however, BUN change in lactation was not different between
treatments (p > .05). There was no difference (p > .05) in SCr between treatment groups at any time
point (Table 5.3).
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Table 5.3 Serum analytes as measured on entry into the farrowing house (entry), lactation day 5
(Day 5) and at weaning (Day 20) and change over lactation (Day 5 – Day 20) for sows allocated to
Treatment 25 (BW change in the range -22.3% to -4.1%), Treatment 50 (-4.0% to 6.2%) and
Treatment 75 (6.3% to 15.2%) (n = 40). Data presented as mean ± standard error of the mean
Treatment 25 Treatment 50 Treatment 75 p value
Entry
3MH†, µmol/L

29.0 ± 1.8

34.3 ± 1.2

31.8 ± 1.8

.057

264.4 ± 12.7

283.9 ± 10.0

275.4 ± 12.8

.436

2.8 ± 0.2

3.1 ± 0.1

2.8 ± 0.2

.519

0.11 ± 0.01

0.12 ± 0.01

0.12 ± 0.01

.610

40.9 ± 2.9

41.8 ± 2.1

36.2 ± 2.9

.299

174.0 ± 19.3

191.9 ± 18.5

168.1 ± 19.4

.226

3.6 ± 0.4

4.6 ± 0.4

4.4 ± 0.4

.108

0.25 ± 0.03

0.22 ± 0.03

0.22 ± 0.03

.615

51.5 ± 3.0a

45.9 ± 2.3

39.7 ± 3.0b

.022

187.2 ± 14.8

206.0 ± 13.7

191.9 ± 14.9

.246

4.5 ± 0.3a

5.4 ± 0.3bc

5.4 ± 0.3c

.008

0.29 ± 0.02a

0.22 ± 0.02bc

0.22 ± 0.02b

.022

3MH, µmol/L

10.8 ± 3.2

4.6 ± 2.7

3.8 ± 3.2

.160

SCr, µmol/L

13.0 ± 30.8

13.7 ± 29.7

24.2 ± 31.0

.851

0.8 ± 0.6

0.7 ± 0.6

1.0 ± 0.6

.864

0.04 ± 0.04

0.01 ± 0.04

-0.01 ± 0.04

.416

SCr‡, µmol/L
BUN§, mmol/L
3MH:SCr
Day 5
3MH, µmol/L
SCr, µmol/L
BUN, mmol/L
3MH:SCr
Day 20
3MH, µmol/L
SCr, µmol/L
BUN, mmol/L
3MH:SCr
Change

BUN, mmol/L
3MH:SCr
abc

Values in the same row with different superscripts differ significantly.

†

3 methyl histidine.

‡

Serum creatinine.

§

Blood urea nitrogen.

Stepwise regression analysis to predict sow BW at weaning from 3MH, SCr, P2 and caliper score at
weaning showed that caliper score and 3MH predicted BW [F (1, 37) = 6.545, R2 = 0.283, p = .015].
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For each 1 kg increase in sow BW at weaning, levels of 3MH decreased by 0.8 µmol/L and caliper
score increased by 4 units.
There was no correlation between a change in BW and SCr (R 2 = 0.004, p = .717) (Figure 5.1)
measured from day 5 to day 20. However, SCr was highly correlated to BUN (R2 = 0.691, p < .001)
(Figure 5.2), but not correlated with a change in 3MH (R2 = 0.001, p = .844).

Figure 5.1 The relationship between changes in serum creatinine (SCr) (µmol/L) from day 5
lactation to weaning v. a change in sow body weight (BW) (kg) from farrowing to weaning of a 20day lactation period (line of best fit: y = 2.2x – -0.02; R2 = 0.004, p = .717; n = 40)
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Figure 5.2 The relationship between changes in serum creatinine (SCr) (µmol/L) v. a change in blood
urea nitrogen (BUN) (mmol/L) in sows from day 5 lactation to weaning of a 20-day lactation period
(line of best fit: y = 0.5x – 0.02; R2 = 0.691, p < .001; n = 40)

5.5 Discussion
The hypothesis tested in this experiment, that SCr may be used as biomarker of a change in sow
muscle mass over lactation, relative to protein mobilisation as indicated by 3MH, was not
supported. Although both changes over lactation and mean values at weaning of 3MH correlated
significantly with BW, the same relationship could not be established with SCr or BUN.
Nevertheless, SCr did appear to increase with an increase in BUN suggesting that dietary and/or
body protein breakdown may have occurred.
Another objective of this experiment was to compare subjective methods of measuring
body composition used typically on-farm, P2 and caliper score, as well as the use of SCr against
3MH. Currently, P2 and the sow caliper score are measures available only for estimating fat mass,
and a physiologically relevant and accurate method of predicting muscle loss/gain in lactating sows
is required. Previous work by Whittemore & Yang (1989) showed that a measure of backfat depth
at the P2 site can be closely related to BW and muscle mass. In the present investigation, sows
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experienced a significant loss or gain in BW, but no change in P2 or caliper score was observed from
day 5 to day 20 of lactation. By day 20, 3MH increased significantly in the sows which lost the most
BW, indicative of protein mobilisation; however, there was no observed change in SCr. These
findings suggest that although sows may have been mobilising protein by day 20, measurements of
P2, caliper score and BW were likely too insensitive to detect the changes in body depots (adipose
tissue, muscle) that occurred during lactation in this experiment.
Results in the present experiment indicated that SCr was not a valid biomarker of change in
muscle mass in lactating sows predicted using BW, 3MH and/or BUN. Serum creatinine has proven
to be strongly correlated with fat-free mass (FFM) measured using DXA in humans (Patel et al.
2013). The relationship that exists between SCr and FFM was well demonstrated by Donadio,
Moriconi, Berta, & Anselmino (2017), who used bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) as a measure
of FFM to accurately predict SCr in 65 patients of various ages (19 - 66) and weight (82.5 - 210.0 kg).
There were no statistical changes in SCr during lactation in P2 or caliper score in the current
experiment despite a significant change in BW, suggesting that more precise measures of body fat
mobilisation are required than those used herein to show such effects.
Creatinine can be influenced by renal function, hydration, protein turnover and muscle mass
(Marshall, 2012); however, it has been used as an indicator of muscle protein breakdown in high
yielding sows on the assumption that any changes in creatinine would be due to changes in muscle
mass and not renal dysfunction (Hojgaard, 2020). In the current experiment, litter sizes were
maintained at 11 piglets with a litter average daily gain of 2.04 kg (data not shown), whilst in the
study by Hojgaard, Bruun, & Theil (2020), sows nursed 13 piglets and had a litter average daily gain
of 3.36 kg. These data highlight differences between litter performances of ‘high yielding’ and
‘lower yielding’ sows, hence it is probable that the use of SCr is not suitable for use in sows with a
lower lactational demand.
In this regard, it is important to consider that sample collection and storage methods can
influence the stability of creatinine (Peake and Whiting, 2006) and affect the reliability of creatinine
as a marker (Verheyen et al. 2007). Enzymatic creatinine assays, used in the current experiment,
have been shown to be most reliable for up to 31 h after collection (Shepherd, Warner, & Kilpatrick,
2007), suggesting the collection method used in the current experiment was acceptable. Reference
data concerning SCr levels in sows are limited, with only Verheyen et al. (2007) providing reference
values in late gestation for multiparous sows of ≥ 2 parity as 151 – 296 µmol/L and 135 – 216
µmol/L in mid-late lactating sows. Concentrations of SCr for gestating and lactating sows in the
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current experiment fell within this range, but noting there was a considerable amount of variation
in measured SCr concentrations.
The use of 3MH as a spot indicator of protein mobilisation during times of muscle
catabolism has been validated in pigs. Formed after the release of myofibrillar proteins actin and
myosin, 3MH is excreted in proportion to the rate of breakdown of these proteins. Harris & Milne
(1981) expressed concerns about the use of a urinary 3MH index in pigs due to the presence of
anserine in muscle, because this compound was assumed to increase retention and therefore
reduce the amount of 3MH for excretion. However, later studies in pigs (Pearce et al. 2013)
confirmed it to be a useful indicator of myofibrillar breakdown when measured as spot plasma
concentrations following acid hydrolysis of the dipeptide. Our data supports the inversely
proportional relationship between BW and 3MH because as sows lost BW, levels of 3MH
significantly increased. Although 3MH concentrations at day 20 of lactation differed significantly
between treatments, the change in 3MH concentration between day 5 and 20 was not. Therefore,
the reliability of 3MH as a spot indicator of protein mobilisation during lactation remains uncertain.
A strong correlation between SCr with BUN was observed in the current experiment. These
results are not surprising given that both are a result of body protein turnover, although
concentrations of SCr were not different between groups at any stage of lactation. Changes in
creatinine occur when muscle is catabolised and in response to total muscle mass. Concentrations
of SCr can therefore increase when muscle is catabolised while be lower in response to a lower
muscle mass. A 3MH:creatinine ratio (3MH:SCr) is a useful clinical tool with smaller interindividual
variation to describe metabolic status in humans (Seashore, Huszar, & Davis, 1981). For this reason,
a 3MH:SCr ratio is preferred to better determine the changes from the individual basal ratio. We
found 3MH:SCr concentrations to increase by weaning suggesting sows experienced body protein
catabolism at some level ,but with changes in muscle mass between treatment perhaps too small
for SCr concentrations to alter.
Urea is the nitrogenous waste product resulting from the breakdown of protein to amino
acids from either excess dietary protein or body protein mobilisation. When protein intake is
reduced, BUN is reduced. In the current experiment there was a tendency for differences between
treatment groups in Lys intake, which corresponds with BUN concentrations. Sows with a reduced
Lys intake experienced a BW loss during lactation with BUN concentrations at weaning reduced.
When protein intake is reduced it can be compensated for through body protein catabolism thus
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increasing the production of BUN. Therefore, levels of BUN may have been influenced by dietary
Lys intake and/or body protein mobilisation.
In this experiment, the sample size was small and was heterogeneous with respect to age
(parity 2) and breed. A cross-over experiment which incorporated multiple breeds and older sows
would have imposed greater change within body composition and higher sample sizes would have
improved the validity of the data. However, the -22.3 to 15.2% range in sow BW change in the
current experiment was much larger than that reported by Smits, Henman, & King (2013) with
losses reported as being between -9.4 and -4.5% in parity 1 sows over a 29-day lactation period.
Time points for data collection need also be considered as changes immediately post-farrow up to
day 5 lactation can be considered catabolic for sows in lactation.
Sow ADFI, DE and Lys intake expectedly tended to increase with treatment and hence BW
change in lactation. It was anticipated that increased ADFI would improve piglet growth (Bergsma,
Kanis, Verstegen, van der Peet-Schwering, & Knol, 2009). However, our experiment showed that
piglet WW remained unaffected by treatment. Feed intake may have been sufficient to maintain
piglet growth, even at the lowest levels, and therefore was not a limiting factor for milk production.
In contrast, high ambient temperatures above the sows’ thermoneutral zone, commensurate with a
reduced ADFI and decreased milk production (Renaudeau, Quiniou, & Noblet, 2002), most likely
explained this result. Ambient temperature fluctuated from 26-37 °C in the present experiment,
indicating that sows experienced some degree of heat stress during lactation thus affecting ADFI.
Regardless, the day/s and duration of heat stress sows may have experienced was similar for all
sows in all treatments as they were allocated on a common farrowing date. The impact of heat
stress on ADFI, milk production or subsequently body protein mobilisation would only contribute to
further diverge sow BW changes for validation of SCr as an indicator of changes in muscle mass.

5.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we observed a significant change in sow BW over a 20-day lactation period, but
changes in P2, caliper score and SCr were not detected. Although 3MH did not correlate with SCr in
the current experiment, there was a strong correlation between SCr and BUN suggesting measures
may have been influenced by a tendency for dietary Lys intake to differ between treatment groups
and/or body protein turnover. Although there may hold potential for the use of 3MH to monitor
metabolic changes and the resultant changes in body composition, there still lies a need for a more
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practical, affordable method. A practical method of estimating a change in body composition
reflecting a change in muscle mass, important to reproductive status of the lactating sow, is still
required.
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6.1 Abstract
Management of the lactating sow involves providing adequate nutrients and dietary energy to
maintain milk production and prevent excessive tissue mobilisation, which can negatively impact
wean-to-service interval and total piglets born in the subsequent litter. The objective of this
experiment was to use diet type and feed allowance to impose varying levels of energy and lysine
intake for sows during lactation to determine the effects of estimated body composition changes
on litter performance and subsequent sow reproductive success. A total of 153 multiparous sows
were allocated in a 2 x 2 factorial design with the respective factors being diet type (gestation, 13.0
MJ DE/kg 0.42 SID g lysine/MJ DE or lactation, 14.3 MJ DE/kg 0.62 g SID lysine/MJ DE) and feed
allowance (ad libitum or allowance of 7.5 kg/d, representing a 15% reduction on ad libitum intake in
this herd). Body composition measures were taken on the day after farrowing (day 2) and at
weaning (day 21) with blood collected on days 2, 21 and at standing heat was used for analysis of
insulin and insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) concentrations. Dietary treatments did not alter (P >
0.05) sow bodyweight change during lactation, back-fat depth change (when measured at the P2
location), estimated sow body fat and body protein changes, lactation litter growth, or total piglets
born in the subsequent cycle. Sows offered feed ad libitum experienced a significant gain in girth
circumference by weaning compared to sows offered 7.5 kg/d (P < 0.001) and had a tendency for a
shorter wean-to-service interval of 0.3 days (P < 0.10). Sows fed the lactation diet had higher
concentrations of insulin at weaning (P < 0.05), but levels were the same (P > 0.10) by standing heat
detection. Levels of IGF-1 remained unaffected (P > 0.10) by diet type and feeding allowance. These
data suggest that imposing a calculated negative energy and lysine balance on lactating sows had
little to no impact on lactation or subsequent reproductive performance.

Keywords: Sow, lactation, wean-to-service interval, protein, fat, girth, litter

6.2 Introduction
The nutrient and energy requirements of multiparous lactating sows are determined predominantly
by their milk production and the extent of tissue mobilisation (Pedersen et al. 2020). Furthermore,
genetic selection has paved the way for the modern sows to produce larger litters (Strathe et al.
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2017b) resulting in sow body protein at weaning, typically a loss of body protein (Hojgaard et al.
2019). A loss of sow body fat mass have also been shown to negatively impact wean-to-service
interval (Yang et al. 2008) and the percentage of stillborn piglets in the subsequent parity (Maes et
al. 2004). This demonstrates the need for a greater understanding of the energy and nutrient
requirements in diets for the modern lactating multiparous sow to minimise impacts on subsequent
reproductive success.
Sows experiencing a reduction in nutrient and/or energy balance during lactation can
maintain milk production by using body reserves (Noblet and Dourmad, 1990; Strathe et al. 2017b),
whilst an oversupply can result in sows releasing nitrogen and phosphorus in excreta (Gauthier et
al. 2019) and depositing body fat and protein. Dietary lysine (Lys) requirements largely depend on
milk production (Clowes et al. 2003a), which becomes important during late lactation at the time of
peak milk demand and litter growth. The increased nutrient and energy requirements for
maintaining milk production, especially Lys, means that the diet fed typically has more energy and
Lys compared to a gestation diet. Lysine intake during lactation is a strong driver of milk production
(Hojgaard et al. 2019), and consequently piglet litter weight, and sows fed more Lys lose less weight
(Xue et al. 2012). The increase in Lys content of the lactation diet aims to also improve litter gain
but as with energy, a threshold is reached at which energy and Lys inputs do not result in further
growth (Strathe et al. 2019). Increased Lys intake during lactation has been associated with higher
insulin concentrations at weaning (Yang et al. 2008), which influences subsequent ovulation and
embryo survival. Furthermore, IGF-1 plays an important role in follicular development and
concentrations are affected by short-term periods of reduced feed intake (Booth et al. 1994).
The objective of this experiment was to investigate the effect of diet with different energy
and Lys contents offered at two feed allowances on estimated changes in estimated sow body fat
and body protein, litter size and growth, and subsequent sow reproductive performance. It was
hypothesised that sows fed a diet lower in energy and Lys contents during lactation, at a reduced
allowance, would experience a loss in body fat and protein that will negatively impact sow and litter
performance.
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6.3 Material and methods
6.3.1 Animals and animal management
The Murdoch University Animal Ethics Committee (protocol no. CHM/SAFS/SCMB/407/16) and
PIRSA Animal Ethics Committee approved the protocol for this experiment (Project #19/18) in
accordance with the Australian Code for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific Purposes
(National Health and Medical Research Council, 2013).
This experiment was conducted at a commercial breeder herd (SunPork Farms, South
Australia, Australia). On day 106.9 ± 2.1 (mean ± SD) of gestation, 153 multiparous pregnant sows,
(parity 3.0 ± 1.0) (Camborough 42 PIC™, Grong Grong, NSW), were moved into the farrowing shed
over three time periods (October-November) and offered 2.5 kg of a standard dry sow diet at 0700
daily. Diets were formulated to provide 13.0 MJ digestible energy (DE)/kg, 14.8% crude protein and
0.42 g standardised ileal digestible (SID) Lys/MJ DE. Sows were housed in a naturally crossventilated shed which consisted of four rooms each housing 60 individual farrowing crates (2.4 m x
1.8 m) with fully slatted plastic flooring. Each crate was fitted with a heating lamp over the creep
area. Water was available to sows and piglets ad libitum throughout the experiment via two nipple
drinkers. Creep feed was not made available to the litters. Sows farrowed naturally and were
managed according to standard farm practices, including litter standardisation within 24 h. Total
piglets born and piglets born alive were recorded and analysed (P > 0.10; 13.7 ± 3.6 total piglets
born per sow) prior to cross fostering to a litter size of 11 (11.3 ± 1.2 piglets per sow). Piglets were
administered an oral coccidiostat (Baycox Coccidiocide; Bayer Australia Ltd., New South Wales,
Australia) and 1 ml of combined iron plus cyanocobalamin (Feron™200 + B12; Bayer Australia Ltd.,
New South Wales, Australia) on day 3 of lactation and underwent tail docking at this time.
Sows were weaned at the end of lactation (21.0 ± 2.2 d) into group housing and offered a
wean-to-service diet (13.4 MJ DE/kg 0.72 SID g lysine/MJ DE) ad libitum. Sows were tested once
daily at 0800 h for the onset of standing oestrus using fence-line exposure to a vasectomised boar
for 10 min. Each sow was removed from their group pen and housed in a detection mating area for
the duration of testing, before being returned to their original group pen. On the first sign of
oestrus, sows were housed in individual stalls and mated twice through post-cervical artificial
insemination before being housed in group pens for the remainder of gestation.
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6.3.2 Experimental design
A 2 x 2 factorial arrangement of treatments comprising two diets (G: Gestation; L: Lactation; Table
6.1) and two feeding allowances (R: allowance of 7.5 kg/d; AL: ad libitum) were used. Diets are
subsequently categorised as GR, GAL, LR and LAL. Sows were allocated to treatments based on
parity, back-fat depth measured at the P2 location (17.0 ± 2.2 mm) and a body condition score (3.0
± 0.5) collected upon entry to the farrowing house. Sows that were ad libitum-fed were offered 7.5
kg at 0700 hrs and again at 1530 hrs and the sows with a reduced feed allowance of 7.5 kg/d were
capped at 5.0 kg at 0700 hrs and 2.5 kg at 1530 hrs. Each morning prior to feeding, feed residue was
removed and weighed with individual sow feed refusal recorded. The reduced allowance of 7.5
kg/d was based on recorded individual daily intake of 210 sows in the same herd over a 21-day
lactation (unpublished data). Sows had an average daily feed intake (ADFI) of 8.8 kg/d by day 21 of
lactation. A percentage reduction of 15% was used to apply the reduced feed allowance treatment
in the current experiment of 7.5 kg/d, similar to that previously used by Craig et al. (2017) where a
13% difference in ADFI (6.99 kg/d vs 6.09 kg/d) pertained to lactating sows experiencing a
significant BW loss.
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Table 6.1 Composition of experimental diets (as-fed basis)
Item
Ingredients (g,kg)
Barley
Wheat
Grape marc crimped
Millrun
Peas-field
Lentils
Pulse offal
Soybean meal
Full-fat soybean
Blood meal
Canola meal
Meat meal
Salmate oil
Vege oil blend
Poultry tallow
Limestone fine
Monocalcium phosphate
Salt
DL-Methionine
Lysine HCl
L-Threonine
L-Tryptophan
L-Valine
Betaine liq 40%
Flavour
Levucell SB10 ME Titan
Phytase
Vitamin/Mineral Premix
Analysis, %
Digestible energy (MJ/kg)
Crude protein
Lysine
Crude fibre
Calcium
Available phosphorus

Lactation

Gestation

514.0
13.5
70.0
118.0
33.0
19.3
5.0
100.0
66.0
4.3
35.0
1.1
5.1
0.6
4.2
0.68
1.81
0.60
0.12
0.23
4.80
0.30
0.10
0.20
2.00
14.3
19.8
1.10
4.51
0.95
0.50

202.0
437.2
6.8
210.0
72.0
6.0
22.0
14.0
0.4
12.8
4.0
3.0
1.08
1.68
1.00
0.12
3.60
0.10
0.20
2.00
13.0
14.8
0.70
4.80
0.88
0.45

Lactation = standard lactation diet; Gestation = standard dry sow diet
Vitamin Mineral Premix supplied per kg; Vitamin A 5.5 MIU, Vitamin D3 1.75 MIU, Vitamin E 40 gm, Vitamin K 1 gm, Vitamin B1 0.75 gm, Vitamin B2
3 gm, Vitamin B6 3 gm, Vitamin B12 50 mg, Vitamin B5 7 gm, Vitamin B3 10 gm, Vitamin H 200 mg, Vitamin B9 4 gm, Iron 50 gm, Zinc 60 gm,
Manganese 25, Copper 7.5 gm, Selenium 1.5 gm, Iodine 1 gm, Cobalt 0.25 gm and Chromium 0.1 gm.
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6.3.3 Sow body condition and composition measures
Sow body condition scoring was assessed using a numerical rating of 1 to 5, to provide an
assessment of bone prominence indicating body and rib fat (Muirhead and Alexander 1997). Backfat depth at the P2 location (P2) was measured using ultrasonography (ImaGo S, BCF Ultrasound,
Victoria, Australia) by taking measurements 65 mm from the midline and directly above the last rib
on the left and right sides of the sow until measurements differed by < 1 mm (Hoving et al. 2011).
Sows were weighed using livestock scales (Iconix FX Series; A1 Weighing & Equipment, QLD). Sow
girth circumference was measured whilst sows were standing during inactivity directly behind the
front legs, to not include the udder, using a measuring tape. Sow body fat and body protein change
were estimated using sow BW and P2 measured on the day after farrowing (day 2) and at weaning
(day 21) according to the equations of Dourmad et al. (1997), found previously to be a good
predictor using the same genotype (Muller et al. 2021).

𝐹𝑎𝑡, 𝑘𝑔 = −26.4 + 0.221 ∗ 𝐵𝑊 + 1.331 ∗ 𝑃2
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛, 𝑘𝑔 = 2.28 + 0.178 ∗ 𝐵𝑊 − 0.333 ∗ 𝑃2

Sow reproductive performance was based on the wean-to-service interval and total piglets born in
the subsequent litter, which included pigs born alive and stillborn.

6.3.4 Litter growth performance
Litter size and litter weight were recorded on day 1 after cross-fostering (farrowing), and 21 of
lactation (weaning). All dead piglets were recorded and weighed. Litter weight on day 21 included
the weight of all dead piglets as well as those alive. Sow milk production was calculated for the 21day lactation period using litter average daily gain (ADG) and litter size multiplied by a factor of 4.2
(Hojgaard et al. 2020), with the constant representing the conversion of milk production (g) to
piglet gain (g) over a 24-day lactation period.

6.3.5 Blood sampling and analyses
Blood samples were taken on a sub sample of sows (LAL = 23; LR = 22; GAL = 25 and GR = 20) and
analysed for concentrations of insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) and insulin. All sows were fasted
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for 6 h and blood samples were collected by jugular vena-puncture on days 2 and 21 of lactation
and at standing heat after weaning (4.0 ± 0.9 d). An 18 g needle was used to collect the sample into
a 5 ml EDTA tube (Provet; Brisbane, Qld) and put on ice. Samples were centrifuged within 4 h of
collection at 3000 x g for 15 min in a bench centrifuge. Plasma was decanted and stored at -20°C
until all samples were sent to the laboratory (Adelaide Research Assay Facility, South Australia) and
analysed for IGF-1 and insulin. Concentrations of IGF-1 were measured using a commercial RIA kit
for humans (ALPCO Diagnostics, Salem, NH); intra- and inter-assay CVs were 7.9% and 10.1%,
respectively. Insulin was measured using a porcine insulin commercial RIA kit (Millipore, St-Charles,
MO) with intra- and inter-assay CVs of 7.5% and 3.9%, respectively. Validation was carried out on
the dilution of pig serum pools with different hormone concentrations, with extraction prior to
assaying for IGF-1 assays.

6.3.6 Statistical Analyses
Of the final dataset, only sows which weaned ≥ 7 piglets and did not refuse feed for ≥ 2 d were
included for analyses (13 sows removed). As a result, the dataset included 37 GAL sows, 34 GR
sows, 34 LAL sows and 35 LR sows. Days on which the subset sows were fasted for blood sampling
were removed from the feed intake data. Statistical analysis of data was performed with SPSS (IBM
SPSS V25.0; IBM, Chicago IL, USA). Data are expressed as least-square means ± standard error of
the mean (SEM).
Data for dependent variables of sow BW, P2 backfat, fat, protein, girth, ADFI, milk
production, litter gain, IGF-1, insulin, wean-to-service interval and total piglets born in the
subsequent litter were analysed according to a 2 x 2 factorial design of treatments using diet type
and feed allowance as independent variables and room fitted as a random effect using a linear
mixed model. Where necessary, variables measured on day 1 were fitted as covariates for the same
measure at day 21, and data were then further analysed for change between these two time
points. Piglet removals and mortality were not normally distributed and therefore analysed using a
generalised linear mixed model with Poisson distribution with day 1 litter size, diet type, feed
allowance and the interaction of diet type and feed allowance, fitted as fixed terms, with room
fitted as a random effect. Percent bred by < 7 days and and farrowing rate were analysed using a
generalised linear model with binary distribution with treatment and parity as independent
variables. All feed consumption data were determined on an as-fed basis twice daily at 0700 and
1530. Feed intake data was analysed as repeated measures using a linear mixed model which
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incorporated sow as the random term and day as the repeated measure. Day, diet type, feed
allowance and the interaction of day x diet type, day x feed allowance and day x diet type x feed
allowance were fitted as fixed terms. A value of P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant in all
tests. A value of P ≤ 0.10 was considered a trend.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Sow performance
Average daily feed intake for sows offered feed ad libitum was higher for sows offered the G diet on
most days of lactation (P < 0.05) (Figure 6.1). Both sows offered the G and L diet followed a similar
energy intake (P > 0.10) (Figure 6.2). Lysine intake between the two groups was significantly higher
in sows offered the L diet, with a higher Lys content, on all days excluding day 4 (P < 0.05) (Figure
6.3).
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Figure 6.1 Average daily feed intake (ADFI) for sows offered a gestation (dashed line) or lactation
(solid line) diet ad libitum during lactation. *P < 0.05
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Figure 6.2 Calculated digestible energy (DE) intake for sows offered a gestation (dashed line) or
lactation (solid line) diet, ad libitum, during lactation.
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Figure 6.3 Calculated standardized ileal digestible (SID) lysine intake for sows offered a gestation
(dashed line) or lactation (solid line) diet, ad libitum, during lactation. **P < 0.001

Sows in the GAL treatment had the highest ADFI (P < 0.05) while sows in the R treatments had the
lowest, with LAL being intermediate (Table 6.2). The interaction between diet type and feed
allowance was significant for DE intake (P < 0.05), with sows in the GR treatment recording the
lowest and sows in the GAL treatment recording the highest DE intake. Diet type influenced SID Lys
balance with sows offered the G diet experiencing a negative balance (-14.2 g/d; P < 0.05), whilst
feed allowance influenced energy balance with sows offered feed ad libitum experiencing a higher
balance over lactation (-5.2 MJ/d; P < 0.05). Sow BW, P2, and calculated body fat and protein at
farrowing and weaning were similar (P > 0.05). By weaning, sows in the AL treatment experienced a
significant gain in girth (2.9 mm; P < 0.05) compared to the sows in the R treatments, which showed
an average loss of -0.4 mm (Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2 Effects of diet type and feed allowance on average daily feed intake (ADFI), digestible energy (DE) and/or standardised ileal digestible
(SID) Lys intake and balance during lactation (d1-21) on sow body composition on the day after farrowing (day 2), at weaning (day 21) and
change between these two time points. Data are presented as means with a pooled standard error (SEM)
Diet type
Feed allowance

Gestation

Lactation

P value

Ad libitum Reduced Ad libitum Reduced SEM Diet type Feed allowance Diet type x Feed allowance
7.7a

6.4c

6.7b

6.3c

0.1

0.009

<0.001

0.015

Intake, MJ/d

100.0a

82.6c

95.5a

90.0b

28.2

0.596

<0.001

0.023

Requirement1, MJ/d

104.4

97.7

101.6

104.1

32.8

0.540

0.461

0.105

-3.4

-15.7

-6.9

-13.3

47.2

0.867

0.007

0.384

Intake, g/d

41.9

34.6

59.7

56.2

7.4

<0.001

<0.001

0.149

Requirement2, g/d

56.6

52.0

54.4

55.8

17.7

0.682

0.436

0.145

Balance3, g/d

-14.2

-17.6

4.5

0.7

21.0

<0.001

0.118

0.934

Farrowing

223.0

224.4

224.3

228.2

4.7

0.647

0.636

0.822

Weaning

226.6

223.5

229.0

230.7

4.2

0.340

0.894

0.625

Change

3.7

-1.4

7.9

4.8

2.4

0.135

0.236

0.769

ADFI, kg/d

DE

Balance3, MJ/d
SID lysine

Body weight, kg

Backfat P24, mm
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Farrowing

17.1

16.8

17.2

17.1

0.6

0.581

0.731

0.686

Weaning

15.0

15.1

14.7

14.8

0.5

0.334

0.746

0.939

Change

-1.7

-1.6

-2.2

-2.3

0.6

0.124

0.941

0.821

Farrowing

144.1

146.1

140.9

144.1

10.8

0.103

0.106

0.713

Weaning

146.6

144.9

144.2

143.8

11.8

0.304

0.552

0.697

Change

1.8

-0.9

4.1

0.1

7.5

0.226

0.015

0.659

Farrowing

43.7

43.8

43.3

45.3

9.3

0.728

0.525

0.537

Weaning

41.7

40.9

41.5

42.0

6.8

0.724

0.908

0.639

Change

-2.2

-2.8

-1.6

-2.8

5.4

0.782

0.452

0.775

Farrowing

36.4

36.7

36.7

37.5

3.8

0.544

0.544

0.794

Weaning

37.6

37.1

37.7

38.3

3.0

0.475

0.965

0.515

Change

1.2

0.3

1.0

1.2

2.5

0.683

0.690

0.480

Girth circumference, cm

Fat5, kg

Protein6, kg

a, b, c

Superscript letters within a row indicate a significant difference.

1

Energy requirement was calculated based on the total requirement of the sow for maintenance and milk production from farrowing to weaning (National Research Council, 2012; Dourmad et al. 2008).

2

Lysine requirement was calculated based on the total requirement of the sow for maintenance and milk production from farrowing to weaning (Close and Cole, 2000).

3

Energy and lysine balance was calculated based on intake and total requirement of the sow from farrowing to weaning.

4

Back-fat depth measured at the P2 location.

5

Fat mass was estimated using BW and P2 (Dourmad et al. 1997).

6

Protein was estimated using BW and P2 (Dourmad et al. 1997).
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6.4.2 Litter performance
There was a trend for litter size after farrowing (post fostering) to be low in the LAL sows (P < 0.10).
Litter size at weaning was larger in sows fed diet G than sows fed diet L (10.4 ± 0.2 versus 9.8 ± 0.2;
P < 0.05). Additionally, a tendency for sows from the AL treatment to have more piglets at weaning
compared with the R treatment was identified (10.3 ± 0.2 versus 9.9 ± 0.2; P < 0.10). The total
number of piglet removals was highest in the litters of the sows offered the lower feed allowance
(1.7 ± 0.3) There was a greater incidence of piglet mortality; in particular, piglet overlays, in the
litters of sows offered the lower feed allowance (0.4 ± 0.08) (P < 0.05). Litter weight at weaning,
litter gain and milk production were consistent across all treatments (Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 Effects of diet type and feed allowance on sow and litter performance and changes in plasma metabolites the day after farrowing
(day 2), at weaning (day 21) and at standing heat. Data are presented as means with a pooled standard error (SEM)
Diet type
Feed allowance

Gestation
Ad
libitum

Reduced

Lactation
Ad
libitum

P value

Reduced SEM

Diet

Feed

Diet type x Feed

type

allowance

allowance

Litter size
Farrowing

11.6

11.3

10.9

11.4

0.2

0.170

0.770

0.068

Weaning

10.8

10.0

9.8

9.8

0.3

0.033

0.091

0.144

Total removals

1.1

1.4

1.3

1.9

0.2

0.182

0.037

0.636

Overlays

0.7

0.9

0.6

1.3

0.2

0.544

0.021

0.302

Farrowing

17.58

17.89

17.75

16.74

0.9

0.298

0.455

0.160

Weaning

62.89

59.50

61.20

60.89

12.2

0.933

0.284

0.374

45.30

41.58

43.55

44.69

11.3

0.682

0.436

0.145

Milk output3, kg/day

9.5

8.7

9.1

9.4

0.5

0.684

0.436

0.145

Litter ADG, kg/d

2.3

2.1

2.2

2.2

0.0

0.682

0.436

0.145

Wean-to-service interval, days

4.1

4.6

4.2

4.4

0.2

0.825

0.085

0.547

Bred <7 days4, %

85.7

82.7

87.5

85.7

1.1

0.341

0.594

0.659

Farrowing rate4, %

97.0

96.6

100.0

91.4

0.8

0.633

0.664

0.742

Mortality

Litter weight, kg

Litter gain, kg
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Total piglets born in the

12.9

12.6

12.5

13.3

1.3

0.796

0.661

0.288

Farrowing

29.6

20.0

29.8

30.3

3.2

0.137

0.194

0.151

Weaning

10.1

9.5

14.9

14.6

2.1

0.030

0.825

0.942

Change

-19.3

-10.5

-14.8

-15.1

4.0

0.997

0.293

0.267

Standing heat

17.3

19.3

14.2

13.6

2.5

0.106

0.848

0.152

Day 1 lactation

158.1

133.9

130.8

122.9

12.9

0.146

0.221

0.534

Weaning

158.0

149.7

152.6

163.7

16.4

0.797

0.935

0.560

Change

-0.1

15.8

21.7

40.8

16.2

0.154

0.287

0.922

128.1

123.1

114.7

131.4

10.6

0.817

0.585

0.313

subsequent litter

Insulin, uU/mL

IGF-15, ng/mL

Standing heat
1

For litter weight at weaning, litter gain and litter ADG, day 1 litter size was used as a covariate in the model.

2

Milk output was estimated using equations from Hojgaard et al. (2020).

3

Measured on a subset of litters.

4

95% confidence intervals rather than SEM are presented for binary data.

5

Insulin-like growth factor 1.
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6.4.3 Reproductive performance
Wean-to-service interval tended to be lower by 0.3 days in sows offered feed AL compared to those
from the R treatment (4.2 ± 0.1 versus 4.5 ± 0.1; P < 0.10); however, total piglets born in the
subsequent litter was unaffected by diet type and feed allowance or the interaction. At weaning,
insulin concentration was lowest (P < 0.05) in sows fed diet G (9.8 ± 2.1 uU/mL) compared to sows
fed diet L (14.8 ± 2.1 uU/mL). However, change in plasma insulin concentration from farrowing to
weaning was not different between groups, nor were the levels measured at standing heat (P >
0.05). There was no significant difference (P > 0.05) between treatment groups for IGF-1 at
farrowing, weaning or standing heat or as a change from farrowing to weaning (Table 6.3).

6.5 Discussion
The two diets offered at two allowances applied in this experiment were chosen to test the
hypothesis that sows fed a diet lower in energy and Lys content, at a reduced allowance, would
mobilise body fat and body protein to a greater extent and negatively impact litter growth and
subsequent reproduction. The treatments applied were successful at establishing divergent energy
and Lys intakes, but these differences were not sufficient to impact on litter growth. A reduced feed
allowance in lactation resulted in sows whose piglets suffered a higher pre-weaning mortality, lost
girth circumference, and exhibited a tendency for a longer wean-to-service interval, but no
treatment effects were seen in any of the endocrine markers of reproductive success or total
piglets born in the subsequent litter. Thus, restricted feeding of sows reduced energy and Lys
balances in lactation and impacted piglet overlays with a tendency to extend the time from
weaning to oestrus. However, sows did not experience any change in body composition over the 21
day lactation period.

6.5.1 Sow performance
Management of lactation feeding regimes for multiparous sows commonly follows a feeding curve
designed to support productivity during lactation which, in turn, drives litter growth (Strathe et al.
2017b). Feed is generally offered ad libitum from early lactation to meet Lys and energy
requirements, which is important to support and sustain milk production while also reducing the
extent of tissue mobilisation known to negatively impact subsequent reproductive success. The
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energy requirement of lactating sows increases from week one to three of lactation and declines in
week four, while the SID Lys requirement decreases from week one to two, before gradually
increasing with litter growth to week four (van der Peet-Schwering and Bikker, 2019). The ADFI and
energy intake curve analysis of the AL treatments revealed sows were consuming feed to meet the
energy demands of lactation over the 3-week period, whilst unexpectedly Lys intake continued to
increase. When considering the ADFI and Lys intake curves, ADFI of sows offered the L diet reached
a plateau lower to that of the G diet. Feed intake could possibly have been limited by the Lys
content of the diet or sows were eating to a maximum energy level rather than a feed intake level.
Although there was a significant difference between the ADFI during this period of lactation, overall
dietary treatments did not impair energy and nutrient supply to a level that would lead to excessive
body protein mobilisation and changes in litter growth.
It was unexpected that sows fed the G diet experienced a negative Lys balance over the 21day lactation period yet maintained reserves of estimated body protein. Similarly, sows which
experienced a reduced energy balance showed no difference in loss of P2 backfat and no change in
litter weight relative to that of the L diet by day 21. A contributing factor could be that although the
ADFI in late lactation of sows offered the L diet was lower, the reduced feed allowance of 15% to
7.5 kg may not have been limiting in this experiment. It is also possible sows experienced a nutrient
oversupply, particularly Lys, in early lactation to that required for milk production, followed by a
period of insufficiency once peak milk production was reached. With energy requirements of
lactating sows decreasing around week four of lactation (van der Peet-Schwering and Bikker, 2019),
it is possible sows experienced a period of depositing energy in early lactation and loss in later
lactation. Although not significant, sows experienced an overall loss in body fat but the point of
excessive fat tissue mobilisation may have been missed in a three-week lactation period.
Pedersen et al. (2016) reported that a two-diet feeding regime performed better for
improved milk production and litter growth as lactation progressed, while sow BW loss was
minimised in late lactation. These results are supported by Feyera and Theil (2017) who
demonstrated that the calculated ME and SID Lys requirements change depending on the stage of
lactation, with energy potentially limited in the first week of lactation while the reverse is true for
Lys in the remainder of lactation. Litter growth rate may adjust accordingly to periods of oversupply
and inefficiency contributing to two distinct stages of the lactation period. In the present
experiment, sows fed the G diet may have experienced a period of oversupply of Lys, and/or
energy, in early lactation, followed by an insufficiency later, that translates to an early period of
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depositing body protein, counterbalanced by mobilisation in late lactation (Hojgaard et al. 2019),
but this remains to be elucidated. Unfortunately, such relationships could not be determined in the
present experiment as sow body composition was measured after farrowing and at weaning.
Further work is required measuring changes in sow body composition over two stages of lactation
(early versus late).
Litter weight at weaning was not different between groups of sows experiencing a 0.8% or
3.2% protein gain in lactation. Hojgaard et al. (2019) investigated varying levels of SID crude protein
content of lactating diets and revealed sows with an average SID Lys intake of 50.0 g/d, nursing 13
piglets over a 26-day lactation, mobilised 0.9% of body protein. Sows in the present experiment
offered the L diet, with a SID Lys intake of 57.9 g/kg and nursing 10.4 piglets over a 21-day lactation,
deposited 3.3% protein. The finding that sows offered the G diet with a lower SID Lys intake of 38.3
g/day and nursing 9.8 piglets, deposited 0.8% protein, was unexpected. Muller et al. (2021), using
sows of a similar genotype over a 21-day lactation period, showed that sows experienced a BW gain
when offered a similar formulated lactation diet to the present experiment, ad libitum, despite
having a lower ADFI of 5.0 - 5.4 kg/d. It is possible that sows which experience a negative Lys
balance are more efficient at using body protein and the excess Lys in the diet after parturition
(Liao et al. 2015; Feyera and Theil, 2017). Perhaps the modern sow is more resilient to the negative
effects of tissue mobilisation (Patterson et al. 2011) which impacts sow and litter performance.

6.5.2 Litter performance
Previous research demonstrates that an increase in litter growth of up to 9% occurs in response to
increasing Lys intake from 77 to 89 g/kg for sows nursing litter sizes of 13 piglets (Craig et al. 2017;
Strathe et al. 2017a). The response of litter growth to an increase in protein can be seen in early
lactation up to day 4 (Laspiur et al. 2009) and late lactation from day 12-18 (Yang et al. 2000).
Recently, Hojgaard et al.(2020) found when sows were fed 96-152 g/kg of SID crude protein, piglet
gain was limited by milk intake and protein concentration from day 10 of lactation, whereas up to
this point only milk intake was limiting in litters of 13 piglets. The average sow Lys intake of the G
and L diet (41.2 versus 59.0 g/kg) in this experiment were much lower than previous reports,
lactation length was 4-8 days shorter and on average sows were nursing 2 piglets less. Given the
large disparity, our results cannot truly be compared with those mentioned above. Generally, in
response to milk protein, litter growth seems to slow down past day 10 of lactation (Strathe et al.
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2017a). In the current study, litters of sows fed the G diet may have grown better in the first ten
days of lactation, whilst litter growth may have slowed in later lactation. Changes in litter growth
and milk intake throughout lactation between the litters of sows fed the G and L diets may explain
similar litter weights at weaning.
Litter size at weaning was impacted by diet and feed allowance, with the sows offered the L
diet and at a reduced allowance having a reduced litter size. To get a better understanding of this
finding, the specific causes of piglet mortality were investigated. Sows offered the reduced feed
allowance experienced more piglet overlays. The relationship between higher pre-wean mortality
and feed restriction has been demonstrated previously as sows offered less feed experience less
satiation (De Leeuw et al. 2008). This then results in increasing sow movement and consequently
the risk of piglet overlays (Berg et al. 2006). However, it is still unclear as to whether diet and/or
feed allowance may have impacted litter size at weaning, or piglet mortalities. Perhaps one
explanation may be the extended period from the last feed drop for the day (0-2.5 kg at 1400 h)
and the first feed drop the following day (5.0-7.5 kg at 0700 h). As piglet overlays were recorded
and weighed at 0700 h each day, representative of overnight mortalities, this highlights the
importance of always allowing sows access to feed. Future studies investigating reducing dietary
requirements in lactation should formulate diets to a reduced energy and lysine content rather
than reducing feed allowed.

6.5.3 Reproductive performance
A sow’s nutritional status is an important determinant of subsequent reproductive performance as
insufficient dietary energy and Lys intakes fuel a change in metabolic status, which ultimately
causes changes in endocrine function. Of specific interest are both insulin and IGF-1 as they are
strong drivers of ovarian function in the sow, a 19.6 g/d increase in Lys intake during lactation
improved insulin levels at weaning, but levels were not different by standing heat (Wientjes et al.,
2012)t. This response illustrates the increased response of insulin secretion to an increase in Lys
intake (Theil, 2017). Levels of IGF-1 are influenced by a change in feed intake that is a restriction, or
withdrawal of feed. Gilts which experienced a period of ad libitum feeding followed by a restriction,
aimed to feed to maintenance requirements, had significantly reduced levels of IGF-compared to
gilts which were restrictively fed, followed by a period of ad libitum feeding (Booth et al. 1994).
These results are supported by Zak et al. (1997), where sows restrictively fed 50% of their ‘appetite’
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from day 22 to 28 of lactation had reduced IGF-1 levels by day 28. Therefore, the lack of effect of a
reduced feed allowance on IGF-1 levels in the current experiment is not surprising given that sows
may not have been restricted enough.
The consequences of tissue mobilisation in lactation on sow reproductive success are well
studied (Vinsky et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2008). In the present experiment, despite varying energy and
SID Lys intakes during lactation, sows experienced little to no BW loss or estimated body protein
change. Given these results, it is also not surprising that there were no adverse impacts on
subsequent reproductive performance. In support of this, studies have shown that significant
changes in the SID crude protein content of the diet (Hojgaard et al. 2019) as well as restrictively
feeding sows 60% less during lactation (Patterson et al. 2011) bore little impact on total piglets
born in the subsequent litter. However, results of the present experiment indicate that sows
offered a reduced feed allowance tended to have a slightly longer wean-to-service interval. Periods
of insufficient DE intake during lactation, or the time from weaning to oestrous, have shown to
impact fertility and ovulation (Zak et al. 1997; Close and Cole, 2000). It is suggested that in this
experiment that the impact on wean-to-service interval may be due to sows consuming less energy
during lactation experience an extended time to ovulation, which highlights the importance of
maximising dietary DE and intake during this period.

6.6 Conclusion
In summary, restricting the feed allowance of lactating sows reduced pre-weaning survival and sow
girth circumference and tended to lengthen the time from weaning to breeding. Although the
dietary treatments imposed were able to significantly vary energy and SID Lys intake, feed intake
was considered higher than previous studies as diet type and/or feed allowance during lactation
bore little effect on changes in sow body composition during lactation, had no impact on milk
production, litter growth, and failed to alter total piglets born in the subsequent litter. Despite
insulin levels being reduced in those sows with a lower Lys intake, levels were the same by standing
heat. Future work should involve a more detailed investigation into the energy and Lys
requirements of sows fed ad libitum, to determine sow body composition changes and litter growth
at different stages of lactation.
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17

7.1 Abstract

18
19

Lactating sows are traditionally fed a single diet designed to meet the metabolic needs of

20

changes in appetite, body reserves and milk composition while maximizing milk production

21

for litter growth. The objective of this experiment was to evaluate the impact of a two-diet

22

feeding program on changes in sow body composition, litter performance and subsequent

23

sow reproductive success. It was hypothesized that sows fed a gestation diet lower in

24

digestible energy (DE) and standardized ileal digestible (SID) lysine (Lys) in the first 6 days of

25

lactation before changing to a lactation diet through to weaning, would support litter

26

growth without impacting sow body composition. A total of 206 multiparous sows were

27

assigned to three dietary treatments: (1) a gestation diet (G); (2) a lactation diet (L); or (3)

28

the gestation diet fed until day 6 of lactation and then the lactation diet fed to weaning (GL).

29

Litters were weighed on day 1, day 7 and at weaning. On day 2, day 7 and at weaning, a

30

cohort of sows (60%) were weighed and backfat and loin muscle depth measured at the P2

31

site. Weight and backfat depth were used to estimate body fat and body protein mass. On a

32

subsample of this cohort (30%), blood and milk samples were collected on day 7 of lactation

33

and at weaning. There was no dietary treatment response over the first 6 days of lactation

34

on sow body composition or litter growth (P > 0.10). From day 6 of lactation through to

35

weaning (26.9 ± 1.8), sows in the G group experienced a greater loss in weight and body

36

protein, albeit low, and reduced litter growth (P < 0.10) but no impact on litter weights at

37

weaning or subsequent reproductive performance was observed (P < 0.05). Although there

38

were no significant changes in milk composition on day 7 (P > 0.10), milk fat concentrations

39

were highest in the L and GL group at weaning (P < 0.05). A two-diet feeding program did

40

not impact sow body composition change, litter growth or subsequent reproductive success.

41

While it is possible to reduce dietary energy and Lys in the first 6 days of lactation, further

42

work is required to find a two-diet feeding program which also improves litter growth.

43
44

Keywords: Sow, lactation, nutrition, body composition, litter gain, reproduction

45
46
47
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48

7.2 Introduction

49
50

Sow lactation feeding programs are designed to meet nutrient and energy requirements for

51

maintenance while supporting litter growth, and without adverse consequences for

52

subsequent rebreeding. As sows are fed one diet throughout the lactation period there may

53

be stages of increasing demand for energy or protein where the sow mobilises body tissue

54

reserves for support. One such stage is immediately following farrowing as feed intake may

55

be low and sows may experience a loss in body weight (Pedersen et al. 2016). By the second

56

week of lactation the sow has increased her appetite to better meet the nutrient and energy

57

requirements for rapid litter growth. Although sows are expected to experience body

58

weight loss, excessive sow body mobilisation during this stage can be avoided when dietary

59

nutrient and energy supply is optimised (Feyera et al. 2020).

60

Excessive tissue mobilisation can occur in early or late lactation as daily energy and

61

protein requirements at specific stages of lactation are expected to change. In early

62

lactation, energy is prioritised for milk fat production (Rosero et al. 2016) before SID Lys

63

drives litter growth in weeks two and three of lactation (Strathe et al. 2015). However, sows

64

transition from a gestation diet to a lactation diet immediately preceding farrowing and are

65

fed a diet with higher energy and SID Lys through to weaning. A method to maximise feed

66

efficiency and minimise feed costs in lactating sow diets is to better feed to the

67

requirements during specific stages while minimising body tissue loss. Excessive body tissue

68

mobilisation can negatively impact the sows’ ability to rebreed. The results of Chapter six

69

showed that feeding gestation diet to sows during lactation did not influence sow body

70

composition change. However, low dietary Lys concentrations can negatively impact

71

farrowing rate and litter size in the subsequent lactation (Yang et al. 2000). It was not

72

determined if sows experienced a period of energy and nutrient oversupply followed by an

73

undersupply. This provides the opportunity to offer a two-diet feeding program to better

74

meet the requirements for litter and sow in the early and later stage of lactation,

75

respectively. There also lies the opportunity to formulate a lactation program to better

76

target energy and SID Lys requirements maximizing feed efficiency and reducing feed costs.

77
78

The objective of this experiment was to investigate whether a two-diet feeding
program in lactation would meet the requirements of changes in DE and SID Lys between
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79

early (day 1 to 6) and late (day 7 to weaning) lactation. It was hypothesised that a gestation

80

diet, lower in DE and SID Lys fed to day 6 of lactation followed by a lactation diet higher in

81

DE and SID Lys fed to weaning would support litter growth and minimise changes in sow

82

body composition.

83
84

7.3 Material and Methods

85
86

7.3.1 Animals and animal management

87

The PIRSA Animal Ethics Committee approved the protocol for this experiment (Project

88

#26/20) in accordance with the Australian Code for the Care and Use of Animals for

89

Scientific Purposes (National Health and Medical Research Council, 2013).

90

This experiment was conducted at a commercial breeder herd (SunPork Farms,

91

South Australia, Australia). On day 110.6 ± 1.5 (mean ± SD) of gestation, 206 multiparous

92

pregnant sows (parity 3.5 ± 1.0) (Camborough 42 PIC™, Grong Grong, Vic) were moved into

93

the farrowing shed over two replicates during the summer months. Sows farrowed naturally

94

and were managed according to standard farm practices; including litter standardisation

95

within 24 h to 10 piglets/litter. Sows were housed in a naturally cross-ventilated shed which

96

consisted of four rooms each housing 58 individual farrowing crates (2.4 m x 1.8 m) with

97

fully slatted plastic flooring. Each crate was fitted with a heating lamp over the creep area.

98

Water was available to sows and piglets ad libitum via two nipple drinkers. Creep feed was

99

not made available to the litters. Piglets were administered an oral coccidiostat (Baycox

100

Coccidiocide; Bayer Australia Ltd., New South Wales, Australia) and 1 ml of combined iron

101

plus cyanocobalamin (Feron™200 + B12; Bayer Australia Ltd., New South Wales, Australia)

102

on day 3 of lactation and underwent tail docking at this time. Sows were weaned at 26.9 ±

103

1.8 d into group housing and offered a wean-to-service diet (13.4 MJ digestible energy

104

(DE)/kg, 0.72 g standardised ileal digestible (SID) lysine (Lys)/MJ DE) ad libitum. Sows were

105

tested daily for the onset of oestrous using fence-line exposure to a vasectomised boar. On

106

the first sign of oestrous, sows were moved to individual stalls and mated twice through

107

post-cervical artificial insemination before being housed in group pens for the remainder of

108

gestation.

109
120

110

7.3.2 Experimental design

111

Sows were allocated to treatments based on parity and backfat depth measured at the P2

112

location (19.2 ± 1.9 mm) upon entry to the farrowing house. Sows were either fed a

113

commercial gestation diet (G) (13.0 MJ DE/kg, 13.2% crude protein (CP) and 0.42 g SID

114

Lys/MJ DE) (n = 78); fed a commercial lactation diet (L) (14.3 MJ DE/kg, 18.7% CP and 0.62 g

115

SID Lys/MJ DE) (n = 68); or fed the gestation diet until day 6 followed by the lactation diet to

116

weaning (GL) (n = 60) (Table 7.1). Day 7 was chosen as the point of changing diets on the

117

basis that beyond this point, more dietary Lys is required to meet requirements through to

118

weaning (Feyera and Theil, 2017). Sows were hand fed 2.5 kg/d until farrowing then ad

119

libitum-fed with feed weighed into a single Crystal Spring Feeder (Stockyard Industries, QLD,

120

Australia) at 0700 and 1530 hrs. Feed intakes were measured on a sub sample of sows

121

(parity 3.5 ± 1.0) with feed intake assumed to be feed disappearance (G = 50; L = 40; GL =

122

35).

123
124

121
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Table 7.1 Composition of experimental diets (as-fed basis)
Item

Gestation

Lactation

Barley

650.3

197.0

Wheat

134.0

331.7

Millrun

50.0

60.0

Peas-field

40.0

140.0

Soybean meal

-

40.0

Full-fat soybean

-

50.0

Canola meal

30.0

-

Meat meal

25.0

65.0

Salmate oil

-

4.3

Vegetable oil blend

10.0

30.5

Limestone fine

12.3

6.7

Salt

2.7

4.3

Lysine HCl

0.71

1.11

L-Threonine

0.56

0.74

L-Tryptophan

0.15

0.22

L-Valine

0.65

0.87

Betaine liquid 40%

3.60

4.80

2.00

2.00

-

-

Digestible energy (MJ/kg)

13.0

14.3

Crude protein

13.2

18.8

Lysine

0.71

1.11

Crude fibre

5.59

4.41

Calcium

0.90

0.95

Available phosphorus

0.45

0.62

Ingredients (g,kg)

Vitamin/Mineral Premix
Calculated analysis, %

126
127
128
129

Lactation = standard lactation diet; Gestation = standard gestation diet
Vitamin Mineral Premix supplied per kg; Vitamin A 5.5 MIU, Vitamin D3 1.75 MIU, Vitamin E 40 gm, Vitamin K 1 gm, Vitamin B1 0.75 gm,
Vitamin B2 3 gm, Vitamin B6 3 gm, Vitamin B12 50 mg, Vitamin B5 7 gm, Vitamin B3 10 gm, Vitamin H 200 mg, Vitamin B9 4 gm, Iron 50
gm, Zinc 60 gm, Manganese 25, Copper 7.5 gm, Selenium 1.5 gm, Iodine 1 gm, Cobalt 0.25 gm and Chromium 0.1 gm.

130
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133

7.3.3 Sow body composition and performance measures

134

Sow body composition was measured on the same sub sample of sows as the feed intake

135

data. Backfat depth (P2) and loin muscle depth (LMD) at the P2 location were measured

136

using ultrasonography (Sonoscape Medical Corp., Shenzhen, China) by taking measurements

137

65 mm from the midline and directly above the last rib on the left and right sides of the sow

138

until measurements differed by < 1 mm. Sows were weighed using livestock scales (Iconix FX

139

Series; A1 Weighing & Equipment, QLD). Sow body fat and body protein change were

140

estimated using sow weight and P2 measured on the day after farrowing (day 2), day 7 and

141

at weaning according to the equations of Dourmad et al. (1997), found previously to be

142

good predictors of body composition in this population of sows (Muller et al. 2021).

143
144

𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑓𝑎𝑡, 𝑘𝑔 = −26.4 + 0.221 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 + 1.331 ∗ 𝑃2

145

𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑖𝑛, 𝑘𝑔 = 2.28 + 0.178 ∗ 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 − 0.333 ∗ 𝑃2

146
147

Sow reproductive performance was based on the wean-to-service interval, percent bred by

148

<10 days, pregnancy rate at 4 weeks post mating, farrowing rate, total piglets born, piglets

149

born alive and dead in the subsequent litter.

150
151

7.3.4 Litter Performance

152

Litter size and litter weight were recorded on day 1 after cross-fostering (day 0), day 7 and

153

at weaning. All dead piglets were recorded and weighed separately. Piglets removed for ill

154

thrift were deemed drop backs and removed from the experiment. Sow milk production was

155

calculated using litter average daily gain (ADG) and litter size multiplied by a factor of 4.2

156

(Hojgaard et al. 2020), with the constant representing the conversion of milk production (g)

157

to piglet gain (g) over a 24-day lactation period.

158
159
160

7.3.5 Blood sampling and analyses

161

Blood samples were collected from a sub sample of sows (G = 13; L = 12 and GL = 12) by

162

jugular vena-puncture on day 7 and at weaning. An 18 g needle was used to collect the
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163

sample into a 5 ml heparin lithium tube (Provet; Qld) and put on ice. Samples were

164

centrifuged within 4 h of collection at 3000 x g for 15 min in a bench centrifuge. Plasma was

165

decanted and stored at -20°C until all samples were sent to the laboratory (Mater Hospital,

166

QLD, Australia) and analysed for triacylglycerol (TAG), lactate, non-esterified fatty acids

167

(NEFA), glucose and blood urea nitrogen (BUN). Concentrations of TAG, glucose, lactate and

168

BUN were measured using a commercial VITROS kit for humans (Ortho Clinical Diagnostics,

169

Tilburg, The Netherlands). Intra- and inter-assay CVs were as follows: TAG, 0.9% and 1.0%;

170

glucose, 0.6% and 0.7%; lactate, 0.6% and 1.1% and BUN, 0.9% and 1.5% respectively. The

171

NEFA were measured using a commercial Randox NEFA assay kit (Randox Labs, Country

172

Antrim, UK) with intra- and inter-assay CVs of 4.7% and 4.5%, respectively.

173

Milk samples were collected on the same cohort of sows on day 7 and at weaning

174

following an injection of 0.5 ml oxytocin in the sow ear vein to induce milk letdown. Milk

175

was collected from each teat on both sides of the udder until emptied, pooled into a 50 ml

176

sample, and frozen at -80°C until MIR/FTIR analysis for energy, total solids, lactose, protein,

177

and fat (Symbio Labs, QLD, Australia).

178
179

7.3.6 Statistical analyses

180

Only sows that weaned ≥ 7 piglets and did not refuse feed for ≥ 2 days were included for

181

analyses (total of 7 sows removed). Statistical analysis of the data was performed with SPSS

182

(V25.0; IBM, Chicago IL, USA). Data are expressed as least-square means ± standard error of

183

the mean (SEM).

184

Data for dependent variables of sow weight, loin muscle depth (LMD), estimated body

185

fat, estimated body protein, average daily feed intake (ADFI), milk yield, litter average daily

186

gain (ADG), blood metabolites and milk components, wean-to-service interval, total piglets

187

born, and piglets born alive in the subsequent litter were analysed using treatment and parity

188

as an independent variable and room fitted as a random effect using a linear mixed model.

189

Percent bred by < 10 days, pregnancy rate and farrowing rate were analysed using a

190

generalised linear model with binary distribution with treatment and parity as independent

191

variables. Number of piglets born dead was analysed using a generalised linear model with

192

poisson distribution. Piglet mortality was not normally distributed and therefore analysed

193

using a generalised linear mixed model with Poisson distribution with day 1 litter size fitted
124

194

as a covariate with room fitted as a random effect. Feed intake data were analysed as

195

repeated measures using a linear mixed model which incorporated sow as the random term

196

and day as the repeated measure. Where necessary, variables measured on day 2 were fitted

197

as covariates for the same measure at day 7 and at weaning, and data were then further

198

analysed for change between time points. A paired sample t-test was used to compare the

199

change between two means, blood metabolites and milk components measured on day 7 and

200

at weaning. A value of P ≤ 0.05 was considered statistically significant in all tests. A value of P

201

≤ 0.10 was considered a trend.

202
203

7.4 Results

204
205

The ADFI from day 1 to 6 of lactation tended to be highest in the GL group (P < 0.10) (Table

206

7.2). Over the first 6 days of lactation, SID Lys intake was highest in the L group and

207

increased from day 7 to weaning (P < 0.001). The DE intake tended to be highest in the GL

208

group (P < 0.10) between days 1 and 6 of lactation; however, from day 7 to weaning sows in

209

the L and GL groups had a significantly higher DE intake compared to the G group (P <

210

0.001). The SID Lys balance was significantly lower during the first 6 days of lactation for

211

those sows on the G diet (P < 0.001) and higher from day 7 for the sows on the L diet (P <

212

0.001).

213
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214

Table 7.2 The effects of feeding a gestation diet (G) during lactation, a lactation diet (L)

215

during lactation or a gestation diet from day 1 to 6 followed by a lactation diet to weaning

216

(GL) on average daily feed intake (ADFI), digestible energy (DE) and/or standardised ileal

217

digestible (SID) Lys intake and balance. Data are presented as means with a pooled standard

218

error (SEM).
G

L

GL

SEM

P value

n

50

40

35

parity

3.4

3.3

3.6

0.02

0.641

ADFI, kg/day

7.1a

6.9b

7.2ab

0.35

0.017

Lactation length, days

27.0

26.7

26.7

0.30

0.496

5.6

5.5

6.1

0.18

0.055

Intake

72.5

78.6

79.1

2.37

0.075

Balance1

27.8

32.0

33.6

5.02

0.655

Intake

30.5a

48.8b

33.3a

1.22

<0.001

Balance1

3.6a

22.4b

6.3a

4.32

<0.001

7.5a

7.2b

7.4ab

0.83

0.034

Intake

97.7a

102.3b

105.4b

4.90

<0.001

Balance

38.8

41.7

41.0

4.67

0.838

Intake

40.6a

63.5b

65.0b

2.64

<0.001

Balance

1.39a

19.8b

24.1b

4.04

<0.001

Day 1 to 6
ADFI, kg/day
DE, MJ/day

SID Lys, g/day

Day 7 to Wean
ADFI, kg/day
DE, MJ/day

SID Lys, g/day

219
220
221

a-c

Within a row, values not having the same superscript indicate a significant difference (P < 0.05).

1

Energy and lysine balance were calculated based on intake and total requirement of the sow from farrowing to weaning (total

requirement calculated using equations from NRC 2012; Dourmad et al. 2008; Close and Cole 2000).
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223

Sow body weight, P2, estimated body fat and LMD on days 2, 7 and at weaning were similar

224

between groups (P > 0.10) (Table 7.3). There was a tendency for sows in the G group to have

225

less estimated body protein mass at weaning (P < 0.10). From day 7 to weaning, sows in the

226

G group experienced greater losses in weight and LMD compared to sows in the GL and L

227

groups (P < 0.05). From days 2 to 7, sows in the G group tended to experience the greatest

228

loss in estimated body protein mass (P < 0.10) and subsequently, between day 7 and

229

weaning, sows in the G group lost significantly more body protein mass.

230
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231

Table 7.3 The effects of feeding a gestation diet (G) during lactation, a lactation diet (L) or a

232

gestation diet from day 1 to 6 followed by a lactation diet to weaning (GL), on sow body

233

composition on day 2, 7, and at weaning. Data are presented as means with a pooled

234

standard error (SEM).
G

L

GL

SEM

P value

50

40

35

27.0

26.7

26.7

0.30

0.496

Weight, kg

249.8

252.6

247.6

4.73

0.686

P21, mm

19.2

19.3

19.6

0.33

0.325

Loin muscle depth, mm

49.8

51.1

49.8

0.93

0.285

Body fat2, kg

54.9

55.5

53.7

1.31

0.508

Body protein3, kg

40.1

40.9

40.0

0.81

0.616

Weight, kg

249.9

248.0

242.4

5.16

0.397

P2, mm

19.7

19.9

18.9

0.51

0.244

Loin muscle depth, mm

50.3

50.1

48.7

0.90

0.282

Body fat, kg

54.8

54.4

51.8

2.02

0.222

Body protein, kg

39.8

39.9

39.2

0.97

0.526

Weight, kg

235.9

244.1

241.6

4.40

0.224

P2, mm

19.1

17.8

17.5

2.03

0.111

Loin muscle depth, mm

46.9

48.3

47.6

0.84

0.333

Body fat, kg

51.2

51.2

50.6

2.26

0.937

Body protein, kg

38.1

39.8

39.5

0.97

0.082

1.0

-2.7

-4.2

3.82

0.250

-15.5a

-5.2b

-1.4b

2.98

0.001

n
Lactation length, days

Day 2

Day 7

Weaning

Change
Weight, kg
Day 2 to 7
Day 7 to weaning
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Day 2 to weaning

-11.3

-7.3

-5.7

3.84

0.267

Day 2 to 7

0.2

0.3

-0.2

0.52

0.674

Day 7 to weaning

-0.7

-1.9

-1.6

0.62

0.209

Day 2 to weaning

-0.3

-1.6

-1.5

0.63

0.175

0.2

-0.9

-0.6

0.46

0.188

Day 7 to weaning

-3.0a

-1.6b

-1.2b

0.48

0.020

Day 2 to weaning

-2.7

-2.5

-1.9

0.55

0.537

Day 2 to 7

0.5

-0.9

-1.8

0.96

0.219

Day 7 to weaning

-4.0

-3.5

-2.0

1.10

0.291

Day 2 to weaning

-3.5

-3.7

-3.0

1.13

0.864

Day 2 to 7

-1.2

-0.8

-0.3

0.57

0.083

Day 7 to weaning

-2.4a

-0.3b

0.3b

0.55

<0.001

Day 2 to weaning

-1.8

-0.8

-0.3

0.63

0.083

P2, mm

Loin muscle depth, mm
Day 2 to 7

Body fat, kg

Body protein, kg

235
236
237
238

a-c

Within a row, values not having the same superscript indicate a significant difference (P < 0.05).

1

Backfat depth measured at the P2 location.

2

Body fat was estimated using weight and backfat depth measured at the P2 site (Dourmad et al. 1997).

2

Body protein was estimated using weight and backfat depth measured at the P2 site (Dourmad et al. 1997).
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240

Plasma concentrations of TAG, NEFA and glucose on day 7 and at weaning were not affected

241

by dietary program (P > 0.10) (Table 7.4). On day 7 of lactation, there was a dietary response

242

of BUN with concentrations higher in the L group compared to the G and GL group (P <

243

0.001). At weaning, BUN concentrations were highest in the GL and L groups (P < 0.001).

244

Lactate was highest in the GL sows on day 7 of lactation (P < 0.05) with a tendency to be

245

higher in the L group at weaning (P < 0.10). Glucose was significantly higher in the GL and L

246

sows at weaning (P < 0.001). Concentrations of TAG and lactate dropped significantly over

247

lactation in the L group (P < 0.05) with a tendency for lactate to increase (P < 0.10) and

248

glucose to significantly decrease (P < 0.05) in the G group.
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249

Table 7.4 The effects of feeding a gestation diet (G) during lactation, a lactation diet (L)

250

during lactation or a gestation diet from day 1 to 6 followed by a lactation diet to weaning

251

(GL) on blood urea nitrogen (BUN), triglycerides (TAG), non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA),

252

lactate and glucose at day 7 and at weaning. Data are presented as means with a pooled

253

standard error (SEM).
G

L

GL

SEM

P value

13

12

12

BUN, mmol/L

4.9a

7.1b

5.2a

0.264

<0.001

TAG, mmol/L

0.46

0.77

0.48

0.047

0.174

NEFA, mmol/L

0.14

0.14

0.14

0.026

0.988

Lactate, mmol/L

2.8a

4.0ab

4.7b

0.522

0.011

Glucose, mmol/L

5.0

5.3

4.9

0.089

0.291

BUN, mmol/L

4.8a

6.1b

6.4b

0.226

<0.001

TAG, mmol/L

0.38

0.38

0.37

0.005

0.963

NEFA, mmol/L

0.19

0.13

0.14

0.030

0.260

Lactate, mmol/L

2.9

3.3

2.3

0.252

0.082

Glucose, mmol/L

4.2a

5.0b

5.2b

0.089

<0.001

BUN, mmol/L

-0.23

-1.01

1.13

TAG, mmol/L

-0.08

-0.38**

-0.12

NEFA, mmol/L

-0.05

0.791

0.01

Lactate, mmol/L

0.11*

-0.68**

-2.39

Glucose, mmol/L

-0.79**

-0.31

0.22

n
Day 7

Weaning

Change1

254
255

a-c

Within a row, values not having the same superscript indicate a significant difference (P < 0.05).

1

P values are from a paired samples t-test; * <0.10, ** <0.05, *** <0.001.
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257

Litter ADG and calculated milk yield were similar from day 1 to 7 of lactation across groups

258

(P > 0.10). From day 7 to weaning, litter ADG and calculated milk yield responded to diet

259

with litters in the GL and L groups growing more rapidly (P < 0.05). However, litter weights

260

at weaning were similar between treatment groups (P > 0.10). There were no significant

261

effects of dietary treatment group during lactation on subsequent sow performance (Table

262

7.5).
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263

Table 7.5 The effects of feeding a gestation diet (G) during lactation, a lactation diet (L) or a

264

gestation diet from day 0 to 6 followed by a lactation diet to weaning (GL) on litter

265

performance, litter size and calculated milk yield on day 1, 7 and at weaning and subsequent

266

reproductive performance. Data are presented as means with a pooled standard error

267

(SEM).
G

L

GL

SEM

P value

n

78

68

60

parity

3.4

3.6

3.6

0.17

0.641

Lactation length, days

27.0

26.7

26.7

0.30

0.496

Litter weight, kg

17.3

17.5

17.5

0.49

0.913

Litter size

12.1

11.9

11.8

0.08

0.134

Litter weight, kg

24.3

24.2

24.0

0.50

0.881

Litter size

11.4

11.3

11.3

0.13

0.889

Litter weight, kg

62.6

67.8

64.3

2.44

0.111

Litter size

10.3

10.4

10.4

0.16

0.929

Day 1 to 7

1.33

1.24

1.23

0.13

0.691

Day 7 to weaning

1.82a

2.12b

2.00ab

0.12

0.006

Day 1 to weaning

1.81a

2.04b

1.94ab

0.08

0.016

1.3

1.2

1.2

0.61

0.886

Day 1 to 7

5.0

4.8

4.8

0.57

0.878

Day 7 to weaning

7.6a

8.7b

8.0ab

0.42

0.023

Day 1 to weaning

7.6a

8.6b

8.2ab

0.36

0.015

Day 1

Day 7

Weaning

Litter average daily gain, kg/day

Piglet mortality

Milk yield, kg/day

Subsequent reproduction
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268
269
270

Wean-to-service interval, days

3.5

3.6

3.5

0.12

0.794

Bred <10 days, %2

88

90

91

90-91

0.767

Pregnancy rate, %2

89

93

91

94-95

0.961

Farrowing rate, %2

83

89

81

88-89

0.972

Total piglets born

13.4

13.0

12.4

0.61

0.467

Piglets born alive

12.2

12.1

11.3

0.60

0.449

Piglets born dead

1.0

0.8

1.0

0.18

0.698

a-c

Within a row, values not having the same superscript indicate a significant difference (P < 0.05).

1

Milk yield was estimated using the equations from Hojgaard et al. (2020).

2

95% confidence intervals rather than SEM are presented for binary data.

271
272

Milk composition was not affected by dietary program on day 7 of lactation (P > 0.10), but

273

by weaning, milk fat, total solids and energy were higher in the GL and L groups (P < 0.05)

274

(Table 7.6).
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275

Table 7.6 The effects of feeding a gestation diet (G) during lactation, a lactation diet (L)

276

during lactation or a gestation diet from day 1 to 6 followed by a lactation diet to weaning

277

(GL) on milk composition at day 7 and at weaning. Data are presented as means with a

278

pooled standard error (SEM).
G

L

GL

SEM

P value

13

12

12

Lactose, %

6.0

6.0

6.1

0.025

0.787

Fat, %

6.3

6.9

6.4

0.340

0.354

Protein, %

4.6

4.5

4.6

0.067

0.828

Total solids

18.4

19.0

18.7

0.416

0.540

Energy, MJ/kg1

4.5

4.7

4.6

0.053

0.450

Lactose, %

6.0

6.2

6.1

0.029

0.473

Fat, %

6.1a

6.8ab

7.8b

0.431

0.013

Protein, %

4.7

4.9

4.9

0.049

0.490

Total solids

18.4a

19.5ab

20.4b

0.528

0.009

Energy, MJ/kg

4.5a

4.8ab

5.2b

0.068

0.010

Lactose, %

0.17

0.13

0.01

Fat, %

-0.20

-0.21

1.21

Protein, %

-0.14

0.35

0.10

Total solids

-0.26

0.33

1.35

Energy, MJ/kg

-0.09

0.02

0.50

n
Day 7

Weaning

Change2

279
280
281

1

Gross energy of milk estimated from Chwalibog 2006.

2

P values are from a paired samples t-test ; * <0.10, ** <0.05, *** <0.001.

a-c

Within a row, values not having the same superscript indicate a significant difference (P < 0.05).
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7.5 Discussion
The feeding programs tested in this experiment were chosen to evaluate the impact of a two-diet
feeding program in lactation over the first six days of lactation, and/or from day 7 to weaning on
litter growth and sow body composition. It was hypothesised that a diet lower in DE and SID Lys (G)
would be sufficient to support litter growth without negatively impacting sow body composition
during the first six days of lactation before changing to a diet higher in DE and SID Lys (L) for the
remainder of lactation, which supports rapid litter growth. There was no dietary treatment
response in early lactation on estimated sow body composition change, blood metabolites
associated with tissue mobilisation, litter growth or milk composition. From day 7 to weaning, sows
fed the gestation diet with lower DE and SID Lys contents experienced greater losses in weight and
estimated body protein and showed a reduced litter ADG, yet there was no impact on litter weights
at weaning or subsequent reproductive performance. Further work is required to better maximise
litter growth from day 7 to weaning while utilizing the ability of a two-stage feeding program to
support a reduced DE and SID Lys requirement in the first six days of lactation.
The daily requirements of DE and SID Lys in the first week of lactation differ, as energy is
prioritised for milk fat production (Rosero et al. 2016) while SID Lys becomes important in the
following weeks during rapid litter growth (Strathe et al. 2015). In the current experiment, although
SID Lys intake in early lactation was significantly reduced in the G group, DE intake was not. As a
result, sows had no change in estimated body protein and almost no change in estimated body fat
as sows across the three feeding treatments consumed to a similar energy intake level.
Furthermore, sows in the L group experienced a significantly greater SID Lys balance suggesting an
oversupply up to day 6 of lactation. These results suggest feed intakes, SID Lys and dietary energy in
the first six days of lactation were adequate to support metabolic demand. This is similar to results
reported by Feyera et al. (2020), who showed DE and SID Lys intakes were sufficient to meet milk
production in the first week of lactation by testing four dietary strategies which differed in energy
and Lys. From day 7 to weaning, DE and SID Lys intakes in the G group were significantly lower with
SID Lys intake so low the sows were almost in a neutral balance. Although these sows experienced
greater losses in weight (6.4%), estimated body protein mass (6.7%) and LMD, these minor changes
did not impact subsequent reproduction. Body weight losses over 8.6% and protein losses between
9-12% have previously been associated with extending the time to next service (Clowes et al. 2003).
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In milk production, lactate is oxidised for lactose synthesis (Feyera et al. 2020) and as dietary
fat is used for milk production, concentrations of TAG are decreased. The L group experienced a
substantial drop in TAG and lactate concentrations from day 7 to weaning due to the demand of
energy and nutrients for peak milk production to support rapid litter growth (Pedersen et al. 2016).
Sows experienced a lack of change in backfat depth measured at the P2 site and fat mass which
suggests dietary energy was adequate for milk production (Pedersen et al. 2020). If the quantity of
dietary protein remains constant i.e. sows are not consuming more than they need, BUN can be
used as a biomarker of body protein mobilisation. In the current experiment, BUN responded to
dietary protein content as sows consuming higher amounts of dietary SID Lys had higher
concentrations of BUN. When Lys intake and quality remained relatively constant between the GL
and L groups from day 6 to weaning, BUN was not different between these two groups. This
suggests sows in the GL and L groups were not experiencing different levels of protein mobilisation.
Collectively, blood metabolites and measures of body composition indicated dietary energy was
adequate across lactation in all three dietary programs. However, dietary protein and/or estimated
body protein mass, was being broken down to support rapid litter growth in the GL and L groups
from day 7 to weaning which suggests dietary Lys was close to the dietary requirement for sows in
lactation.
Piglet growth rate was quite low for this herd, suggested to be related to the environmental
conditions at the time of experiment. Regardless, optimum dietary DE and SID Lys intakes are the
main drivers of litter gain and piglet weights at weaning (Craig et al. 2017) as litter growth slows in
response to dietary nutrient and energy insufficiencies (Vinsky et al. 2006). In the current
experiment, litters in the G group grew slower from day 7 to weaning. This group was in a lower SID
Lys balance but was not different in DE balance to the GL and L groups during this stage of lactation.
Feeding a diet lower in DE and SID Lys compared to a standard lactation diet may start to impact
piglet growth past day 3 of lactation (Pedersen et al. 2020). This highlights the importance of SID
Lys in late lactation as 95% is associated with milk production, 76% secreted in the milk and 19%
lost (Feyera and Theil, 2017). Therefore, Lys efficiency associated with milk production is calculated
to be 76%. Recent work investigating SID Lys requirements for maximum litter growth has showed
varying levels, namely 52.5 g/day (Hojgaard et al. 2019), 57.9 g/day (Feyera et al. 2020), 65.4 g/day
(Liu et al. 2020) and 63.0 g/day (Greiner et al. 2020). In the current experiment, sows with the
greatest litter gain in the L group were consuming on average 63.5 g/day SID Lys from day 7 to
weaning. Sows in the G group with the lowest litter gain were consuming 40.6 g/day SID Lys, which
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is 22.8% lower than the current recommendations by the NRC (2012). In addition, the G group
experienced a significant decline in glucose concentrations into late lactation which is suggested to
correspond with lower DE, slower litter growth and lower milk production (Pedersen et al. 2016).
Although dietary treatment impacted the average daily gain of each litter, the litter weaning
weights were not different between treatment groups. Intra- and inter-litter size variation was not
measured in this study which could be one reason for the similar litter weaning weights. Litters of
the L group were numerically heavier by day 21 and if we extended lactation, the litters would most
probably become heavier.
The standard gestation diet under the feed intakes reported here does not meet the SID Lys
requirements for lactating sows past day 6 of lactation, negatively impacting litter growth. The
gestation diet was fed to day 6 of lactation as it was expected that an oversupply of dietary SID Lys
in the L group could translate to sows depositing protein. Our data showed in the first six days of
lactation, a tendency for estimated protein mass to experience negligible to no loss across all
groups irrespective of dietary DE and SID Lys contents. Similarly, Pedersen et al. (2020)
demonstrated a diet lower in DE and SID Lys to that of a standard lactation diet fed to day 3 or day
10 of lactation deposited small amounts of body protein. Sows in the study by Pedersen et al.
(2020) were of a similar protein mass to those in the current study. It is important to note that the
low sample size of the GL cohort for body composition and feed intake data below that calculated
to detect (at the 5% level of significance) a 10% difference between means for a change in weight
across lactation. Sow live weight is used in the equations to predict fat and protein mass and
calculations for energy and Lys balance figures. It is important to notice these inaccuracies when
explaining the lack of change in body fat mass and negligible loss in body protein mass.
Sows fed higher lipid or protein diets will have a greater milk fat and protein production
(Hansen et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2017), and when milk intake is high, piglet gain increases. Milk
protein concentration of 4.9% across lactation has been shown to be optimal for piglet growth
(Hojgaard et al. 2020b; Feyera et al. 2020) and is similar to the concentration of milk protein in the
GL and L groups at weaning. This suggests that dietary SID Lys content was suitable in those groups
for optimal milk protein production and piglet growth. Milk energy and fat concentration was
highest in the L and GL groups at weaning. It would be expected with milk protein and fat
production (% multiplied by volume) at optimum, litter gain would be greater. With litters in the L
and GL groups consistently growing better with the highest overall litter gain, this confirms the
importance of the lactation diet to increase litter gains.
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Changes in milk components were minimal between day 7 of lactation and weaning across
all treatments. This was unexpected as milk fat and protein concentrations have been reported to
decline from day 7 to 14 of lactation while lactose remains constant (Feyera et al. 2020; Hojgaard et
al. 2020b). During lactation, if the energy requirements for milk production cannot be met
nutritionally, sows will mobilise body fat and the TAG stored in the adipose tissue is broken down
into NEFA and glycerol to provide energy (Arner, 2003). Concentrations of NEFA and body fat mass
remained relatively stable across lactation in all groups in the present experiment. In dairy cows,
studies have shown elevated NEFA concentrations contribute to 40% of milk fat synthesis during
early lactation (Adewuyi et al. 2005). In sows, the uptake of carbon from NEFA is responsible for
62% of the formation of TAG used for fatty acid synthesis of milk fat (Krogh et al. 2017). Sows in a
negative energy balance, with greater NEFA concentrations, have increased fat and energy
concentrations of milk (Strathe et al. 2020; Hojgaard et al. 2020b). The sows in the current
experiment did not experience losses in estimated body fat content, which may explain the low
milk fat content in early lactation. In the current population of sows, a gestation diet for the first six
days of lactation had little to no effect on body mobilisation.

7.6 Conclusion
As there was no loss of sow body reserves, it appears possible from a metabolic standpoint to feed
a diet lower in DE and SID Lys in the first six days of lactation, followed by a standard lactation diet.
Sows fed the G diet experienced greater protein loss and reduced litter growth. Although there are
clear economic advantages of feeding a more cost-effective diet for 6 days, there was no clear
performance advantage of a two-diet feeding strategy during lactation on litter growth compared
to feeding a single lactation diet throughout lactation. Sows did not mobilise fat, with minimal
change in estimated protein mass, and milk fat and protein concentrations. The two-diet feeding
program better matched the requirements for energy and SID Lys in the first six days of lactation,
although litter growth rates were highest in sows in the GL and L group.
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Chapter 8: General Discussion
8.1 Introduction
The core objectives of the present thesis were to develop a practical method for measuring sow
body composition (Chapters 3, 4, 5), investigate the impact of lactational tissue mobilisation on
litter growth and sow reproductive performance (Chapter 6), and investigate dietary energy and
lysine requirements using a two-stage feeding program to minimise tissue mobilisation without
impacting litter growth or subsequent reproductive success (Chapter 7). The general hypothesis
tested was that excessive protein mobilisation during lactation negatively impacts litter growth and
subsequent sow reproductive success. Traditional measures of sow body composition only provide
an estimate of body fat, particularly backfat depth at the P2 site. Selection pressure for growth and
performance in the growing-finishing herd has resulted in a leaner sow. Given this, an accurate
measure of body protein may be most important. It was hypothesised that by managing changes in
body composition, focusing on lean mass, the subsequent impact of excessive lactational
catabolism on litter growth and sow subsequent reproductive success would be minimised. When
sows were fed a standard gestation diet from day 1 of lactation to weaning, data showed minor
losses in protein mass and lower litter growth rates. This thesis indicates overall there was a lack of
excessive body composition change regardless of the nutritional insufficiencies during lactation.
The final experiment was designed to investigate whether a two-diet feeding program in lactation
would meet the dietary energy and SID Lys requirements given sows are resistant to the negative
effects of feed restrictions and did not experience excessive tissue mobilisation. A diet fed for the
first 6 days of lactation, with a reduced DE and SID Lys content, failed to impact tissue mobilisation
and supported litter growth, rebreeding and subsequent reproduction (Chapter 7).

8.2 Changes in body composition of the modern sow
The chemically determined body composition of first parity sows shows they are becoming heavier
with more lean mass to fat mass (Table Table 2.1).
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Table 8.1 Chemically determined body composition of sows

Parity

King et al. (1986)

P2, mm

Body

Total body fat

Total body

content, kg

protein content,

(%BW)

kg (%BW)

weight, kg

P2:Total
body fat

Fat:Protein

1

25.2

144.5

46.8 (32.4)

21.9 (15.1)

0.54

2.14

1

17.3

195.0

40.2 (20.6)

29.8 (15.3)

0.43

1.35

Dourmad et al. (1997)

1

20.4

164.2

35.5 (21.6)

24.4 (14.8)

0.57

1.46

Gill (2006)

1

18.8

175.8

37.1 (21.1)

23.9 (13.6)

0.51

1.55

Smits et al. (2017)

1

15.9

212.0

44.7 (21.1)

28.5 (13.4)

0.35

1.57

Muller et al. (Chapter 3)

2

17.2

227.2

42.7 (18.8)a

36.7 (16.1)b

0.40

1.17

Muller et al. (Chapter 5)

2

16.0

244.2

48.7 (19.9)a

40.3 (16.5)b

0.33

1.21

Muller et al. (Chapter 6)c

3

14.9

225.5

43.5 (19.3)a

37.7 (16.7)b

0.34

1.15

Muller et al. (Chapter 7)c

3.5

18.4

237.7

50.8 (21.4)a

38.5 (16.2)b

0.36

1.32

Whittemore and Yang
(1989)

P2, back-fat depth measured at the P2 site.
a

Body fat measured using the deuterium oxide dilution method.

b

Body protein estimated according to equations of Dourmad et al. (1997).

c

Body composition at weaning.

Producers aim to manage sow body condition to an ideal condition which aligns with maximum
reproductive potential. A sow which is over-conditioned entering lactation will have a lower feed
intake and lose more weight (Thaker and Bilkei, 2005), which will negatively impact litter growth
(Eissen et al. 2003). Being in a negative metabolic balance will have nefarious impacts rebreeding
success and the number of piglets born in the subsequent litter (Schenkel et al. 2010). The PIC
guidelines (PIC, 2016) suggest targeting having 90% of sows in an ideal condition, which translates
to a visual body condition score of 3 (range 1-5; 5 having the most condition). Lactation diets focus
on supplying nutrients and energy close to requirements for sow maintenance, body condition and
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milk yield. Australian diets are formulated to meet the requirements of a sow weighing 175 kg postfarrow, allowing for a net body weight loss of <10 kg (PIC, 2016; NRC, 2012) suckling 10 piglets for a
21-day lactation period. Of the sows fed a standard lactation diet, ad libitum, body weight after
farrowing averaged 222.3 – 264.0 kg (Chapters 5 and 6), with body weight losses between -4.7 to 19.8 kg (Table 8.2). The sows used in Chapter 5 entered lactation with a greater backfat depth at
the P2 location which negatively impacted feed intake and increased body weight loss over
lactation compared to sows used in Chapters 6 and 7. Sows used in Chapter 6, from the same
breeding herd as Chapter 7, experienced a mean gain in body weight of 7.2 kg, which highlights the
variation in sow body condition entering lactation and lactation feed intakes within a sow herd with
seasonal variation. Based on the average weight and parity of sows used in this thesis, current
Australian recommendations for formulating a standard lactation diet may require targeting an
average entry body weight up to 28% heavier based on the PIC (2016) formulations currently
targeting a sow weighing 175 kg.
Table 8.2 Sow parity and body weight (expressed as mean ± SE) measured post-farrow and at
weaning fed a standard lactation diet ad libitum
Body weight, kg
Chapter

Parity

Post-farrow

Wean

Change, %

5

2.0

264.0 ± 22.0

244.2 ± 23.3

-7.5

6

3.0 ± 1.0

224.3 ± 33.0

229.0 ± 28.6

2.1

7

3.5 ± 1.0

248.4 ± 29.7

240.2 ± 28.8

-3.3

Although diets are formulated to meet the body weight of a sow entering lactation, when
considering the metabolic state of sows, protein loss or muscle catabolism may have the largest
influence on subsequent reproductive performance (Clowes et al. 2003a; Willis et al. 2003).
Selection practices (genetic programs, entering the breeding herd and culling) aim to improve
growth and sow productivity and along the way have increased lean body mass. Sows now have a
higher percentage of body protein to body fat which highlights the importance of considering shifts
in body protein during lactation and the impact on performance and subsequent reproduction. The
sows used in this thesis entered lactation with an average lean mass ranging from 36-40 kg
(Chapters 6 and 7). They had 4% less fat mass and 29% more lean mass than chemically determined
composition of sows used in an Australian experiment 4 years prior (Smits et al. 2017).
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8.3 The potential to estimate a shift in sow body mass
The importance of finding the most accurate, easily adoptable method on-farm for estimating sow
body protein mass becomes important for the leaner sow as current methods used only capture
body fat mass and indirectly estimate body lean mass by difference. Bioelectrical impedance
spectroscopy has been validated as a practical technique for assessment of body composition in
several livestock species (Hegarty et al. 1998; Thomson et al. 1997; Ward et al. 2016) including pigs
(Swantek et al. 1992; Kraetzl et al. 1995). We set out to test the accuracy of BIS against dual energy
x-ray absorptiometry (DXA), a highly precise method of compositional analysis used in pigs (Scholz
et al. 2015). Due to weight and size restrictions of this technology, sow carcasses were used.
Chapter 3 demonstrated that BIS only underestimated carcase fat-free mass by -0.5% against DXA
scanning. Validation then progressed to the live sow in Chapter 4 with BIS compared to dilutional
measurements made with deuterium oxide. Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy provides a
prediction of body composition through quantification of total body water and extracellular water.
Therefore, non-lactating sows were used for the validation experiment. Differences between
predictions of fat-free mass using BIS, against measures using the deuterium dilution technique
(DDT) ranged from -8.2 to 32.7%. Equivalence testing between BIS and P2-based prediction
equations revealed BIS to have wide levels of agreement, therefore suggested an impractical option
for assessing body composition in individual sows.
Chapter 4 investigated the potential for serum creatinine, a by-product of muscle
metabolism, to predict changes in muscle mass. Data showed sows to experience body protein
mobilisation after 21 days of lactation as indicated by 3MH. However, serum creatinine did not
respond to BW change, with a net change influenced by either a change in sow muscle mass or
body protein metabolism. Creatinine can be influenced by protein turnover and/or muscle mass
(Marshall, 2012) and concentrations of creatine therefore increase when muscle is catabolised
while remaining low in response to a lower muscle mass. As serum creatinine did not correlate with
3MH, the strong correlation with concentrations of blood urea nitrogen suggests measures were
influenced by dietary Lys intake and/or body protein turnover. A 3MH:creatinine ratio is a useful
tool with smaller interindividual variation. Although changes in muscle mass were too small in the
sows used in Chapter 4, this variable may be more useful than serum creatinine alone.
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Inherent variation in biological measurements and dilutional methods when performing
validation studies in live animals can impact the outcome. Chapters 4 and 5 demonstrate this
variation. There were wide variations in physical measurements and methodology associated with
dilutional measurement of cellular water which confounded the results. BIS applies populationderived mean values for resistivities and body proportion to individual animals. If wide variations in
population means for total body water, body density, body length, leg height and circumference
and hydration status exists, the predictive power to provide accurate measures of individual
animals is poor. Large inter-individual variation has previously been observed in humans (Ward et
al. 2015) with validation studies in animals lacking data cross-validation which provides an analysis
of the level of agreement. Variation may be induced through water loss during the drenching
procedure, hydration status of the sow, absorption times in the stomach and time for total body
water to plateau following the introduction of the enrichment. In BIS validation studies of the
horse, hydration state was influenced by feeding and water loss (Ward et al. 2016), not accounted
for in Chapter 4. Performing validation studies in a commercial setting rather than a controlled
environment means there is methodological variation eg. drenching a conscious animal, which
cannot be avoided. In Chapter 5 it was concluded that creatinine could not definitively indicate a
change in muscle mass or metabolism. Creatinine is known to become unstable during handling
which highlights the importance of following strict sampling procedures (Peake and Whiting, 2006).
Studies also show creatinine concentrations can be impacted by age, breed, lactation demand,
diurnal rhythm, and core temperature (Verheyen et al. 2007). Validating a method of measuring
body protein mass in lactating sows on-farm, which provides the producer with accurate
predictions, is highly unlikely while this variation exists.
Although BIS is unsuitable as a method of estimating protein mass during lactation, there
was excellent agreement between the DDT and prediction equations of Dourmad et al. (1997).
Prediction equations for sow body fat and protein mass were derived by dissection (n=189) and
chemical composition (n=23) of Large White breed, primi- and multi-parous reproductive sows
obtained at mating, farrowing or weaning. The equations were calculated using the double
regression technique (Engel and Walstra, 1991) for improved accuracy which links the successive
three stages of production (mating, farrowing, weaning). Dourmad et al. (1997) were the first to
base equations on such a large number of chemically analysed sows, using primi- and multi-parous
sows at more than one stage of reproduction. With the above in mind, it is not surprising a crossvalidation revealed these equations to best predict fat and protein mass in Chapter 4. Present-day
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papers still commonly cite the use of these prediction equations developed in 1997 (Vieira et al.
2021).

8.4 Is there still an impact of changes in sow body composition during lactation on litter
performance and subsequent reproductive success?
The subpopulation of sows used in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 were in their 2 nd or 3rd parity and of a similar
body composition at the start of experiment (Table 8.3). Data from Chapter 6 revealed that under
the feed restrictions used, this subpopulation of sows did not experience the degree of body tissue
mobilisation expected during lactation to impact litter growth and rebreeding success over a 21 day
lactation period. Chapter 7 showed that in a longer lactation period of 27 days under nutritional
restrictions imposed by a lower quality diet from day 7, litter growth is impacted. De Bettio et al.
(2016) applied a 50% feed reduction (~4.0 kg/day) to sows from day 9 to 28 of lactation resulting in
a loss of 13% of their body weight and 4mm of backfat depth. Patterson et al. (2011) found litter
weaning weight to be reduced by 3kg in sows restrictively fed by 60% (~3.25 kg/day) for the last 7
days of a 21-day lactation period, with no impact on wean-to-service interval or subsequent
reproductive success. In Chapters 6 and 7, sows fed a diet lower in DE and SID Lys (gestation diet)
experienced little, to no, change in body composition. However, sows did start to show losses in
body weight and minor losses in body protein in Chapter 7 over a longer lactation period. In
Chapter 6 there was a tendency for the wean-to-service interval to be extended. In Chapters 6 and
7 there was no impact on subsequent reproductive success. In Chapter 6, using the equations of
Dourmad et al. (1997), sows were estimated to gain 0.3 kg of protein mass and lose 2.8 kg of fat
mass when fed a diet lower in DE and SID Lys with an average feed intake of 6.4 kg/d. The DE and
SID Lys contents were below those recommended for lactation (NRC, 2012). If dietary energy and
SID Lys fail to meet the needs of the sows, excessive body tissue mobilisation (Feyera et al. 2020)
and reduced litter growth (Strathe et al. 2015) are expected. Sows which experience a negative
energy balance during lactation and high body tissue mobilisation have a reduced follicular
development and lower piglet birth weight in the subsequent litter (Han, 2021). In Chapter 7, litter
growth rate was reduced past day 7 of lactation to weaning when sows were fed the diet lower in
DE and SID Lys, although there was no dietary treatment effect on litter weights at weaning (21
days).
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Table 8.3 Sow and litter performance of lactating sows offered a standard lactation diet ad libitum
Time of

Parity

year

ADFI1,

DE2 balance,

SID Lys3

Body weight

Body fat,

Body protein,

Litter ADG4,

kg/day

MJ/d

balance, g/d

post-farrow,

kg (%BW)

kg (%BW)

kg/day

kg
Muller et al.
(Chapter 5)
Muller et al.
(Chapter 6)
Muller et al.
(Chapter 7)

Summer

2

4.8

-

-

264.0

18.4

15.3

-

Spring

3

6.7

-6.9

4.5

224.3

19.4

16.8

2.2

Autumn

3.5

6.9

39.4

20.4

248.8

20.4

15.5

2.0

1

Average daily feed intake.

2

Dietary energy.

3

Standardised ileal digestible lysine.

4

Average daily gain.

Recent studies show sows are indeed mobilizing less body tissue even under dietary Lys
restrictions. In a cohort of multiparous sows fed to a SID Lys content of 1.04-1.05%, sows
experienced a body weight change between +0.4 to -14.6 kg over lactation (Greiner et al. 2020;
Gourley et al. 2017; Liu et al. 2020) with no impact on rebreeding success. Hojgaard et al. (2020)
found sows lost an average of 8.3 kg, 12 kg of body fat and 0.6 kg of body protein when fed to the
Danish recommendations with no impact on rebreeding or total piglets born in the subsequent
litter. Chapter 6 and 7 showed that even under nutritional and feed restrictions in lactation, sows
experienced body weight gains only lost up to 4.5% of their body weight, experienced no change in
estimated fat or little change in protein mass. Sows which were fed a standard lactation or
gestation diet lower in DE and SID Lys, with an ADFI from 6.3-7.7 kg/day experienced weight gains
and deposited small amounts of protein (3%). Whilst litter growth can be impacted when sows
were under nutritional restrictions (i.e. fed a standard gestation diet) from day 7 of lactation to
weaning, reproductive hormones and subsequent reproductive success remained unaffected.
Results demonstrate that with our current sow genetics there is a lack of body composition change
during lactation with more resilience in terms of number of pigs weaned, at least of the genotype
used in these experiments.
Sow body tissue mobilisation during the lactation period is dependent on body condition on
entry to lactation, sow feed intake, lactation length and litter sizes. In China and Denmark, studies
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have identified sows to experience no body weight loss during a 21-day lactation period (Liu et al.
2020) and no loss in protein mass over a 26-day lactation period (Hojgaard et al. 2020) when
nursing litters between 13-14 piglets. Feyera et al. (2020) reported sows to experience minor
changes in body fat and protein masses (3%) over a 28-day lactation when fed a standard lactation
diet nursing litters of 12-14 piglets. Recent studies in Europe show sows are experiencing no more
than an 11.5 % loss in body weight over a 24-day lactation period (Costermans et al. 2020) or only a
4.5% body weight loss over 19 days in lactation (Greiner et al. 2020) nursing litters of 11-12 piglets.
With Australian sow herds showing a 3.5% gain in body weight, 2.7% gain in protein mass and a loss
of 3.5% of fat mass over a 21-day lactation period, nursing 11 piglets (Chapter 6). Over a 26-day
lactation period sows start to lose 2.8% of their body weight, 6.7% of body fat and 1.9% body
protein mass nursing 10-12 piglets (Chapter 7).
Globally, genetic selection has improved the total number of piglets born per litter. As sows
are becoming hyperprolific they are experiencing minimal lactational catabolism even under
nutrient restrictions. Although the total number of piglets born has increased, exceeding 19 in
Denmark (Hojgaard et al. 2019), litter sizes are fostered to around 12-14 piglets per sow for the
duration of lactation in most countries (Grenier et al. 2020; Feyera et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2020) with
Australian sows weaning on average 10 pigs/sow.

8.5 An opportunity to change the way sows are fed in lactation
The lactation diet focuses on supplying nutrients and energy close to requirements for sow
maintenance, body condition and milk yield as well as allowances for tissue mobilisation within the
appetite limits of the sow. Nutrient requirements are however influenced by the rate of piglet
growth, litter size and stage of lactation. For this reason, ad libitum feeding is common practice
from the time of farrowing to allow the sow to maximise her intake, with the aim of less body
condition loss and maximum milk production to support litter growth. This approach fails to meet
the needs of sows with higher or lower requirements. Staged diets have been developed in the
gestation state (Ball et al. 2008) to meet the nutritional needs at various phases of development.
Early vs late lactation is considered two stages with different metabolic demands. Energy is
prioritized for milk fat production in the first week of lactation (Rosero et al. 2016) while SID Lys
becomes important in weeks 2 and 3 (Strathe et al. 2015; van der Peet-Schwering and Bikker,
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2019). Sows require more energy and less protein in early lactation and more energy and Lys as
milk production becomes a priority (Theil, 2017). Results of Chapter 7 demonstrated the sow’s
metabolic demand up to day 6 of lactation is supported even with a diet lower in DE and SID Lys
contents (gestation diet). Sows failed to mobilise fat tissues and increase circulating NEFA, which
supply energy for milk fat synthesis. As a result, milk fat concentrations remained relatively
constant throughout lactation across all three dietary treatments as the type of milk nutrients the
sows produce is related to the type of tissues mobilised (Costermans et al. 2020). From day 7 of
lactation to weaning, sows fed the gestation diet tended to experience greater losses in estimated
body protein mass and reduced litter growth, a consequence of the longer lactation length
compared to Chapter 6. Sows fed a standard lactation diet experienced little to no loss in body fat
mass with minimal body protein loss while litter growth was supported. A two-stage diet feeding
program, changing from a gestation to a lactation diet on day 7 of lactation, supported litter growth
with no impact on sow body mobilisation, rebreeding or subsequent reproductive success.
Investigations into lactation diet formulations tend to only vary dietary Lys content
(Hojgaard et al. 2019; Greiner et al. 2020), without altering energy which is required for lean tissue
deposition. Formulations have traditionally investigated amino acids set in ratio to energy
(Campbell and Dunkin, 1983) in titration studies, while recently requirement calculations can be
based on litter growth rate (NRC 2012).The commercial sow has dramatically evolved with
genotypic selection increasing the number of piglets born. Further changes in sow milk production
and the number of pigs weaned, coupled with advances in facility design and management,
improve the time to estrus leading to more litters per year. With lactational performance and
subsequent selection programs placing emphasis on sow reproductive success, it is expected that
the demand on the sow’s physical state, or metabolic status, has led to a more robust, resilient
sow. With reproductive resilience, nutrition can be more accurately targeted to improve litter
growth without compromising the sows’ reproductive performance.
Considering this trend, nutritional programs in Australia may require updating to reflect a
leaner sow nursing larger litters with higher ad libitum feed intakes with knowledge that sows are
at times benefiting from possible nutrient surplus with body protein deposition. Protein deposition
is a highly energetic process (Wu et al. 2007), therefore a leaner sow has an increased energy
requirement. When considering the increased energy requirements of a leaner sow with the rate of
genetic gain for loin depth and efficiency, nutrient requirements of the lactating sow need updating
to reflect the modern sow. What becomes clear is that genetic selection programs will continue to
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improve sow productivity. With changes to sow body composition, namely body protein, there is an
immediate need for research to focus on capturing these changes past 2008 and for alignment with
nutrition and management strategies.

8.6 Conclusions
This dissertation represents a comprehensive investigation of adopting more precise methods of
capturing a change in sow protein mass during lactation. These methods used on-farm in the live
animal are subject to biological and methodological variation which prevents the success of the
method to provide a precise measurement of the individual sow. Currently, the most precise method
of measuring sow body composition is using prediction equations of Dourmad et al. (1997) which are
based on a measure of body weight and backfat measured at the P2 site. Since the experiments in
this thesis were conducted, scientific publications have reported reduced incidence of sow body
protein mobilisation in lactation which supports the current findings. It is uncertain whether this
reflects requirements of a leaner sow, that is eating more as a result of the sow or environment, or
genotypic selection leading to a resilient sow in terms of her lactation efficiency. It is also quite
possible all the above have contributed, and produced a more robust, modern sow. The concluding
experiment in this thesis demonstrates feeding sows in lactation according to these changes, i.e.
reducing DE and SID Lys in the first 6 days of lactation, has no impact on litter growth or reproduction.
Nutritional programs in Australia need updating to reflect a leaner sow, benefiting from feeding more
DE and SID Lys in early lactation. The key finding has been to demonstrate that the modern sow fails
to experience excessive lactational catabolism to the extent of impairing rebreeding and subsequent
reproductive success.

The key findings in this thesis were:
i.

Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy is a precise method able to predict total carcase
fat-free mass in agreement with dual energy x-ray absorptiometry.

ii.

Bioelectrical impedance spectroscopy is an impractical option for assessing body
composition in individual live sows, as wide biological variation translated to poor
predictive power as well as methodological variability associated with dilutional
measurements outside a controlled environment.
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iii.

The predictive equations of Dourmad et al. (1997) provided the most accurate
prediction of sow body fat and protein mass against other predictive equations based
on body weight and backfat depth, BIS predictive equations and BIS.

iv.

Serum creatinine was not a reliable marker of changes in sow muscle mass or muscle
metabolism because creatinine concentrations can be influenced by dietary Lys intake
and/or body protein turnover.

v.

Sows which experienced a calculated energy and SID Lys balance when fed a standard
gestation diet over lactation experienced little to no body mobilisation with minimal
impact on litter growth and subsequent reproductive performance.

vi.

A two-stage diet program in lactation showed that feeding a gestation diet during the
first 6 days of lactation did not negatively impact body composition, with no impact
on sow rebreeding or reproductive success. Showing no clear benefit over feeding a
lactation diet over a 27-day lactation period.

Future directions of research in this area should focus on:
i.

Validating a prediction equation for sow protein mass based on body weight and loin
muscle depth across multiple parities and stages of lactation.

ii.

Further investigate and validate the use of a rapid measure of 3MH to estimate when
a sow becomes catabolic or anabolic

iii.

Updating the nutritional requirements of the leaner, reproductive sow with a focus on
maintenance requirements.

iv.

Further investigate the benefits of a two-stage feeding program to reduce feed costs
and better meet the needs of the leaner, lactating sow, over subsequent reproductive
cycles.

v.

Investigating the impact of a reduced body weight and body fat loss on sow longevity
in the herd.
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